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ABSTRACT
The intellectual ideas of progress and evolution as a historically bound twain linked to
the equally ancient intellectual device the comparative method fonn a Trinity that are
examined and re-evaluated in regard to the study of human natural history from the
Renaissance through to the close of the first half of the present century. Other associated
concepts such as monogenesis, polygenesis and the idea of missing links are also reexamined in their various historical manifestations. This work also re-examined the role
of a number of major players in the intellectual drama of the development of the study of
human natural history.
It was found that progress, evolution and the comparative method have both
historical continuity and intellectual pervasiveness as fundamental assumptions of
fonnative and established palaeoanthropological thinking. In addition it was suggested
that (I) Lamarck has a much greater priority in regard to a number of evolutionary ideas
and views currently credited to others and that he has been misrepresented in a number of
important areas; (2) Darwin subscribed to the concept progress in a manner and degree
that places him well within the intellectual context of his times; (3) Dubois had a pivotal
role to play in the development of modem palaeoanthropology especially as concerns the
phylogenetic position of fossils in genealogical trees and the nature of the concept
missing link; (4) anagenesis or uni lineal models of human natural history did not
disappear in the first half of the twentieth century but rather this concept survived albeit
within the cloak of a re-vitalised form of the comparative method.
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INTRODUCTION
It is usually agreed that man has resisted innovations in thought. When confronted with a

new question, he has preferred to resort to old answers, old organizing principals. old
presuppositions and procedures, if on ly to avoid trouble or to take advantage of a
relatively stable medium of commun ication. Old words have been used for new things:
old and irreconcilable ideas, remodeled slightly perhaps, have been allowed to lie side by
side in explanatory thought, or used in illogical harness, simply because thinkers have
found themselves unable to break with immemorial mental habit.
(Hodgen, 1964:387-8).

The study of human origins and natural history or palaeoanthropology has an extensive
history. It has grown out of a number of established and concurrently developing
disciplines. In reviewing the formative history of the discipline it is clear that
palaeoanthropology has had a long and close relationship with progress in addition to or
in companionship with the idea of evolution (Hodgen, 1964; Stocking 1968, 1987;
Harris, 1979; Desmond, 1982; Bowler, 1984, 1986). The concept of progress itself
extends back to ancient Greece (Dodds, 1973).
Within anthropological thought progress has been conveyed in three principal
forms. In socio-cultural anthropology it was through the comparative method (Hodgen,
1964; Stocking, 1968, 1987; Harris, 1979). Beginning in the Renaissance various cultures
or races were perceived as living fossils and arranged into a hierarchical scale of being,
the scala natura, as representative of the various stages humankind has gone through on
our road to perfection. This tradition continued well into the last quarter of the nineteenth
century for the most part revived and popularised through the work of Edward Tylor
(1871 ). In biological anthropology progress has been conveyed through various
evolutionary ideas or models from the Enlightenment with Buffon's laws of species
change, through the nineteenth century by way of Lamarck's, Haeckel's and Dubois'
variously directed evolutionary change, and beyond (Bowler, 1984, 1986; Walters, 1989;
Richards, 1994). While in biblical anthropology progress is coupled to the Creator's
divine will to produce a sort of evolutionary perfecting mechanism as evidenced in the
work of Chambers in the early to mid-nineteenth century.
Evolution itself or at least the idea that species can change over time can also be
traced to ancient Greece (Richards, 1994). However, interest in the idea really only
begins to foment during the Enlightenment (Bowler, 1984; Richards, 1994). Moreover,
with regard to human natural history it is the publication of Charles Darwin's theory of
evolution in 1859 that is regarded as pivotal to linking the idea of evolution to human
natural history and origins (Bowler, 1984, 1986, 1990; Mayr, 1978, 1991 ).
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During the Enlightenment and later throughout the nineteenth century progress.
evolution and the comparative method underpinned the development and re-emergence
of a number of views and models either directly concerned with human origins and
natural history or appropriated to such ends. Indeed much has been written on ideas
concerning the immutability of species, evolution, speciation and descent in the years
preceding 1859 (Thomson, 1909; Glass, 1959a & b; Lovejoy, 1959a & b; Crocker, 1959;
Temkin, 1959; Richards, 1994). Lamarck is arguably singularly responsible for
combining progress with the first detailed model of bio-evolutionary history at the

turn

of

the nineteenth century. Furthermore, Lamarck has been extensively defended as having
priority over Darwin in the development of a number of evolutionary ideas usually
credited to Darwin (Gillispie, 1959; Cannon, 1959; Lovtrup, 1987). However, aspects of
Lamarck's work regarding the nature and role of progress in his theory of evolution and
descent and indeed his ideas on evolution itself need re-evaluation given some recent
(Bowler, 1986; Mayr, 1991 ) interpretations of Lamarck's work.
Stockjng ( 1987) has suggested there was a hiatus in bio-evolutionary scholarship
between Lamarck at the beginrung of the nineteenth century and Darwin mid-century.
Stockjng also implies a gap in the continuity of progress as an intellectual tradition
during the same period of time. Stocking (1987) fills both vacated positions with the
biblical degenerationist anthropology of James Prichard. However, Stocking does not
fully explore the nature of this lacuna in the continuity of progress during this period. For
this reason he plays down the role of Robert Chambers and his work The Vestiges of the

Natural History of Creation. During the 1840s this work was responsible for reviving
progressivist interest in bio-evolutionary scholarship. Further, it is not clear that there
was a simple hiatus in bio-evolutionary studies early in that century.
Less than two decades after Vestiges was first published, Darwin published The

Origin ofSpecies. One of the most important achievements of Darwin was his decoupling
of progress from a theory of bio-evolution (Bowler, 1984; Mayr, 1991). The result was
the establishment of open-ended or non-directed evolution. This stood in contrast to
unilinea] or anagenetic models which were popularly linked to the idea of directed
evolution made possible through some sort of progressive mechanism. However, it is
arguable that Darwin did not banish progress from his theory of evolution and that he in
fact courted the concept to a considerable extent. Moreover, his ideas concerning man in
the sense of the epitome of the perfecting aim of the process of evolution played a greater
than hitherto generally realised role in this work. Bowler (1986) has suggested that
palaeoanthropology was tardy in appropriating Darwin's open-ended or non-directed
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evolution and did not do so until after the first decade or so of the twentieth century .
From thence forward palaeoanthropologists have subscribed to one form or another of
bush-like or anti-progressivist human evolutionary history (Bowler, 1986).
Monogenetic and polygenetic models of human origins and natural history. born
of the Renaissance, also go through a revival in the nineteenth century. Bowler (1986)
notes how polygenism resurfaced in the work of French physical anthropologists midcentury while monogenism was reborn in Britain particularly through the work of
Prichard early in the century. Bowler ( 1986) has portrayed the Victorian presentation of
these models as vastly different, which is indeed the way they appear in the Renaissance
(Hodgen, 1964).
Historians of archaeology have noted the development of progressive or unilineal
socio-cultural histories in the early and subsequent development of nineteenth century
archaeology (Daniel, 197 1, 198 1; Grayson, 1983; Sackett, 1983). Such models received
support form the socio-cultural theorising of Herbert Spencer in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century (Stocking, 1987). However, little is said by these scholars concerning
the relationship between such unilineal models in archaeology and the early development
of these models within palaeoanthropology.
A feature of all theorising and model building concerning the origins and natural
history of humanity up to the closing years of the nineteenth century was the lack of
supporting fossi l evidence. While fossils such as the Neandertals had been discovered
and described mid-century they were not generally seen as ancestors. Much of this is
arguably attributed to the intellectual focus of the time: debates over anthropogenesis as
opposed to divine creation. Nonetheless, by the end of the century a number of scholars
had developed clear personal ideas of what a fossil link between humans and our
ostensibly nearest relatives, the apes, should look like. One of these men, Eugene Dubois,
then set out to find it. Theunissen (1989) has reviewed much of the literature concerning
Dubois and his discoveries during this period. However, Theunissen ( 1989) has not done
Dubois justice on several points including Dubois' views on the nature and tempo of
evolutionary change; the importance of Dubois' phylogenetic approach to interpreting
these find s; and the relationship between such an approach in Dubois work and the
entrenchment of the unilineal view of human evolution.
Several scholars (Gi llette, 1943; Brace, 1967; 1981; Bowler, 1986; Hammond,
1988) have noted that evolutionary models of the first half of the twentieth century took
Darwin's bush-like evolutionary model to the extreme. Thi s is the ostensible period of
ancestorless humanity. Bowler ( 1986) has suggested that the progressive unilineal
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schemes built around Java man and the Neandertals in the first decade of the twentieth
century collapsed in the ensuing decades. Palaeoanthropologists at last took up the
original Darwinian interpretation of evolutionary history: non-directional and nonprogressive. This view is re-examined here as it is arguable that anagenesis still linked to
the idea of progress is a more fitting description of events between 1910 and 1950 than
Bowler's view of a return to branching Darwinian evolutionary history .

Aims

The principal aim of this thesis is to address two hypotheses: (1) that progress is the
central and integrating feature of the study of human natural history from the Renaissance
through to the middle of the twentieth century; (2) progress moulded and in turn was
expressed through models of human evolution during this period. A subsidiary aim of
this thesis is to ask if scholars such as Lamarck, Chambers and Dubois have been
misrepresented on certain key points regarding their actual ideas and/or role of their work
in regard to progress and evolution.
While this thesis spans several hundred years my principal temporal focus is from
the beginning of the nineteenth century through to the middle of the twentieth century .
The beginning of the nineteenth century is arguably historically important in the sense of
Lamarck's ( 1809) coupling of progress to a detailed theory of evolution. The close of the
first half of the twentieth century is important in the sense that the 1940s through 1950s
is the interface between old and modern palaeoanthropology. This period of time is
characterized as ushering in the new evolutionary synthesis of palaeontology, genetics
and natural selection (Eldredge, 1985).
Specific sets of aims designed to address my central working hypotheses and
subsidiary aim are presented in each chapter. The arrangement of chapters is
chronological. However, in no sense is this a historically comprehensive work. It is not
intended to be a history of palaeoanthropology but rather an analysis of specific ideas,
devices as well as the scholars who produced and employed them.
Chapter one serves to introduce Renaissance and Enlightenment debates over
progress, degenerationism, materialism, evolutionism, theism and human origin models
such as polygenesis and monogenesis. The task of this chapter is to outline the earliest
documented development of these ideas and events as they relate to later developments
from the start of the nineteenth century. In chapter two I trace the development of aspects
of Lamarck's evolutionary model and address some misunderstandings regarding his
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work and views. I look at the role of early nineteenth century ethnology as particularly
advocated by James Prichard. Also examined is the role and significance of Robert
Chambers' so called biblical evolutionism in ushering in a revival of progress in the
aftermath of Prichard's restoration of degenerationism at the beginning of the nineteenth
century. Further, I explore Victorian notions about classification and typology. In chapter
three I will develop the idea of progress having a greater than suspected role in Darwin's
evolutionary model, and to whit the role of man - the pinnacle of progress, in the
formulation of his evolutionary model and his own personal acceptance of evolution.
Reviewed are the Victorian manifestations of the monogenetic and polygenetic models of
human origins. I trace some aspects of the role that both a changing awareness of time
and trends in archaeology had on models of human natural history. In chapter four I focus
on the discovery of Java man and his discoverer. Here I develop the idea of Dubois' role
in ushering in the phylogenetic method in the study of human evolution which was to
have such an enormous impact on scholarship in the fo llowing decades. Further, I
examine the development of the terms missing link and transitional form at a period that
saw the first conscription of real fossil ancestors into evolutionary schemes. In chapter
five I highlight a number of individual scholars in order to demonstrate continuity of the
comparative method and anagenesis, linked to progressivism, into and up to the middle
of the twentieth century. Moreover, I will explore the ostensible monogenetic versus
polygenetic polarity in the face of the apparent conflation of these concepts in the work
of a number of the scholars of the period. In chapter six I conclude the thesis.

Some Epistemological Considerations

Whereas writers such as Kuhn ( 1974) and Feyerabend ( 1978) have utilised history as a
lesson in how science was or is done, the didactic point of my thesis is to ( l) uncover a
number of threads of intellectual thought over the last several hundred years and ; (2)
remove some misunderstandings surrounding several of the scholars responsible for
spinning these threads.
My methodological orientation to a large extent has been conditioned by perhaps
the most prominent recent historian of anthropology George W. Stocking Jnr. ( 1968,
1987). Stocking has pointed out that those with an interest in history cannot simply try to
understand historical phenomena in their own terms, as this would entail us limiting ...
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our understanding of historical phenomena to that available to its enactors. we should
foreswear not only depth psychology and the sociology of knowledge. but also our own
knowledge of the consequences of their action ... Historical understanding thus
presupposes a continuing tension between past and present. not only a historian's present
and the past he studies, but between the same past and present and all its consequent
futures. Among the laner, there are good pragmatic as well as methodological reasons for
privileging the stand-point of our own present.
(Stocking, 1968:xvii-xviii).

Notwithstanding this however, Stocking's work (1968 , 1987) reveals a presentisthistoricist tension. Moreover, this is a feature with some historiographical value. I do not
believe there are strict presentist or historicist approaches but only a particular leaning to
one or the other. For example Desmond ( 1982) has noted that it is no longer fashionable
to work out who got it wrong but rather to concentrate on contextualizations in which to
situate and better understand the history of intellectual trends and ideas. While I
sympathise with this historicist stance it also clear that Stocking has a point and that it is
not appropriate to disregard our own sum of accumulated knowledge and understanding.
It is also unlikely that a perfect filter of all things modern could successfully be applied

by any historian no matter how diligent. Furthermore, I strongly believe that the actions
of past actors in intellectual pursuits are open to certain kinds of judgement that only
favoured present perspectives can confer. The past and current treatment of Lamarck is a
case in point.
As a final note it will be seen that terms such as savage and man, in particular,
occur occasionally throughout this work. When found they are used within their
historical context. Out of such context they are replaced with more appropriate modern
forms.

CHAPTER ONE
Human Origins and Natural History
in the Renaissance and
Enlightenment

'J'ree diagram of the hierarchy of being from
Raymond Lull, De nova logica (1512).

(Reprocuced from Hodgen, 1964:399)
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The relationship between progress and evolution can be traced back to the Renaissance.
In order to explore the early history of these ideas and the relationship they formed the

principal aim of this chapter is to summarise developments in human natural history
during the Renaissance and Enlightenment. The majority of concepts and ideas discussed
in following chapters will be briefly introduced here. First I will look at links between
progress, degenerationism, the hierarchical concept of the scale of being, and the increase
in ethnographical data on savage peoples with regard to developments in single origin
(monogenesis) and multiple origins (polygenesis) models of human origins. Secondly I
will highlight a number of Enlightenment ideas on the nature of species, their ability to
change (transmutation) or otherwise (immutability) and their classification.

Monogenesis, Polygenesis and Missing Links

In this first section I will for the most part summarise the account given by Hodgen
( 1964 ). The monogenetic model of human origins and natural history can be traced to the
Renaissance theological consensus on the unity of humanity. This translated into an
original Adamic origin and later dispersal and subsequent Noachian origin and dispersal
of humanity. Diffusion being the chief differentiating mechanism. Moreover, this
diffusion was perceived as bi-directional: a vertical diffusion of tradition, which was seen
as good in that it passed on and thus preserved social customs, morals and so forth; the
second was lateral and seen as bad in that the original culture was diluted and thus
degenerated over time and distance. The vertical scale translated into continuity and the
lateral into change. As an explanatory or intellectual device this idea appears in both the
evolutionary theories of Lamarck and Darwin in the nineteenth century. Moreover, one
the principal features of monogenesis, vertical continuity, exchanged the ideology of
degenerationism with that of progress and as such became ancestral to later unilineal or
anagenetic evolutionary models of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
/

The lateral manifestation of Renaissance monogenesis, degeneration from an
original Adamic or Noachian ideal as a function of the geographic distribution of
physically and culturally different people, was seen as inherently evil: the fall of man.
Closely associated with this view of cultural diversification was the Renaissance idea of
the world's mutability and decay. This 'fall of man from grace' theme in the sixteenth
century took on a new lease of life in the secular arena. A combination of religious doubt
brought about by the irreconcilability of the disparate views of the ecclesiastical
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philosophers plus the fall of the earth from the centre of the uruverse led to a new
dominant sixteenth and seventeenth philosophy, degenerationism:
The monogenetic theory of social origins, with its melancholy philosophy of history and
its rejection of the positive values of human movement, cultural contact, borrowing. or
diffusion, was the conventional Renaissance answer to the problem of cultural
differences.
(Hodgen, 1964:269).

Hodgen goes on to note that although this was the Renaissance consensus view there
were dissenting voices with a more positive outlook. The unilineal bio-social view of
humanity born of monogenesis was being rejected by a number of sixteenth century
European scholars, especially Niccolo Machiavelli , Louis Le Roy and Jean Bodin. These
scholars reintroduced the theme of a rhythmical or cyclical human history. Periods of
decline were perceived as merely the downward curve in these cycles. Another scholar,
intellectually active in the seventeenth century, who rejected unilineal degenerationism
was Isaac de Ia Peyrere (see also Grayson, 1983). Peyrere attempted to dismantle the
Book of Genesis and its influence on Renaissance thought and " ...he cast doubt on the
historical reliability of the Book of Genesis and upon any monogenetic theory based on
Genesis ... "(Hodgen, 1964:274). Peyrere argued, although he was not the fi rst to do so, for
pre-Adamic peoples and hence logically plural origins for humanity. However, a cycl ical
philosophy did not necessari ly indicate a polygenist outlook. For example Bodin, active
during the sixteenth century, while responsible for much anti-Genesis sentiment was not
a polygenist. For Bodin cultural differences were not due to pre-Adamitic peoples or
diffusions but rather to original environmental factors. Bodin "... elected to take man as a
given, [he] concentrated on the relation of the several cultures to land, to climate, and to
the topographical features of the several geographical regions" (Hodgen, 1964:276).
Notwithstanding this however, Bodin subscribed to the Mosaic orthodoxy concerning the
origin of humanity and cannot be seen as an incipient evolutionist. Bodin's geographical/

historical approach was squashed on the continent with the Cartesianist rise but continued
to develop in Britain among scholars such as Peter Heylyn and Nathanael Carpenter in
the first half of the seventeenth century. While there is a shift from Renaissance
degenerationism in the latter years of this era and particularly in the Enlightenment,
degenerationism persisted as an intellectual theme well into the nineteenth century (see
Stocking, 1987).
As the age of maritime discovery progressed through the Renaissance there was a
massive increase in data on non-European races and cultures. Concomitant with this
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increase in ethnological data, and for the most part because of it, was a strong reaction
against the biblically based model of monogenetic human origins toward a polygenetic
model. Hodgen (1964:405) has suggested three choices for the placement of the
Renaissance savage: (1) a man like other men; (2) a secondary human category; (3) an
animal (perhaps the highest form). Until the third quarter of the seventeenth century the
first choice prevailed: the theological monogenist Adamic/Noachian diffusionist
orthodoxy. However this view was to change. Hodgen suggests the turning point came in
1676/7 with the publication of Samuel Petty's Scale of Creatures. Hereafter
"...philosophical and ethnological opinion concerning the savage and his place in nature
departed form the Christian position ...it came to be believed that there were multiple

kinds of men each with his rightful place in the natural order but inferior to European
man" (Hodgen, 1964:408).
Hierarchy, as an intellectual device, was conceptualised thematically as a scale of

being or scala natura in which everything had its proper place. The materialist approach
to dealing with the savage was to see them through the other Renaissance alternatives: a
secondary human category or as an animal. The savage was installed between humanity
proper, that is European man, and the highest beasts:
.. .installed in the series not as a man as complete and finished as European man, but as a
bridge or 'link' between finished man and the animals. It was supposed that he might
conceivably be made, as human monster or as bestial man, the terminating member of
the animal section o f the hierarchy, or a dim, rude brutal introduction to the human and
intellectual series. A few even dared mention the ape as either another species of man or

his immediate animal predecessor.
(Hodgen, 1964:415, italics added).

This idea of missing links is traced by Hodgen back a further four hundred years to
Albertus Magnus in the thirteenth century. Here Magnus postulated a form termed

similitudines hominines which bridged the gap between man and beast in his
conceptualisation of the scala natura. The intellectual device of linking forms is thus not
/

new and can be seen as a sort of logical corollary to the Medieval hierarchical
conceptualisation of all things inanimate, animate and spiritual.
Works such as Petty's 1676/7 Scale of Creatures, William Tyson's 1708 Anatomy

of the Orang-outang and Linnaeus' 1735 Systema Naturae dethroned man form his
central position between heaven and earth in the scala natura:
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In both biological and ethnological enquiry the d iscovery of 'missing links' became the
order o f the day. It became the task of the naturalist to effect a rapprochement between
man and the ape and of the student of man to compose an acceptable social or cultural
hierarchy as an extension of the biological.
(Hodgen, 1964:418).

However, to see the idea of a hierarchy in the socio-cultural realm as an extension of the
biological is to view the scala natura as an essentially biological conception of nature.
Rocks, dirt, dogs, humans, angels and God all formed parts of this hjerarchy . To perceive
this in an originally biological light is to confuse Renaissance interest in natural history
with a Medieval conception of the scala as the creative baup/an of God. Medieval nature
and later Renaissance and runeteenth/early twentieth century nature were very different
things. Neither can be seen as an extension of the other. Both were simply marufestations
of a general meta theme, albeit marufestations that borrowed off each other for detail.
Hodgen notes that later development in Western thought was not to abandon
hierarchization but that:
The intellectual unsenlement took the form of a conversion of the purely architectonic,
static, and spatial order o f categories into a temporal one. The concept of a timeless
inventory o f Creation was transformed into one that was viewable as historical,
developmental, evolutionary, or progressive - one in which transition from form to form
or from culture to culture, far from being contrary to reason and theoretically disallowed,
was accepted as the way things worked.
(Hodgen, 1964:435).

Hierarchy was given a temporal dimension for the most part through utilitarian uses of
history. Utilitarianism was realised on two fronts: through the search for earlier phases of
history, which was the forerunner of Edward Tylor's nineteenth century doctrine of
survivals and the comparative method; and a return of historical optimism fuelled by
Renaissance achievements which directly translated into progressivism in contrast to the
pessimism of degeneratiorusm.
Much of Hodgen's remarks refer to socio-cultural developments. She sees the
/

biological break with the immutability of the hierarchical scala and its extension through
time in the eighteenth century with the German philosopher/mathematician Gottfried
Leibruz and English country physician and poet Erasmus Darwin as leading figures.
However, the choice of these two scholars is perhaps somewhat inaccurate. As far as
biological man is concerned the real eighteenth century break is more fittingly seen to
have come with the French Enlightenment materialists.
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Enlightenment Materialism and Evolutionism

Harris ( 1979: 18) notes that the Seventeenth century Dutch philosopher Baruch Spinoza's
" ... vision of nature, one and continuous, including man and his products, constituted a
fundamental break with the past [Renaissance theism] ". This materialist reaction to
theological rationalisation was developed further by the French philosopher and
mathematician Rene Descartes in Animal Machine, and then more specifically in the
human context with Descartes' compatriot Julien Offray de La Mittrie's Man and

Machine published in 1748. La Mittrie, the philosopher and encyclopedist Denis Diderot,
and the leader of the encyclopedists Baron von Holbach, were the radical materialist front
of the Enlightenment in contrast to the French doyen of natural history scholarship
Georges Buffon's more conservative materialism, or political cautiousness at least.
Essentially, these radical materialists pursued a theme of the generation of all complex
structures by nature itself (Crocker, 1959). Whether they saw matter itself as having the
properties of life it was postulated that life was but a product of matter form ing complex
wholes of which divinity played no part. As with Buffon they accepted spontaneous
generation of life and species. Further, like Buffon, they saw species not as fixed but
rather susceptible to change through time. However, unlike Buffon they saw no guiding
laws or canalised species paths. Species were produced entirely by random clusterings of
matter which accounted for so many mistakes, the monstrosities. As Bowler (1984)
notes, these ideas represented a total rejection of theism and structural laws, the net result
being that their system was open ended. In other words, the addition of the chance factor
meant that " ... there could be no fixed species and no predetermined plan of development"
(Bowler, 1984:75). Ironically however, these more radical materialists in arguing for the
continuity of nature were simply conj ecturing ever finer categories in the scala natura so
that the animate is but a product of the inanimate. Such being the case the inanimate to
animate transition, and any transitions in the scale for that matter, would need an infinity
/

of time to occur. The paradox was solved with the spontaneous generation of the most

primitive life forms and it is perhaps for this reason that spontaneous generation was such
an important factor in early evolutionary models.
Perhaps the most influential materialist and certainly natural historian in preRevolutionary France was Buffon. From 1749 Buffon published a number of volumes
collectively titled Histoire Naturelle in which among other themes he outlined his
materialist ideas for the generation of species (Bowler,1984; Lovejoy, 1959a). Life was
seen as developing via some sort of natural process obeying physical laws. Particles from
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male and female partners formed a structural whole (the embryo) by way of totally
naturalistic forces. In contrast to Diderot, La Mittrie and Holbach, Buffon argued for
continuity between earlier and later species. While materialists in general believed in the
immutability of species Buffon advocated the then unconventional view that species
could change. He argued that there were such entities as ancestral species that could
diverge and form a number of distinct daughter species (Bowler, 1984 ).
In searching for these ancestral species Buffon utilised a popular theory of the
time: spontaneous generation. In this theory life is seen to be generated by particular
unstated sets of physical conditions. This in contrast to divinely inspired or induced
creationism in that the processes involved are seen to be totally naturalistic with no
guiding hand involved. Spontaneous generation took on the mantle of mysticism in its
inability to trace the actual natural laws responsible for the process and thus became
linked to transcendentalism. A form of this transcendentalism, later popularised by
German philosophers in the beginning of the nineteenth century, was taken into the midnineteenth century by the English palaeontologist Richard Owen ( 1804-92) as his
platform against Darwinian views on species mutability or transmutation. This aside, one
could interpret Buffon's ideas on species change as extraordinarily modem. Nonetheless,
Bowler ( 1984) points out that Buffon's scheme was not open ended, as was that of the
more radical materialists such as La Minrie, Diderot and Holbach. This was because
Buffon subscribed to the idea of canalised species paths and evolutionary direction. Or in
other words there was a closed or deterministic component in the theory. Buffon
subscribed to the Platonic idea of species as natural and universal types. All the types in
the universe had either been formed or were residing as potentially new designs within
existing types and as such all life in the universe was predictable (Bowler, 1984). Bowler
( 1984) argues that even the materialist that Buffon was he still could not shake thi s last
vestige of design from his theory. However, and perhaps ironically, Buffon's lasting
legacy was not the popularisation of the idea that species could change. Rather, it was
/

Buffon's development of the idea that the natural history of the earth could be represented
as a series of cycles, the end of each being marked by mass extinctions, with subsequent
large scale creation events thus starting off a new cycle. This model, termed
catastrophism, was further developed early next century by the French naturalist Georges
Cuvier (1769-1832) into a major explanatory paradigm that survived well into the first
half of the nineteenth century (Coleman, 1964). It was to have a marked effect on the
establishment of evolutionary theory.
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In contrast to French evolutionary materialism is the work by the Swede Carolus
Linnaeus who was actively seeking to articulate the differences between organisms.
Linnaeus wished to chop up the natural world into discrete nameable categories whereas
Buffon was trying to show continuity between different species. Linnaeus' work was
important in classifying humanity within the same system used for every other organism.
As such Linnaeus through hi s classificatory system borrowed the popular Medieval
theistic concept of the chain of being and promoted it to the chief structural device of
materialistic natural history. However, Linnaeus' classificatory schema was in no sense
evolutionary in intent and Linnaeus was an avowed believer in the immutability or fixity
of species when he originally devised it (Wendt, 1956; Glass, 1959b). It is perhaps ironic
that if there had been clear evidence available to Linnaeus that species were mutable at
the time he was devising his classificatory scheme it is arguable that it would have
floundered in its early development (Wendt, 1956). In other words, if species were
mutable or changeable over time then to confine them to static and enduring categories
would be somewhat illogical.
Perhaps the last well known eighteenth century thinker with a published interest
m evolution is Erasmus Darwin. Contrary to the views of Charles Darwin (1859),
expressed in a footnote to a discussion of the contribution of Lamarck to the Origin of

Species, Erasmus Darwin, in his medical treatise Zoonomia published in 1794, did not
prefigure Lamarck's principle views on evolution at all. As Gould ( 199 1: 124) notes

".. .Zoonomia owes its modem reputation to a few fleeting passages that look upon
organic transmutation with favour". In fact Erasmus was merely articulating the same
views as had been freely circulated in Enlightenment France for the previous fifty years
or so.
In summary it can be seen that the Enlightenment break with Renaissance models
of human origins and natural history was for the most part manifested through the
development of ideas on species, their mutability or otherwise and evolutionism m
/

general. However, such Enlightenment notions were both seminal and nebulous or
diffuse in nature (Bowler, 1984). These ideas were not presented in the form of detailed
theories to test, work or think with. However, such an evolutionary theory was being
developed at the beginning of the nineteenth century that was to shape many later
nineteenth century developments in evolutionary theory, particularly the study of human
natural history and origins.

CHAPTER TWO
Transmutation, Creationism and the Nature
of the Type in the first Half of the
Nineteenth Century
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Diagram "showing the origin of the various animals" from Philosophy Zoologique
(Lamarck, 1809).
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I now tum to the first half of the nineteenth century. Progress became further entrenched
in the intellectual milieu of this century. In order to trace the development and
conveyance of progress during this period I aim to first examine aspects of the
development of Lamarck's theory of evolution; misrepresentations of his work; the role
of man in his theory; and finally reasons for his lack of academic success with his theory.
In the second section I will examine the apparent lacuna in biological evolutionism
between Lamarck and Darwin, what filled it and the reasons for it. I will also suggest that
progressivism only became a major ideological force in bio-evolutionary studies in the
1840s by way of the work of Robert Chambers. In the final section I will examine the
nature of the type as a bio-classificatory construct in both pre and post-Origin of Species
contexts. I will also look at the nature and extent of the ideological shift from type to
ancestor in mid-Victorian palaeontology.

Lamarck and a Theory of Transmutation and Descent

The first scholar to produce a detailed theory of transmutation and descent was the
French naturalist Jean Baptiste Lamarck (1744-1829) in the 1809 publication Philosophy
Zoologique. Lamarck ( 1809) is arguably singularly responsible for consummating the
nineteenth century partnership of progress and bio-evolutionary theory. There appears to
be no dissent in the view that progress was a fundamental ideological assumption of
Lamarck's theory of transmutation with regard to overall evolutionary direction (Ruse,
1982; Bowler, 1984; Mayr, 1991). Nonetheless, progress shared its position as director of
evolutionary change in Lamarck's model.
Lamarck argued for the mutability of species and while not in itself ground
breaking even then, he nevertheless presented his case by positing that species form a
continuum:
I do not mean that ex1stmg animals form a very simple series, regularly graded
throughout; but I do mean that they form a branching series, irregularly graded and free
from discontinuity, or at least once free from it. For it is alleged that there is now
occasional discontinuity, owing to some species being lost.
(Lamarck, 1809:3, italics added).

Species for Lamarck changed or transformed very gradually. Lamarck bel ieved in
extremely small changes, micro-mutations, over time. Because of this Lovtrup ( 1987) has
argued that Lamarck was in fact the first micromutationist. Lamarck needed evolution to
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be gradual to fit in with his views of environmental change. His gradualist stance can be
traced to his understanding and use of deep geological time:
As compared to the periods which we look upon as great in our ordinary calculations. an
enormous time and wide variation in successive conditions must doubtless have been
required to enable nature to bring the organization of animals to that degree of
complexity and development in which we see it at its perfection.
(Lamarck, 1809:50).

Moreover, Lamarck subscribed to a view, later comprehensively presented by the British
geologist Charles Lyell (1797-1875), that the earth was in a state of gradual and
continuous change that acted only to maintain the geological status quo. In the modem
sense of the term uniformitarianism only refers to the idea that the present is the key to
the past. It does not necessari ly infer gradualism or continuity. However, during the
nineteenth century it did have other connotations. Gould ( 1988) has noted that the idea of
uniformitarianism was developed by Lyell into four distinct types of uniformity.
Lamarck's assumption of laws of continuity and gradualism thus seem to prefigure
Lyell's uniformity of law and rate respectively. Lamarck believed in the parity of laws
between the animate and inanimate worlds. Later scholars such as Chambers and Darwin
also subscribed to such a belief.
Lamarck, like those after him who subscribed to the view of gradual species
change, had a problem with species recognition. How does one separate a temporally and
physically continuous organism into discrete units or species? Lamarck's so lution was
unique: species for him did not actually become extinct although he noted the exception
of recent cases of non-natural human induced extinctions. The fossil evidence in his time
indicated many forms with no known contemporary representatives. Lamarck forwarded
two explanatory arguments. The first: it was likely the living counterparts existed in the
vast unexplored regions of the earth; the second and more important: species did not
become extinct as they change over time by way of the accumulation of tiny mutations
(transmutation) into new or different forms.
May it not be possible ... that the fossils [apparently representing extinct species] ...
belonged to species still existing, but which have changed since that time and become
converted into the similar species we now find .
(Lamarck, 1809:45).

This paragraph represents a maJor theme throughout Lamarck's book. Species for
Lamarck could encompass both broad levels of variation and temporal depth. In modem
evolutionary terms Lamarck is describing the popular model of phyletic evolution. This
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conceptual shift in dealing with species allowed him to see them both change through
time and retain their essential identity. However, there is perhaps an additional reason for
his view of species. This view may have been a reaction to an interpretation of extinction
events as indicating that if a species were to change it will no longer be viable. This
would be direct evidence against transmutation. There is some evidence for this view
when one considers opposition to transmutationism from Georges Cuvier. a younger
highly influential contemporary of Lamarck's. Coleman {1964) and Bowler ( 1984) have
noted that Cuvier, through his studies in comparative anatomy, had come to the
conclusion that biological organisms were so complex that is was impossible to believe
transmutation could result in different viable organisms. For Cuvier species were fixed
(an implied creationist and/or saltational origin). But Lamarck, unlike Cuvier, was not a
saltationist. He did not see changes as occurring rapidly and there was no place for useful
monsters, the expected common result of large mutations as opposed to tiny unnoticed
ones.
Lamarck provided micromutation that was environmentally induced and
acknowledged vast periods of time in which gradual transmutation could occur to
facilitate descent. These ideas formed the basis of his evolutionary model. Moreover, this
model also owed a debt to the immense amount of time and energy Lamarck put into his
classificatory systems (botanical, vertebrate and invertebrate) which translated directly
into his evolutionary scheme.
My individual conclusion: nature has produced all the species of animals in success ion,
beginning with the most imperfect or simplest, and ending her work with the most
perfect, so as to create a gradually increasing complexity in their organization ; these
animals have spread at large throughout the habitable regions of the globe, and every
species has derived from its environment the habits that we find in it and the structural
mod ifications which observation shows us.
(Lamarck, 1809: 126) .

Two themes are clearly presented here by Lamarck: the first is an implicit law of nature
which causes the vertical progression from simple to complex organization; the second
theme being the lateral secondary transformation of species due to the effects of
environment, habit and so forth . Although this bi-directional scale of vertical continuity
and lateral change was a major intellectual conceptualisation of the Renaissance theistic
model of Adamitic origins and subsequent diffusion, it is Lamarck who is responsible for
appropriating it into a model for bio-evolutionary change.
Notwithstanding this however, recent historians have either not recognised (Mayr,
1991 ) or played down (Ruse, 1982) the role of lateral change in Lamarck's evolutionary
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model. Moreover, Darwin has been popularly credited with this ostensibly novel
dichotomisation of evolutionary theory (Mayr, 1991). For example Mayr (1991:17)
argues that:
For Lamarck, evolution was a strictly vertical phenomenon, proceeding in a single
dimension, that of time. Evolution for him was a movement from less perfect to more
perfect, from the most primitive infusorians up to the mammals and man.

and
the problem of how ... species and incipient species came into being was clarified for
Darwin by the Galapagos mockingbirds. These specimens showed that new species may
originate by what we now call geographical (allopatric) speciation ... ..By this thought
Darwin found ed a branch of evolutionism which, for short, we might designate as
horizontal evolutionism, in contrast with the strictly vertical evolutionism of Lamarck.
(Mayr, 1991 :20).

However, it is clear that not only should Lamarck be given credit for the first
comprehensive development of this vertical/lateral dichotomy within a bio-evolutionary
theory but that it should also be noted that this was a fundamental component of his
theory. Lamarck's answer to the riddle of specific diversity was a function of his lateral
thinking.
Further recent misunderstanding of Lamarck and his model relates to the view
(Bowler, 1984) that Lamarck's scale of organization is simply a redevelopment of the
Medieval scala natura. However, for Lamarck each species does not grade insensibly
into the next but there is rather only a loose progression in complexity. The overall
progressive nature of Lamarck's model is clear in his diagram showing the origin of
various animals (see chapter frontispiece). Consensus views on classification around this
time (see Cuvier, 181 6) saw four principal divisions in the animal kingdom. In
descending order these were the: vertebrata (represented in Lamarck's diagram as the fish
through to the unguiculates); mollusca (Lamarck's molluscs); articulata (Lamarck's
annelids, cirrhipedes, insects, arachnids and crustaceans); radiata (Lamarck's worms,
infusorians, polyps, radiarians). Lamarck clearly subscribed to such a broad classificatory
system and to be sure there was no general dissent in the view that this system showed
the progressive nature of life. What the majority of naturalists at the time did object to
was not Lamarck's progressivism but rather the view that this scheme represented the
evolutionary history of the animal kingdom.
Lamarck's advocacy of lateral or non-progressive evolutionary change is also
apparent in his evolutionary diagram. For instance there is an initial lateral branching
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from the worms into an annelids - cirrhipedes - molluscs evolutionary sequence on the
one hand and an insects - arachnids - crustaceans sequence on the other. There is a
similar major branching event at the reptiles. Further, there are a series of lateral
bifurcations from an ancestral amphibian stock. That this is the manner in which
Lamarck viewed evolutionary history is evident in his comments concerning this
diagram: "It is there shown that in my opinion the animal scale begins by at least two
separate branches, and that as it proceeds it appears to terminate in several twigs in
certain places" (Lamarck, 1809: 178).
Another area of misunderstanding about the views of Lamarck stems from his
ideas on spontaneous generation. Bowler ( 1984) claimed the crucial difference between
modem evolutionary theory, to which the only real contributor was Darwin in (Bowler's
view), and Lamarck's ideas was that Lamarck " ...did not suppose all forms alive to have
evolved from a common ancestry" (Bowler,1984:80). For Lamarck complexity equated
with temporal depth of lineage. Humans for example are the longest lived lineage which
arose at the earliest period in time, relative to other lineages, from a separate spontaneous
generation event. Lamarck was seen to be advocating multiple parallel lineages through
time, each lineage having its roots in a separate and progressively later point of
spontaneous generation (Bowler, 1984; see also Ruse, 1982). The most primitive species
belong to the youngest lineages and in fact spontaneous generation is still occurring
(Bowler, 1984). However, I would argue that only the last point is partially correct.
Throughout Philosophy Zoologique Lamarck maintains a position where
spontaneous generation has occurred at the anterior or base of the two biotic kingdoms,
plant and animal. Life has then evolved via his primary (vertical) and secondary (lateral)
causes ever since. There is but one paragraph in Philosophy Zoologique that may be
interpreted in the manner of Bowler ( 1984) and Ruse ( 1982):
Not only has the direct form ation of the simplest living bodies occurred [spontaneous
generation], as I am about to show, but the following principals prove that such
formations must still be constantly carried out and repeated where the conditions are
favourable in order that the existing state of things may continue.
(Lamarck, 1809:245).

The status quo Lamarck refers to is a reference to the very simple asexual organisms, his
infusorians (see chapter frontispiece), which would become extinct without continuous
acts of spontaneous generation. Complex sexually reproducing organisms did not become
extinct and there was thus no need for their continual regeneration via spontaneous
generation

events.
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manifestations of evolutionary change is inconsistent with Bowler's ( 1984) and Ruse's
(1982) view.
The myth of crucial differences between modern or Darwinian evolutionary
theory and Lamarck's popularised in recent times by Bowler ( 1984) and Mayr
( 1978; 1991) is just that, a myth. There is no argument that Lamarck's mechanism was
wrong but that does not affect the overall model of evolutionary history developed by
him. In essence Lamarck gave us a phylogenetic tree with two fundamental bifurcations,
plant and animal, and a multitude of differentiating side branches originating from the

various levels of organization.

Moreover, Bowler ( 1984) argued that Lamarck saw

apparently extinct species as present today albeit in altered garb. Bowler then contrasted
this to Darwin who saw only the tips of the branches of the evolutionary tree as
representing extant taxa. However, this apparent difference loses substance if both men
are simply seen, in their own ways, to be trying to relay the idea of species continuity
through time and space.
What was Lamarck's attitude to man in his evolutionary picture and did the idea
of humankind evolving affect Lamarck's presentation of his evolutionary model?
Lamarck first outlined his system of classification and ideas on transmutation nearly a
decade before Philosophy Zoologique (Lamarck, 1800). He divided all living organisms
into grades of increasing organization. In direct contrast to Linnaeus (1758) taxa are
defined by reference to characters and character affinities. Humans are classified in his
system as the only members of the class Bimana which is characterized as "mammals
with differentiated unguiculate limbs; with three kinds of teeth and opposable thumbs on
the hands only" (Lamarck, 1809: 169). Man for Lamarck is distinguished from other
animals purely on the grounds of biological organization.
He noted that there is no large step from Quadrumana, which includes what we
would now term hominoids (other than us) and circopithecoids, to Bimana. The scenarios
he outlines are remarkably similar, if not identical, to those forwarded by functional
adaptationists beginning in the first half of the twentieth century: erect posture could
have arisen through decreased arboreality and/or an increased habit of standing to gain a
better view of the surrounding country; decreased use of the teeth as weapons, tools etc.,
would have led to a change in facial structure, toward more human features. He continues
in this vein for several pages and concludes on the note that" ... such are the reflections
which might be aroused if man were distinguished from animals only by his

organization, and if his origin were not different from theirs"(Lamarck, 1809: 173). There
is an essential difference in the role of man in the formulation of the evolutionary
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schemes of Darwin and Lamarck. For Lamarck humanity was simply a consequence of
descent: what applied to other animals must surely apply to us. Wheteas for Darwin man
played a pivotal role in his conversion to descent theory. Moreover, Lamarck did not shy
away from these evolutionary implications with regard to humanity as Darwin was to
half a century later.
Lamarck's views were ignored and even actively refuted in his own time (Cannon,
1984; Bowler, 1984; Burkhardt, 1984; Hull, 1984). Why was this ? Perhaps an important
reason relates to his lack of compunction in seeing humanity as a creature of the
evolutionary process. Cannon ( 1959) suggests that Cuvier was the central cause of
Lamarck's problems whilst living and dead . During his time at the Museum of Natural
History he came into conflict with Cuvier over both geological gradualism and
transmutation, both concepts to which Cuvier was totally antagonistic. The power and
influence Cuvier wielded during these years did nothing for Lamarck's cause. Cannon
( 1959) has even suggested that nineteenth and twentieth century interpretations of
Lamarck and his ideas stem from Cuvier's reinterpretations or misrepresentations. Indeed,
in Cuvier's Biographical Memoir (Cuvier, 1831) of Lamarck he contrasts Lamarck to men
of true genius and relegates him to a category defined thus:
[Those], with minds not less ardent, nor less adapted to seize new relations, have been
less severe in scrutinizing the evidence; with real discoveries with which they have
enriched science, they have mingled many fanciful conceptions; and, believing
themselves to both outstrip experience and calcu lation, they have laboriously constructed
vast edifices on imaginary foundations, resembling the enchanted palaces of our old
romances, which vanished into air on the destruction of the talisman to which they owed
their birth.
(Cuvier, 1831 :434).

Furthermore, in directly addressing Lamarck's evolutionary theory and the foundations
upon which it was based he notes:
A system established on such foundations may amuse the imagination of a poet; a
metaphysician may derive from it an entirely new series of systems; but it cannot for a
moment bear the examination of anyone who has dissected a hand, a viscus, or even a
feather.
(Cuvier, 1831 :447).

Burkhardt (1984) outlines three additional reasons why Lamarck was so
unsuccessful in his own time. In brief these are the materialist overtones of his work; his
reputation for wild speculation; and the fact -that he was "unable to cultivate a circle of
capable naturalists willing to champion his views" (Burkhardt, 1984:xxxiv). Moreover,
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less than three decades after his death Lamarck was to present " a serious public relations
problem for Darwin and the Darwinians" (Hull , 1984: xlvi). Lamarck was perceived as
Darwin's scientific precursor in a sense. Lyell even went as far as to describe Darwin's
theory of evolution as a modification of Lamarck's views, much to the annoyance of
Darwin (Hull, 1984). That Darwinian evolution can be considered as Lamarckian
evolution revisited (see Lovtrup, 1987) would not have been an idea that would have sat
easily, or without response, with Darwin or his fo llowers.

A Degenerationist Interlude and a Progressivist Revival
It has been suggested (Bowler, 1984; Cannon, 1959) that the powerful personality and
political machine wielded by Cuvier and his doctrine of catastrophism effectively stifled
evolutionary thought in France and also England right up to the middle of the nineteenth
century. However, Stocking ( 1987) has suggested the chief reason behind early
nineteenth century English rejection of evolutionism was part of a general anti-materialist
reaction to Revolutionary events in France. For many years after the Revolution "science
in Britain felt the pressure of revolutionary paranoia and evangelical bibliolatry"
(Stocking, 1987:42). In other words conservatism took refuge in a fundamentalist
devotion to that token of the civilised world, the bible. Stocking ( 1987:44) goes on to
note that " ... the pre-Darwinian period in Britain is one in which, after a century in retreat,
the biblical tradition reassumed a kind of paradigmatic status".
During this period one individual stands out in developing a tradition that gave
birth to a number of forms of the modem discipline of anthropology. Stocking (1987) has
surveyed the three editions of James Cowles Prichard's ( 1786-1848) Researches into the

Physical History of Mankind, 1813, 1826 and 1837-47. Prichard was preaching
monogenism in

reaction to the polygenetic materialism across the channel. In part

French materialism was a function of both increasing ethnologi cal and other data from
the natural sciences on man and other organisms generally and the development of
comparative anatomy by Cuvier. The utility of comparative anatomy took a rapid hold on
naturalists and the idea was taken up by Prichard in the form of comparative philology in
developing his racial histories (Stocking, 1987). Prichard's aim was to prove the unity of
mankind, a product of his and Britain's generally biblical outlook, and as such he was
monogenist. The same device used by earlier Renaissance monogenists was employed to
explain the diversity of mankind: diffusion . Further, it is clear that hi s choice of
philological artefacts for his historical reconstructions of the history of the various races
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had a biblical precedent. The assumptions of philological reconstruction were simply that
if two languages belonging to physically dissimilar races could be shown to be linked
then the physical differences in each race were due to historical environmental factors.
The only comprehensive orientation toward the study of human variety,
Prichardian ethnology in the first three or four decades of the nineteenth century, was not
ideologically progressivist but was rather a return to early Renaissance degenerationism.
Prichardian ethnology was the anthropological response, couched in the biblical form of
monogenism and its corollary diffusionism, that accompanied the increased evangelical
zeal in Britain during the years following the French Revolution (Stocking, 1987).
Nevertheless, progressivism was still alive at this time in Britain, albeit not as a serious
threat to the nee-pessimistic conjectural diffusionist racial histories of Prichard. Evidence
for the lingering influence of progressivism comes from at least two sources: ( 1) the
progressivist revival spearheaded by Robert Chambers' ( 1802-71) Vestiges of the Natural

History of Creation, first published in 1843, did not spring forth from a vacuum. The
immediate popularity of this work suggests a considerable degree of prior sympathy with
the ideology of progress; (2) negative evidence for intellectual interest in progressivism
comes form Lyell's 1830/3 Principals of Geology which was essentially one long
argument for uniformitarianism, the antithesis of progress (see Grayson, 1983 ; Ruse,
1982; Gould, 1988). Gould (1988) highlights the extremes to which Lyell was prepared
to go in his rejection of the ideology of progress or directional change:
When we are unable to explain the monuments of past changes, it is always more
probable that the difficulty arises from our ignorance of all the existing agents, or all their
possible e ffects in an indefinite lapse of time, than that some cause was formerly in
operation which has ceased to act; and if in any part of the globe the energy of a cause
appears to have decreased, it is always probable, that the diminution of intensity in its
actions is merely local, and that its force is unimpaired when the whole globe is
considered. But should we ever establish by unequivocal proofs, that certain agents have,
at particular periods of past time, been more potent instruments of change over the entire
surface of the earth than they now are, it will be more consistent with philosophical
caution to presume, that after an interval of quiescence they will recover their pristine
vigor, than to regard them as worn out.
(Lyell, 1831 , cited in Gould, 1988: 125).

Stocking ( 1987) notes that Prichard ian ethnology, and the monogenetic stance by
association, began to be threatened by physical anthropology, a French development, by
the mid-nineteenth century. Physical anthropology developing through Cuverian
comparative anatomy and phrenology emphasised the physical variability among the
races of humankind. The Evangelical cycle had turned and materialism was making a
return. The logical implications of stressing differences resolved into a return of the
polygenist model for humanity. Stocking ( 1987:67) suggests that by the 1850s " ... the
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issue was one between 'lumpers' and 'splitters', and monogenism and polygenism were
competing answers to a single question: 'is mankind one or many' ". At this time
monogenism equated with Prichardian ethnology and polygenism with the more
naturalistic physical anthropology.
These were not however the only important developments in the half century
prior to the evolutionary revolution sparked off by The Origin in 1859. Moreover, I
would suggest that there was not a complete discontinuity in the history of biological
evolutionism ( cf Stocking, 1987). One only needs to look at Darwin's earliest
introduction to the idea of evolution and transmutation. This was between the years 1826
to 1827 via Robert Grant, one of his mentors at Edinburgh. Desmond & Moore ( 1991)
argue that Grant's influence was to shape Darwin's approach to evolutionary theory a
decade later. Grant was a vocal exponent of Lamarck's evolutionary views and is but one
example of the survival of evolutionism within the degenerationist revival.
Other intellectual trends in the first half of the nineteenth century culminated in
an uneasy and polemical marriage between theism and progressivist evolutionism only
fourteen years after the death of Lamarck and sixteen years before the publication of The

Origin. Vestiges can be viewed as catalysing a revival of both progressivism and
evolutionism in the face of Prichard's biblical degenerationism in the closing years of the
fust half of the nineteenth century.
The principal aim of Vestiges was to unveil the final causal law in the biological
realm in order to form an equilibrium with its counterpart in the inorganic realm:
The inorganic has been thought to have one final comprehensive law, GRAVITATION.
The organic, the other great department of mundane things, rests in like manner on one
law, and that is- DEVELOPMENT. Nor may even these be after all twain, but only
branches of one still more comprehensive law, the expression of a unity, flowing
immediately from the One who is First and Last.
(Chambers 1853:304-5, emphasis in original).

Thus Chambers' introductory chapters deal briefly with the historical formation of the
universe followed by the geological formation of the earth in order to outline the law of
the inorganic realm. He then moved onto a natural history of the earth, a stage by stage
exposition backed up with specialist referencing. It is here that he introduces the idea of
progressive development or increasing organismal complexity. His scenario ts anticatastrophist, or in other words in the Lyellian mode, although Lyell was antiprogressivist. However it is nearly a third of the way into the work that he makes his first
explicit introduction to the divine origin of the natural law that ordains and supervises
developmental progressivism. This law of development or progress is manifested through
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a hierarchical scale of life with each particular class of animal occupymg its own
particular position on the scale. Much of the argument for this natural law or divine
regulation is built with geological evidence and then the law is taken from the inorganic
and

applied

to

the

organtc.

Chambers

utilises

the

work

of
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naturalists/palaeontologists Louis Agassiz (1807 -73) and Richard Owen, both of whom
were anti-transmutationist, to argue for developmentalism in the fossil record and a sort
of ontogenetic recapitulation of progressivism. He does this by reviewing a number of
facts to establish " ...a parity or identity of plan between the succession of animals on the
earth, and the stages of embryonic development in those which have come last upon the
scene" (Chambers, 1853 : 153). He then clearly borrows from Lamarck the idea of both a
vertical and lateral scale in evolutionary movement to deal with the different orders of
change. He notes that "we must take into view, that besides the vertical movement of the
embryo through grades of being, there is a kind of lateral advance from the more general
to the more special" (Chambers, 1853: 153).
He notes that Lamarck was only mistaken in his understanding of inheritance of
acquired characters in believing this adaptationist mechanism sufficient for evolution as a
whole. However, Chambers has misunderstood Lamarck on this point. Lamarck believed,
as did Chambers himself, that the adaptationist mechanism was only applicable to lateral
development. Lamarck, again as did Chambers, also believed in a sort of divine or
internal impulse to progress through the vertical scale. In fact Chambers' views nearly
mirror Lamarck's in this aspect: progress through the vertical scale and differentiation
through the lateral. However, Chambers was much more explicit and graphic than
Lamarck with regard to vertically manifested evolutionary change:
Of the transitions or transmutations implied by the development theory, the greatest or
most violent are those few which took place in the passage from the invertebrate animals
to fishes, from fishes to reptiles, and from these to the higher classes. This we might
expect, as at such points the phenomenon had nothing to do with external circumstances,
but wholly depended on the internal development-force, - each stage being of that
limited number of periods, into which the long-enduring gestation of nature maybe
supposed to have been divided.
(Chambers, 1853 : 208).

Chambers goes on to describe a sort of genealogical tree based on a complex hierarchical
device derived from his development of vertical grades of progression. His aim is to
present a more natural classificatory system that is representative of the natural history of
the organic world. His development of the concept of fundamental grades in a vertical
scale with kingdoms, classes and orders all divisible by three is a major departure from
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Lamarck's more conventional classificatory system. This system, clearly based on a
concept of the Trinity, is used to show the logic of the plan of the Creator. Man is the
terminal product or grade of the main or central developmental line. While the
presentation is both complex and confusing Chambers clearly stops at drawing an explicit
connection between the apes and man in an evolutionary sense.
It is not until over half way through the work that Chambers first mentions
humanity as part of the process of natural law, albeit a special and exalted case. The next
time humans are mentioned in any evolutionary context is in one of the final chapters
titled Early History of Mankind. He uses morphological evidence to argue that all the

races belong to one species. However, he cites philological evidence to suggest six
separate developments of language. It is vaguely suggested that this may be evidence for
multiple origins of humanity, the polygenist view, but in the end the morphological
evidence seems to hold sway. At no time in the entire work is it stated explicitly that
humans are a product of transmutation. The implication is that we are the pinnacle or
divinely intended end product of the entire developmental process but the link to the
specific idea of transmutation is never made. Even in schematically reconstructing his

genealogical tree I was unable to make the ape to man connection on the basis of explicit
statements. Whether this reluctance was due to a personal difficulty with the implications
of his own hypothesis or deliberate with the spectre of potential public sentiment in mind
is difficult to say. His obvious close reading of Philosophy Zoologique and the public
discrediting of Lamarck, which he also notes obliquely, in addition to anonymity of
authorship would tend to suggest the latter alternative. Darwin was to struggle with the
same problem, with no more success than Chambers, sixteen years later.
Stocking ( 1987) has referred to Vestiges under the unfortunate rubric of 'Biblical
Anthropology' and sees the work as having only minor historical relevance. Stocking
(1987) has noted that both Thomas Huxley (1825 -95) and Darwin himself received the
biological arguments in the work as naive. Bartholomew (1975) has suggested that much
of Huxley's negative reception of Vestiges was due to his personal distaste of Agassiz
and Owen, apparent supporters of Chambers. In any event, most criticism was ironically
directed at its materialism. Stocking sees the criticisms by Adam Sedgewick as an
extension of the Evangelical backlash against Revolutionary France. He seems to dismiss
the work as relatively unimportant to the development of anthropology but sees its role as
spanning the period of the emergence of a legitimated naturalistic study of human origins
(Stocking, 1987: 45).
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Vestiges was not particularly biologically naive. It was more likely an abhorrence

of Chambers' mixture of divine and evolutionary themes that disturbed Huxley. While
Sedgewick's criticisms focused on the materialism of Vestiges , the Evangelical revival
had begun to fade some forty odd years after the Revolution. Furthermore, and somewhat
ironically, Vestiges later formed the basis for the subsequent anti-materialist position
against the ostensibly unremitting materialism of Darwin (Bowler, 1984). At the time
however, it was an immensely popular work that saw twenty editions from 1843 to 1860.
Vestiges was neither ignored by the general educated public nor by academics of the

time. Desmond (1982) notes that it was looked at in a favourable light by some of
London's intelligentsia for its unorthodox approach. The doyen of mid-Victorian
palaeontology Owen was also not critical of its appearance (Desmond, 1982) although he
did have serious problems with its transmutationism. So widely read and polemical was
the work that Chambers published a sequel, Explanations in 1845, for the most part as a
response to Sedgewick's criticisms. It appears the majority of criticisms were aimed at
Chambers' interpretation of the palaeontological record, his idea of a gradual increase in
the complexity of life with time (Chambers, 1845). This would seem ironic given the
increasing popularity of progressivism in industrialising England, except that
progressivism also equated with materialism. The tenth edition of Vestiges ( 1853) also
included a lengthy appendix answering his critics to date, criticisms he partly countered
with the obvious economic success of the book. Again the rebuttals were only obliquely
anti-materialist and focused on the specific proofs of transmutation and spontaneous
generation. In short this work played a major role in restoring and popularising both
evolutionary progressivism and the associated idea of the transmutation of species in
mid-nineteenth century Britain. In contrast, Darwin's role fifteen years later was to prove
evolution through positive science.

Victorian Palaeontology and the Re-Birth of the Type

Palaeontology is arguably the chief legitimizer of positive science m contemporary
evolutionary anthropology. It is however not the only methodological paradigm in the
broad ranging discipline of palaeoanthropology today. Palaeontological developments in
the mid-nineteenth century had a major influence on perceptions of the fust fossil
ancestor discovered at the close of the nineteenth century and moreover on the
development of palaeoanthropology in the crucial formative years of the first three
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decades of the twentieth century. Talking of events in the nineteenth century Desmond
(1982:13) notes:
" ... the transcendental anatomy of the great Richard Owen ...was ceremoniously jenisoned
in the fifties by the 'young guard', Herbert Spencer, T.H.Huxley, and their circle whose
'proletarian' science prepared the ground for Darwin's Origin of Species ( 1859). Owen's
platonic and other worldly Archetype, the ideal invocation of vertebrate life. was
ignominiously traded for a common-or-garden-ancestor. And through tenacious middleclass popularisers made sure it was seen to be so by the masses.

As a sweeping statement of events this is perhaps so. But Desmond himself shows with
his detailed slice of mid-Victorian life that events were neither this simple nor this
complete in their results. For one, the term transcendental anatomy is a misnomer in that
while ideologically Owen clearly preached the immutability of species and reality of
archetypes or divinely inspired blueprints for all life, his comparative anatomical work
was directly conscripted as proofs for the Darwinian ideology of common descent
(Desmond, 1982). In other words the practical classificatory or descriptive side of Owen's
palaeontology did not alter. Rather, there was a fundamental shift in ideology with the
publication of The Origin ofSpecies.
Palaeontology clearly played a role in the proofs of evolutionary theory in The
Origin. Nonetheless, Coleman (1976) has argued that Darwin never pursued the role of
morphology to any extent as evidence for his theory of common descent. To avert later
confusion it should be noted that Darwin developed five theories relating to evolution
that are commonly conflated as one. Mayr (1991) outlines these fives theories as:
evolution as such; common descent; multiplication of species; gradualism; and natural
selection. Returning to the previous point it was rather Darwinian converts such as the
Germans Carl Gegenbaur (1826-1903) and Ernst Haeckel ( 1834-1919) (Coleman, 1976)
as well as Huxley (Desmond,1982) who established the science of evolutionary
comparative anatomy or morphology.
Desmond does not explore the immediate pre-Darwinian concept of the type but
rather singles out Owen's transcendental type as representing the antithesis of Darwin's
ancestors. This is not unreasonable in that there does appear to be a basic polarised
polemic occurring at this period, in England at least, between the essentialists or
Platonists (typologists) and evolutionists (transmutationists). However, even the type
concept was not a static, unchanging entity. Coleman ( 1976: 160) notes that:
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By the 1850s the type concept had been liberated from Cuvier's theoretical functionalist
strictures, just as these strictures had allowed morphologists of the 1830s and 1840s to
destroy the extraordinary limitation imposed on their studies by the Nawrphilosophen's
notion of a single type according to which all animals are formed .

In this light Owen's transcendentalism was way out of step with typological
developments on the European mainland, especially as spearheaded by Gegenbaur in the
1850s. According to Coleman the German improvement was a rejection of functionalism
for form. This allowed the German morphologists to ...
establish the type ... to which each organism belonged and then assigned groups of
organisms on the basis of the relatedness of their structure, to more general types, these
being fewer in number and each embracing a broad range of different but clearly
interconnected forms.
(Coleman, 1976:154).

These views were published in Gegenbaur's important 1859 book Grundzuge der

Vergleichenden Anatomie. Coleman stresses that this work cannot be seen as prefiguring
evolutionism but was rather readily transportable to the Darwinian explanatory paradigm.
This is just what Gegenbaur did in the second edition of Grundzuge in 1870 (Coleman,
1976). Haeckel, a colleague of Gegenbaur's at Jena, also took to Darwin's evolutionism
quickly with his publication of the ideologically developmentalist Generelle Morphology
in 1866. His conjectural genealogical trees of the evolutionary history of life while
perhaps premature and thus incautious went a long way to popularising the idea of
descent. Further his hypothetical missing types or links had an immense influence on
later terminal nineteenth and early twentieth century palaeoanthropological views.
The shift from Owen's transcendental anatomy is portrayed as relatively easy even
though Owen's morphology was nearly half a century out of step with developments in
the field (Desmond, 1982). Nonetheless, it is arguable that there was a degree of
continuity or spillage of the typological ideology into the latter half of the nineteenth
century and even beyond. It is worth noting the essential thesis or aim of Desmond's
( 1982: 17, italics added) work in this context.
how far abstruse debates over mammal ancestry or dinosaur stance reflected the cultural
context and the social comm itment of the protagonists, and as a result to determine the
extent to which ideological influences penetrated palaeontology to shape it at both the
conceptual and factual/eve/.

I would argue that at the factual level at least, Owen's transcendental ideology may have
barred him from an acceptance of evolution and common descent but it did not affect the
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way he did palaeontology at a purely descriptive or factual level. Likewise. the
development of the type concept over the first half of the nineteenth century culminating
in Gegenbaur's break with functional morphology was simply an ideological
development confined to morphology as a discipline. As such it could neither have
prefigured evolutionary ideas, nor for that matter provided a descriptive typology that
was really incompatible with Darwinism as an explanatory paradigm. The important
factor is that Gegenbaur's type was popularised through the explanatory device of
evolutionism and as such has perhaps not lost its original ideological link with the
philosophy of the eternal and unvarying nature of types: Platonic essentialism. Coleman
(1976) notes that Gegenbaur by divorcing himself from studying the process of evolution
and only concentrating on the product in effect never emancipated himself from the type
ideology.
It has been suggested above that the descriptive concept of the type was

exchanged for the explanatory concept of evolution or descent with modification.
However, Desmond ( 1982: 167) has also argued that there is evidence that " ... despite the
ideological switch, there was structural continuity between pre and post-Darwinian
palaeontology". The typologists, such as Owen, were the pre-Darwinian progressivists
and it was such progressive phylogenetic schemes that characterised post-Origin
palaeontology.
Desmond argues that George Mivart ( 1827-1900), who had become disillusioned
with the Darwinians, advocated a scheme of multiple origins or polyphyly for the higher
order taxa. He used the term homology in its original Owenian sense, the typological, to
relate " ... all identical forms, i.e. those having reached the same morphological goal,
irrespective of their evolutionary origin" (Desmond, 1982: 183). Mivart was in fact
reasserting the idea of homology over the new Darwinian term homogeny. Homogeny
relates to characters that are similar by virtue of their shared evolutionary history.
Homology was originally coined by Owen to relate his more specialised species to their
earlier generalised archetypes. In other words genealogies which were and are
independent of evolutionary or ideological constraints, Darwinist and Platonist alike.
From this the concept of evolutionary grades developed. The meaning of the Victorian
concept homogeny was transferred to the term homology which lost its former Owenian
definition. These ideas survived through to at least the middle of the twentieth century.
The methods and devices of palaeontology had very little if any practical value in
dealing with human evolutionary issues in the mid-nineteenth century. The reason was
simply that there were no fossi ls to speak of. Major criticisms or outright rejections of the
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work of Lamarck, Chambers and Darwin can arguably be traced to this as a principal if
not pivotal reason . Moreover, Darwin's delay in publishing on the implications of his
theory for humanity (Descent of Man, 1871) and Chambers' failure to link humanity to his
transmutationist views are perhaps also related to the glaring lack of fossil evidence for
human evolution at this time. Fossils aside, the answer to this dilemma was to seek
biological facts in either the more strictly defined disciplines of physical anthropology.
both pre and post-Darwin, or comparative anatomy. Both disciplines utilised a suitable
modification of the comparative method in their conjectural evolutionary histories of
humanity. In fact for Haeckel (see 1905 for example) there was no need for fossi l
evidence to provide double verification of the facts of his ontogenetic recapitulations of
phylogeny or natural history. The palaeontological methods developed in proving
evolution in the latter half of the nineteenth century were however to have an impact on
human evolutionary studies when data became available in any sort of abundance. But
that was not until the opening of the twentieth century.

CHAPTER THREE
Man, Archaeology and Evolutionism
in the Second Half of the
Nineteenth Century
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Having reviewed aspects of Lamarck's model of evolution, its historical role and
reception; the revival of degenerationism in the early years of the nineteenth century; the
resurgence of the ideology of progressivism with the paradoxically teleological Vestiges
shortly before 1850; and the ideological shift from descriptive typology to explanatory
morphology I will now turn to the second half of the nineteenth century. In continuing to
address the two central hypotheses of this thesis, that progress is chiefly responsible for
integrating and moulding intellectual thought in the study evolution and human origins
over the last several hundred years, I address several points in this chapter. I will first
develop the view that Darwin was a closet progressivist. Victorian positivism was
tainted, even by its most stalwart practitioners, with progressivism. I wi ll also examine
the role of man, the ultimate Victorian symbol of progress, in the development of
Darwin's theory of evolution. Then
monogenism

and

polygenism

and

will look at post-Origin developments of
associated

debates

over

human

antiquity,

anthropogenesis and creationism. A revival of the ostensibly theistic and Medieval
dichotomy of degenerationism and progressivism is also briefly examined in the minidebate between Argyll and Lubbock. Finally, I will summarise the role of early
archaeological classificatory schemes on the development of explicit unilineal models in
palaeoanthropology at this time. The importance of archaeology in dating fossils by way
of culture associations is also investigated.

The Role of Progress and Man in Darwinian Evolution
As noted previously Darwin's earliest introduction to the idea of evolution and
transmutation was in the mid-1820s via Grant. As well as introducing Lamarckian ideas
to Darwin he played a further formative role in instilling in Darwin the need and habit of
studying the "... minute detail while asking the larger questions"(Desmond &
Moore,1991 :43). Darwin was not to have the opportunity to come into contact again with
Grant for another decade. At this time Darwin had returned from his Beagle voyage and
Grant was Professor of Anatomy and Zoology at the University of London. I suggest
Darwin deliberately chose to distance himself from Grant at this time. By the late 1830s
Darwin was more politically and socially conscious. He had the stirrings of an idea he did
not want associated with Lamarckism or anything else that would suggest priority over
his views. Herbert (1977) and Gould (1977a) argue that the years between the end of the
Beagle voyage and the publication of The Origin were spent building a reputation from
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which to launch his radical evolutionary views. His reputation was built through careful.
detailed and conservative work on any number of subjects befitting a Victorian naturalist.
What was the role of man in the development of Darwin's theories of descent,
natural selection and speciation? What, if any, influence did the Beagle years have on
these theories with respect to humanity? Desmond and Moore ( 1991) give the impression
that the Beagle years were formative from a naturalist's stand point but were perhaps not
so decisive in bringing Darwin around to an acceptance of the idea of transmutation.
Although he was exposed to the idea of transmutationism at Edinburgh he appears to
have put these views into deep storage. Irvine ( 1966) obliquely and Gould ( 1977b)
explicitly have even suggested that the incessant religious haranguing he received over
five years from the captain of the Beagle, Robert Fitzroy, drove Darwin to a material istic
answer. When on the Beagle collecting specimens he appears to have had no real aim or
structured method for actively searching for different varieties of species (Desmond &
Moore, 1991 ). In fact it has been argued that the moment of enlightenment did not come
on the Beagle with his fin ches as the collection methods and labelling could have told
him nothing about this subject (Sulloway, 1984; Gould, 1985). In fact it was not until he
returned to London and handed the bird collection to the renowned ornithologist John
Gould was it found that the mocking birds, not the finches, were the key. These birds
collected on three separate islands represented three distinct species, with close relatives
on the mainland as well (Desmond & Moore, 1991). Unfo rtunately there were no more
cases as clear cut as the mocking birds as he simply had not been collecting with such an
idea in mind. In fact Desmond & Moore ( 1991 ) note Darwin's embarrassment when he
went back to the finch collection and tried to piece it together Island by Island using other
people's notes and observations on the Beagle. With this information Darwin then looked
at other observations he had made on the Beagle, which were less clear cut, and finally
accepted the reality of transmutation in March 183 7 (Desmond & Moore, 1991 ).
Herbert ( 1974) in reviewing Darwin's Beagle diary and note books points out that
man is only referred to in his diary but then at some length. She suggests Darwin's
collecting was geared to the expectations of institutionalised disciplines at home: thus the
abundance of specimens and notes on geological and then zoological subj ects. Herbert
highlights two areas with regard to humanity that may have impacted on his conversion
to transmutation. The first is the savage-civilised distinction. His South American
Feugian experience suggests that Darwin saw the dichotomy as culturally rather than
biologically induced. That this was a point of some interest to him is evidenced in the
marginalia in his copy of Lyell's Principles of Geology, by the sentence " ... this change
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form irrational animal to rational man 'represented a phenomenon of a distinct kind from
the passage from the more simple to the more perfect forms of animal organization and
instinct' " (cited in Herbert, 1974:257).The second is the overall geographic distribution
and origin of the human races. To be sure, this was a corollary of the first point, but here
the question was to do with physical type. While this could be later fitted into Darwin's
theory of geographic variation, not necessarily equating with speciation, Herbert (1974)
sees both of these roles of man in Darwin's theory of transmutation as minimal.
Herbert (1977) in dealing with the two year period immediately after Darwin's
conversion to transmutation in July 1837 outlines how he was to come to terms with
humanity. In essence Herbert argues that Darwin was so concerned with the potential
rejection of his unremittingly materialist theory he purged his work of all references to
man, the one organism that many potential converts would have surely stumbled over. I
would suggest that humanity for Darwin must have been the proof of the pudding even if
a course that could not be served up to the public. In other words, Darwin needed to
accept humanity as under the influence of the same evolutionary principles as all other
living organisms before he embraced evolutionism wholeheartedly. The psychology and
behaviour of organisms, which was his principal evidence in working out his theory of
natural selection, was heavily biased to human subjects (Herbert, 1977). Further, Herbert
notes that this preoccupation with human behaviour led Darwin to the literature of the
social sciences and thus Thomas Malthus. It is clear that when he was seriously
formulating his evolutionary theories in the few short years after his return to port "...the
subject of man was a central element in Darwin's formulation of this species theory"
(Herbert, 1977:227).
At the same time Darwin was formulating his mechanism for evolutionary
change, natural selection, another explanatory contender to evolution existed. The
significance of this theory was that it made an appeal to the considerable block of
Victorians who found the concept transmutation abhorrent. Moreover, and perhaps
somewhat ironically the practical side effects of this model, Owen's archetypes or simply
types, were usurped by the evolutionists for their ancestor forms (Desmond, 1982). Owen
had in fact independently suggested a mechanism for the origin of species that was not
only reasonable but also non-transmutationist. In 1849 Owen, in a work almost totally
ignored by history, On Parthenogenesis, outlined his ideas on metagenesis (Desmond,
1982). These views would likely have been known to Darwin from his close relationship
with Owen during the years immediately after his return from the Beagle. In this theory
Owen outlined how various parasites show alternation of generations and an alternation
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in a cycle leading from primitive to advanced organisms. What Owen emphasised was
the obeying

II •• •

of ordinary laws of generation"(Desmond, 1982:35). The only drawback

with the theory was that there were no observable cases where the cycle could be broken
with a given generation producing offspring identical to the parent. This theory was
progressivist and change was saltational. As ideological principals they were rejected by
Darwin.
Owen's mechanism was a secondary cause for his archetypal transcendentalism.
Desmond (1982:43) relates that

II •••

Owen needed a sensible alternative to transmutation

embedded in a non-materialist framework". Owen rejected transmutation with its
implications of a bestial ancestry for man and perhaps also, according to Desmond ( 1982)
because it was championed by his arch rival Grant. The alternative for Owen was a
marriage of the divine primary archetype, a sort of schematic vertebrate blueprint, and
German transcendentalism:
Although the ideal fonn was fleshed -out in increasingly specialised guises according to
the "predetennining Will", the archetypal pattern remained static. Owen's secondary
causes, metagenesis or whatever, were simply the means of translating the Word into
flesh, the "Vertebrate idea" into the cavalcade of fossil life.
(Desmond, 1982:44 ).

Although Darwin is seen to break with Owen's views in 183 7 (Desmond & Moore, 1991 ),
Owen's archetypes became Darwin's ancestors and in fact the palaeontological lineages
developed by Owen were supportive of Darwin's theory of descent (see discussion in
previous section). In light of this discussion it might be asked why transmutation was so
crucial to Darwin and why so many, including some of his own supporters, found the
idea so disagreeable.
It has been suggested by Desmond & Moore ( 199 1) that a major reason for fear of

transmutation was the loss of God-head involved. The views of Lyell are illustrative of
this: "for Lyell the prospect was appalling because he feared that an ape ancestry [as is
ultimately implied by transmutationist thinking] would brutalise mankind and destroy his
'high estate'"(Desmond & Moore. 199 1:221 ). However, the situation was very different
for Darwin who had experienced first hand man in a bestial state, the Feugians of South
America Transmutation would allow Darwin to rationalise brutal man and civilised man
as being essentially products of the one creator (Desmond & Moore, 199 1). It can be
argued that to soften the ideological blow of transmutation Darwin had to compromise
with the concept progress and allow transmutation to be coupled with progress, to an
extent at least. At the time of, and leading up to, the publication of

The Origin
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progress1v1sm was an increasingly important Victorian political and ideological
movement. Darwin cannot have been unaware that the more radical thinkers before the
publication of The Origin were at a nexus: they wanted reform and the only way they
could see such happening was via a progressiorust prulosophy. However, Lamarck had
been somewhat blacklisted, as Bowler (1990) puts it, and the religious flavour of The

Vestiges still supported Church and State, the status quo. What was Darwin's response ?
Darwin supplied a story about evolution in the right language for these young radical
progressivists, no matter that technically his model was non-directional. This was the

compromise. They were given a barrow to push that was legitimated by good positive
Victorian science. Darwin's real contribution is not presenting a theory of the rustory of
evolution (Lovtrup, 1987) or providing us with a theory of descent (contra Mayr, 1991)
but rather with popularising transmutation, descent and irorucally progressivism.
It is arguable that in order to avoid the spectre of an ideologically pervasive

progressivism Darwin coupled his evolutionary theories to gradualism. Notwithstanding
his probable debt in outlirung Lyell's interpretation of Lamarcban evolution perhaps the
more important role of Principles of Geology was in providing Darwin with an antiprogressivist

model

for

evolutionism.

A

fundamental

assumption

of Lyell's

uruformitarianism was gradual change through time. This model was in direct contrast
with and formed the competition to French catastrophism, a saltational geology reborn of
Revolutionary France. Darwin's gradualism can then be perhaps seen as an attack on the
French package of saltatiorusm and revolutionary inspired progressivism. Further,
Bowler ( 1984) has suggested that a gradualist line would undermine theist or creationist
views for species origins. Theist explanations, essentialism of the scala natura. all
required saltational species origin events. Progressivism, theism and saltational theories
could all be countered with gradualism. This is perhaps somewhat paradoxical in that
politically, at least, progressivism was linked to gradualism and evolutionism in the post-

Origin decades of the nineteenth century. Political radicals, the young Liberals, saw
progress as a function of gradual accumulation of knowledge, technology and so forth
(Stocking, 1987; Desmond, 1982).
Does trus apparent contradiction in Darwin's ostensibly adamant gradualism and
anti-progressivism suggest that he was simply paying lip service to one or the other? It is
clear throughout The Origin that gradualism was an overriding theme. Darwin went out
his way to provide ad hoc hypotheses to defend this view. For example rus most well
known hypothesis for explaining the gaps apparent in the palaeontological record was by
seeing them as missing data, vagaries of the imperfect fossil record. It is difficult to see
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any advantage in pursuing this line, it was extremely conjectural and not really good
positive Victorian science. Darwin saw gradualism as a fundamental condition for
evolution. Speciation required vast amounts of time as it was a process involving untold
tiny changes. Gradualism was the antithesis of saltational change and as such an
important component of the rejection of Cuverian catastrophism.
Were there then any other obviously anti-progressivist themes in Darwin's work?
The theory of natural selection first comes to mind. Essentially the theory is open ended
as Bowler ( 1984) puts it, in contrast to all previous evolutionary theories and notions
with the exception of the radical French Materialists of the previous century (see chapter
one). Natural selection as the mechanism for Darwinian speciation is seen today as a
stochastic process. Darwin in The Origin seems to stress the idea of chance in natural
selection in contrast to divine intervention. Any text book on evolution today will stress
the difference between Darwinian fitness and popular fitness. Darwinian fitness is seen in
terms of reproductive success, as is stressed by Darwin in 1859. But, the language of The

Origin indicates an overriding subtle or subliminal progressivism throughout the work.
Harris ( 1979) I think correctly notes that Darwin in borrowing from the economist
Malthus discarded Malthus' pessimism, the final outcome of tooth and claw survival of
the fittest encounters, with a more optimistic final outcome. Malthusian pessimism is
replaced with Darwinian progress. The clearest evidence for this comes form the
language of The Origin itself:
... in one particular sense the more recent forms must, on my theory, be higher than the
more ancient; for each new species is formed by having had some advantage in the
struggle for life over other and preceding forms ... ! do not doubt that this process of
improvement has affected in a marked and sensible manner the organization of the more
recent and victorious forms of life, in comparison with the ancient and beaten forms; but
I can see no way of testing this sort of progress.
(Darwin, 1859:336-7).

and
... the struggle for the production of new and modified descendants, wh ich mainly lie
between the larger groups, which are all trying to increase in number. One large group
will slowly conquer another large group, reduce its numbers, and thus lessen its chance
of furthe r variation and improvement. Within the same large group, the laner and more
highly perfected sub-groups, from branching out and seizing on many new places in the
polity of nature, will constantly tend to supplant and desrroy the earlier and less
improved sub-groups.
(Darwin, 1859: 168).

Darwin continues m the same vern m The Descent of Man ( 1874). Walters (1989)
highlighted Darwin's conflation of progressivism with his idea of the struggle for
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existence especially as it relates to human evolution. Walters ( 1989) further stresses the
utilisation of the three key attributes of progress in Darwin's model: directionality.
improvement and rationality. Concerning the status of man Darwin argues ...
At the present day civilised nations are everywhere supplanting barbarous nations ...and
they succeed mainly, though not exclusive ly, through their arts, which are the products
of the intellect. It is, therefore, highly probable that with mankind the intellectual
faculties have been mainly and gradually perfected through natural selection.
(Darwin, 1874: 197).

and furthermore ...
Man, like every other animal, has no doubt advanced to his present high condition
through a struggle for existence ... and if he is to advance still higher, it is to be feared that
he must remain subject to a severe struggle. Other wise he would sink into indolence,
and the more gifted men would not be more successful in the battle of life than the less
gifted.
(Darwin, 1874:945).

The last sentiment was raised to a new and more expansive explanatory level by scholars
in the next century.
Further evidence for Darwin's subscription to the progressivist ideology derives
from Darwin's belief in the mechanism of the inheritance of acquired characters. Haeckel,
at least, outlined Darwin's support for such a mechanism. Spencer (1862) was to use this
mechanism as the chief device in his law of progressive change, simple to complex or
homogeneity to heterogeneity. Additional evidence (Bowler, 1990) suggests that Darwin
gave latitude to the liberal torch bearers of his theory by not pursuing one of the principal
implications of his theory: the totally naturalistic open ended or non-directional view of
evolution. Darwin (1874) was also in full support of Haeckel when the latter expounded
the Darwinian line. Haeckel's phylogenetic trees although bush-like (see chapter
frontispiece) still preserved a main directional trunk, or overall evolutionary direction.
Further, Bartholomew (1975) has reviewed the correspondence between Darwin and
Huxley during the height of Huxley's attacks on progressivism in the 1850s. He notes
Darwin was quite dismayed over his friend's position. In addition to this Bowler (1990)
has also argued that Darwin's main contribution was ironically or paradoxically in
focussing mid-nineteenth progressivist thought. If Darwin was in fact a closet
progressivist it helps explain many of the apparent contradictions encountered in his
ideas.
As noted above Darwin's chief defender Huxley was also an avowed antiprogressivist, for a time at least. However, his stance was more a reaction to the
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progressivism of Chambers and Owen in their association of progress with transcendental
or theist convictions. This association of the mystical with progress was a major
stumbling block in Huxley's conversion to progressivism (Bartholomew.1975). Desmond
( 1982) suggests it is for this reason that Huxley steered away from phylogenetic, and by
association with Owen, progressivist reconstructions even in the immediate post-Origin
years. He was a typologist with a belief in the persistence of species (Desmond. 1982).
Both Lyell and Huxley used Owen as a straw man for their attack on progress and
support for the status quo. Ironically though, the progressivist ideology was more
congenial to Darwinian evolutionism which they were both to support to different
degrees before and after the appearance of The Origin.
Evidence would suggest that Darwin was not an avowed anti-progressivist,
perhaps quite the reverse. Why was this so? The underlying motive behind both
Lamarck's and Chambers' theories of evolutionary change was a divine trend toward
biological progress, in their vertical scales at least. Further, Owen was a progressivist
with a very high and respectable profile through the 1830s to 50s. By the close of the first
half of the nineteenth century the ideas of evolution and progress were inseparable.
Darwin in contrast to other evolutionists wished to concentrate on the details of evolution
rather than the overall picture. In this instance he concentrated on the conceptually
distinct idea of lateral evolution. Unbeknownst to and unacknowledged by Darwin this
had already been appropriated into nineteenth century evolutionism by Lamarck. Lateral
evolution was simply speciation per se. Common descent was the logical corollary of this
which led to the overall unifying conception of vertical evolutionary change. Vertical
evolutionary trends for Darwin were simply the result of laterally conceptualised
speciation

events

over

vast

amounts

of geological

time.

In

other

words,

macroevolutionary change is simply microevolutionary change on a large scale.
But what of Darwin's mechanism for speciation, the theory of natural selection,
which in a purist interpretation is open ended or non-progressivist. This theory is clearly
based on the vagaries of the environment generally rather than any divine or otherwise
directed plan. The point of importance is that this fundamentalist version of natural
selection was never really accepted in the nineteenth century (Bowler, 1990; Mayr,
1991 ). In fact natural selection was not generally accepted in any consensus form until
the next centu.ry. I would suggest that the overriding reason was simply because it
appeared anti-progressivist. As with his theory of descent the theory of natural selection
was neither perceived as nor actively presented as open ended and non-progressive by
Darwin. The rumblings of a progressivist revival in the early years of the nineteenth
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century blew out into a consensus support for progress shortly before and after the
publication of The Origin. Spencer (Andreski , 1972) was a pivotal player in synthesising
progress in many fields (biology, psychology, sociology, ethics) at this time . Darwin had
little or no control of the usurpation of his theories to the progressivist revival. Further, as
I have suggested above, Darwin was not overly perturbed by the association although he
must have despaired of the connection with saltationism.
Further evidence for this view comes in the form of the fate of Darwin's
gradualism in the nineteenth century. Evolutionary change in Vestiges progressed
through a series of distinct discontinuous steps. Chambers (1853) spoke of the violence
of transition involved between the more fundamental vertical grades of organisms.
Progressivism and saltationism became popularly associated with mid-nineteenth century
essentialism, of which saltationism was already a component. The liberal progressivist
vanguard in Britain adopted Darwin's evolutionism but dropped his gradualism for fast
tracked change, saltationism. The palaeontological evidence clearly indicated gaps or
discontinuities between species and other classes of organisms. Natura non facit sa/tum
was simply not a necessary corollary of Darwin's theories, notwithstanding the
importance of gradualism to Darwin personally in devising his particular evolutionary
theories.
Within a decade of the publication of The Origin progressivism, in partnership
with evolutionism, had become the central explanatory ideology in Victorian England.
Moreover, progressivism was not cleanly decoupled from evolutionary theory at the close
of the nineteenth century. The link persisted right through to the middle of the next
century and perhaps beyond.

Time, Tools and Anthropogenesis

More or less coincident with the thrust of evolutionism into the public and academic
theatres again in 1859 were archaeological developments regarding the antiquity of
modem people and their associated material culture. The decades immediately following

The Origin also saw a focus on one of the main questions of the times, anthropogenesis.
While speculation was more the rule than not, hard data was quickly conscripted into an
increasingly popular positivism.
Stocking (1987) has noted that Prichardian ethnology, that is monogenism and
subsequent diffusionism, began to be threatened by physical anthropology in the midnineteenth century. Physical anthropology, an essentially French development with its
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methodological roots in Cuverian comparative anatomy, brought a more scientific
approach to traditional ethnological studies. It also brought a return of polygenetic
thought with its emphasis on physical form and associated typological thinking which
resulted in a perception of humanity as divisible into any number of varieties. Stocking
(1987) has suggested that by the time of the publication of The Origin polygenism was
the consensus view with monogenetic thought seen as somewhat antiquarian in aspect.
However, the hitherto polarised polemic had not become totally unilateral. Evidence for
the continued vigour of the debate comes from Darwin himself when he notes as late as
1874 that as the principal of evolution is accepted, debate between "... monogenists and
polygenists will die a silent and unobserved death" (Darwin, 1874:280). Moreover, from
our privileged position it is clear that Darwin was unfortunately wrong and an acceptance
of the principals of evolution did not quiet this debate. The French under Paul Broca and
then his successor Paul Topinard while apparently paying lip service to evolutionary
theory established the polygenetic development of human varieties as a doctrine that was
to influence the work of anthropologists in the first few decades of the next century. The
theoretical and methodological position of the physical anthropologists, as well detailed
by Topinard (1878), was to accept transmutation or evolution as a mechanism for change
but at the same time reject the Darwinian contribution of common descent, for human
evolutionary history at least. While I have suggested that they skirted the question of
anthropogenesis it is evident in Topinard's work at least that there is no single ancestor
for humanity. In the last pages of Anthropology Topinard ( 1878) tends to the view, as
also suggested by Haeckel, that the elementary human types had descended from a
number of anthropoid, pithecoid or other forms.
Perhaps the most tangible or obvious stumbling block to an acceptance of
humanity as part of the evolutionary story was our apparent relative recency on the scene.
There was no fossil evidence for a natural anthropogenesis. Wendt (1956; 1972) has
noted several examples of early instances where evidence was forwarded for a greater
antiquity of humanity than otherwise countenanced. However, it is not until the 1820s
and 30s that well excavated evidence with a clear provenance was available. Lyell, in

Principles of Geology, thought it worth minimizing the evidence unearthed by the
Belgian anatomist/palaeontologist Schmerling at the Engis caverns but was citing the
same work thirty years later (Lyell, 1863) as evidence in favour of man's antiquity.
Harris (1979) has lauded Lyell's Antiquity as some sort of water shed in ushering
in human antiquity. Bynum ( 1984) on the other hand has suggested that this work had a
minimal role in the academic arena. Bynum has reviewed correspondence circulating
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among Lyell and his associates at this time and argues that Lyell was unpopular with a
number of key players such as Richard Owen, the archaeologist Hugh Falconer and the
naturalist/statesman John Lubbock (1834-1914). Bynum suggests that Lyell's position
and status ensured his work was immensely popular to Victorians and in this sense must
have played a major role in the popular acceptance of human antiquity. However, he
suggests that as an academic piece of work it had no real role. He compares Lyell's
Antiquity, only the one edition, to Lubbock's Prehistoric Times, which saw seven editions
right through to WWI with no change in the original theoretical structure. The
comparison is unfair though. Lubbock was part of a group of scholars developing a new
focus or discipline, socio-cultural evolutionism, Lyell was establishing a single point as
fact: we have a greater antiquity than erstwhile thought. Grayson ( 1983 :200) has also
defended the important historical role of Antiquity and notes that this work " ... introduced
a wide readership to the new view [of humanity's great antiquity] and to the facts that
supported it, thus laying the synthetic foundation for future work". By the mid-1860s
human antiquity was established, with fine tuning by James Gieke in the 1870s in placing
humans within the Pleistocene Ice ages (Oakley, 1964), and as such there was no need for
further editions of a book of its particular nature.
Huxley ( 1863a,b,c) was the initial and main force in forwarding arguments for
natural anthropogenesis. However, he did not pursue a clearly available line of argument
whereby the Neandertal remains could be seen as filling, even partially, the gap between
pithecoids and humans. For Huxley ( 1863c) the Neander Valley discovery fell into the
considerable range of variation found in modem human skulls. The clinching
characteristic being its brain size, which for all intents and purposes became set as the
definitive human criterion right up to modem times (Reader, 1988). In addition to brain
size Huxley ( 1863c) also pointed out that the material culture associated with the
Neandertals was similar to that of the lowest extant savages. This is perhaps the first
explicit use of stone tools being used as evidence in determining the humanity of a fossil
type. It was an explicit use of the comparative method in relation to a
palaeoanthropological question. While Tylor ( 1871 , for example) is generally seen as the
Victorian populariser of this device it has a greater antiquity in anthropological thought.
Returning to Huxley, Oakley (1964) has also noted that this perceived modernity
of the Neandertal remains led Huxley to speculate, as did Haeckel in his Generelle
Morphologie of 1868, upon the Pliocene or even Miocene origin of the true ape-human
missing link. This view was resurrected in the 191 Os through 30s by a number of
prominent British anthropologists. The main point, regarding the Neandertals at least, is
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that they were not generally (contra Reader, 1988) regarded as ancestral forms of
humanity. The formal taxonomic designation by William King in 1864. Homo

neanderthalensis, was also not ".. .a startl ing development, suggesting that formal
zoological distinction could be given to the fossils of ancestral man" as Reader ( 1988:11)
suggests. These finds were never actively seen as ancestral links until the ftrst decade of
the next century, by which time Huxley's ape-man had been discovered and well
documented in the guise of Java man. Fossils had a minimal role to play in human
evolutionary studies until the last few years of the nineteenth century when the long
predicted missing link surfaced from Java and changed the focus of human evolutionary
studies for the next hundred years.
It has been noted that even Darwin saw the demise of monogenetic arguments,
couched in ethnology and philology, and polygenetic arguments, essentially typological
thinking, with the acceptance of evolution. Stocking ( 1987) has suggested that the former
were blown with the establishment of deep time. It was a hopeless task to reconstruct
ethnological history and find a common origin within the new vastness of time. However,
Stocking sees that paradoxically the biological arguments for monogenism received a
boost. There was now more than enough time for biological differentiation to occur.
While this may be the case, there is also a subtle reshaping of the concept of polygenism
in post-Darwin physical anthropology. Topinard (1878) whi le avoiding the question of
anthropogenesis outlines a polygenetic history of human variety made possible by deep
time and by inference the established antiquity of humanity. By placing the initial
differentiation of the human races at a far distant point in time and ignoring the question
of anthropogenesis, he is then able to conj ecture a history of racial contact, diffusion,
assimilation, extinction and hybridisation in a trend toward unity thus revealed in our
present state. Monogenism and polygenism were not made redundant but were rather
shifted into the realm of hie-evolutionary studies. The classic monogenism-polygenism
polemic changes attire and within the Darwinian paradigm resolves into a problem of
timing. In other words, polygenists would ignore the problem of anthropogenesis and the
sticky ultimate monogenetic implications of Darwinian descent theory and start their
story further up the evolutionary tree when there were some obvious branches, as is clear
with Topinard (1878). Meanwhi le the monogenists were interested in the question of
anthropogenesis per se and their problem, as Stocking ( 1987) notes, was now that they
had humanity back in the deep past how were they to get them out again ? The major
debates at this time were not polarised in being a form of monogenism verses a form of
polygenism. Rather, the evolutionary monogenists were interested in the question of
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anthropogenesis while the evolutionary polygenists were interested in explaining hwnan
variation. While each approach was broader than portrayed here and of necessity
overlapped to some degree, both approaches were nonetheless somewhat at cross
purposes and cannot be seen in simple dichotomous terms.
As noted the problem of anthropogenesis was dealt with directly by Huxley in the
early 1860s and the medium was comparative anatomy. Further, the prestigious Berlin
anatomist Robert Hartmann ( 1885) noted that ape anatomy did not really become a topic
of published account until the 1850s, with work by Owen for instance, and even the ftrst
live Gorilla did not make it to London until 1860, where it lasted for only seven months.
In three essays Huxley ( 1863a,b,c) set out to prove man's simian ancestry and account
for the human fossil evidence to date. While Huxley's ape/hwnan comparative anatomy
may not have been ground breaking it was nonetheless the first anempt to use such
relatively new information on ape anatomy to draw inferences about putative
evolutionary relationships between the two organisms. After reviewing all the anatomical
evidence, and especially that relating to the hands, feet and brain, he concluded that:
the structural differences that separate Man from the Gorilla and the Chimpanzee are not
so great as those which separate the Gorilla from the lower apes.
(Huxley, l 863b: 144).

This position is ratified by the Societe d'Anthropologie in 1869 (Topinard, 1878)
although the French preferred Broca's separate Family distinction for both the great apes
and man. There was, it seems, a considerable degree of common ground between the
polygenists and monogenists.
Huxley countered the attempts by Owen to revive the old distinctions between
apes and humans as fust formulated by those such as Blumenbach and Cuvier, with his
advocacy of unique hwnan cerebral traits. Huxley, in a lengthy note in Darwin's (1874)

Descent of Man, continued to stress that any hiatus in a unilineal sequence of
comparisons is at the lower primate end rather than between hwnans and the Great Apes.
Owen went even further than these previous scholars in erecting a separate hwnan subclass of the marnmalia named the Archencephala. Nevertheless, Huxley concluded by
seeing enough of a gulf between the Great Apes and hwnanity to retain the hwnan family
distinction Anthropini in contrast to the Catarrhini containing only the Great Apes.
Huxley's commitment to the view of the privileged state of man perhaps goes toward
explaining his reticence in jwnping into the naturalism of Darwinism wholeheartedly.
When Darwin ( 1874) eventually wrote on the implications of his theories for man he
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placed humans not only within the primate order but within the Catarrhini and by
geographic association saw Africa as the possible birth place of humanity.
Perhaps the focus of the debate did not totally shift away "... from the physical to
the mental and social evolution of man" as Stocking (1987: 149) suggests. The post
Origin acceptance of evolutionism opened up new areas of interest that tended to become
relatively specialised fields quite quickly, more perhaps due to individual taste than to
any relation between data levels and disciplinary specialisation. Leaving aside
Institutional associations, there were for all intents and purposes people loosely
specialising in the modem forms of physical anthropology (Topinard, 1878), archaeology
(Evans, 1872), socio-cultural anthropology (Tylor, 1871) and those still intent on
establishing naturalistic anthropogenesis as a reality (Huxley, 1863a,b,c ). This is the
period of differentiation of the numerous streams of anthropological thought, although
they were all streams with a common link of evolutionism. Further evidence for the
continued importance of the physical focus is found with the late address of the human
question by Darwin for example. Herbert ( 1977) suggests that Darwin paid extreme
attention to the expectations of his audience. His only work dealing with the evolutionary
implications for man (Darwin, 1874) did not appear until relatively late in the debate.
While well cited it is similar to Lyell's Antiquity in that it was really only a survey of the
evidence for human evolutionary history. Huxley had long since addressed the question
of anthropogenesis and even Darwin noted in the Introduction to Descent that "if this
work [referring to Haeckel's 1870 Naturliche Schopfungsgeschichte] had appeared before
my essay had been written, I should probably never have completed it. Almost all the
conclusions at which I have arrived I find confirmed by this naturalist..."(1874:4).
Furthermore, whilst this volume contributed to the development of the study of human
biological evolution it was but one of many such contributions around this period. The
Descent of Man was not the definitive text that laid to rest majority opposition to human
biological evolution (cf Cartmill et al , 1986).
The physical side of human evolutionary studies in fact gained ground as a
subject worthy of attention in the third quarter of the nineteenth century, especially on the
European continent. Haeckel published the first edition of Anthropogenie or The
Evolution of Man in 1874, with a fourth edition in 1891 and final fifth edition in 1905.
Haeckel's principal aim was to prove the reality of biological evolution by descent and
the popularly of his works suggest that this was still an area of intense interest and
disciplinary focus for the rest of the nineteenth century. Haeckel's method was
comparative anatomy or more specifically embryology from which he developed his
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biogenetic law where "the rapid and brief ontogeny [of an individual] is a condensed
synopsis of the long and slow history of the stem (phylogeny)" (HaeckeL1905 : 415).
Haeckel's ontogenetic recapitulations of phylogenetic histories easily lent themselves to
diagrammatic portrayals. In fact his earliest diagrams, taking the arborescent metaphor to
its extreme (see chapter frontispiece), fuelled the passion for constructing evolutionary
trees especially next century. Haeckel also speculated on the nature of the expected apeman link with his speechless man Homo ala/us. Dubois was later to fit his Javan find into
this missing link construct.
While the physically oriented debates clearly continued as an important forum for
research a new locus of attention, or what Stocking (1987) saw as the shift in focus to
mental and social evolution, occurred. Stocking notes that it was an opponent of
Darwinism George Argyll (Duke of Argyll, 1823-1900) who best articulated a popular
concern with evolutionism: how did our special talents such as speech, religion,
numeracy, morals, principals of truth and justice come about without the hand of God?
Argyll in Primeval Man (1869) argued that insufficient regard had been paid to nonanatomical and non-physiological traits in examining the possibility that we had evolved
from a non-human precursor. In essence he argued that our intellectual and spiritual level
represents an enormous gulf between ourselves and all other animals in itself. This hiatus
is enough to lessen the importance of any number of anatomical similarities. After
dismissing the physical evidence for natural anthropogenesis he turned to the sociocultural evidence.
Lubbock's 1865 work Prehistoric Times was the focus of attack here. Argyll took
the devout Darwinian Lubbock to task for his analogical arguments in using primitive
extant races as representative of particular stages in mental or socio-cultural evolution.
Argyll turned Lubbock's argument around and suggested degenerationism as the principal
mechanism responsible for the various races and their level of advance today. Not
surprisingly Lubbock excised the diffusionist explanatory structure from his next work

Origin of Civilization (Stocking, 1987). Further, Darwin's (1874) lengthy arguments for
sexual selection as the evolutionary or naturalistic mechanism for racial variation were
perhaps directly aimed at countering Argyll's resurrection of creationism and subsequent
diffusionism. Those more interested in the problems of socio-cultural evolution or mental
evolution, such as Lubbock, Spencer and Tylor for example, tackled this problem with
non-Darwinian models of inheritance (Stocking, 1987). This was not as inconsistent as
Stocking perhaps implies. Even in The Origin Darwin notes other types of mechanisms
for inheritance. Haeckel ( 1898; 1899) cites both Spencer and Darwin in support of the
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fundamental importance of progressive inheritance or the transmission of acquired
characters to the theory of evolution. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to examine in
any detail the developing area of socio-cultural evolution as spearheaded by scholars
such as Spencer, Tylor and Lubbock in the last quarter of the nineteenth century.
Nevertheless it is important, in understanding the development of explicit unilinealism in
the study of human natural history, to very briefly explore some developments m a
branch of socio-cultural evolutionary studies: Victorian archaeology.
While the Brixham cave excavations in 1858 were arguably singularly pivotal
(Stocking, 1987; Grayson, 1983) in revealing the existence of Palaeolithic man there was
a difference, as Sackett ( 1981 :85) stresses, between such a revelation and the
establishment of " ... a discipline for attacking its archaeological record in an organised
manner". The Palaeolithic world was virtually a singularly French phenomenon, if only
in nomenclature. Of the three stages in the development of French mainstream
archaeology Sackett ( 1981) defines the first or formative years encompassing both the
life of Gabriel de Mortillet ( 1821-1899) and the latter half of the nineteenth century. A
defining feature of Mortilletian archaeology is its unilinealism which is simply a
development of the progressivist ideology. This unilinealism is realised through the
developmentalist device of identifiable, archaeologically in this case, stages or phases of
socio-cultural history. Even Mortillet's model, if only metaphor as Sackett ( 1981)
suggests could be the case, was organic in the tradition of typologically and progressively
oriented evolutionary palaeontology. Mortillet's cultural stages were tagged by particular
diagnostic artefact types termed fossiles directeurs (Sackett, 1981 ). While it is not
necessary to explore the organic implications of the model fully here (see Sackett, 198!
for an account), the implications of Mortillet's association of cultural stages or lithit

fossiles directeurs with human ones is. Boucher de Perthes' stone tools had contributed to
the establishment of Palaeolithic man (Daniel, 1971) and now three decades late.r.
Mortillet's tools were pressed into service in the prediction or at least conjecturing of
morphologically different types of people. However, Grayson (1983:213) has pointed out
that it was in fact Boucher de Perthes who had originally predicted as early as 184 7 in

Antiquities Celtiques et Antediluviennes human "nuances of form" in association with
particular stone tools. The utility of the comparative method so fruitfully plumbed by less
archaeologically inclined socio-cultural evolutionists such as Spencer and Tylor in their
conjectural-analogue histories was no less avidly milked by the archaeologists. When the
lowest extant analogue, Australian Aborigines, was exhausted and the extinct
Neandertals were seen as artificers of the Mousterian stage, more primitive tool traditions
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m the archaeological record must have been fashioned by people even more
morphologically primitive than the Australian or Neandertal. This view climaxed in the
first decade of the next century with the discoveries of such predicted types. The German
fossil hunter Otto Hauser's Aurignacian link between Cro-Magnon and the Neandertals
initially named Homo aurignacensis hauseri (Wendt, 1956) being but one example. In
the first five decades of this century this strict unilinealism broke down as a uni fyi ng
theme in archaeology with increasing knowledge of stratification, typology, variation and
chronology. In a strictly palaeoanthropological context this unilinealism only really
flourished, in an explicit sense, for a brief time restricted to the first decade of this
century. A period of time popularly (Gi llette, 1943 ; Bowler, 1986; Hammond, 1988)
known as ancestorless palaeoanthropology then set in and remained a distinguishing
feature of the discipline until the 1940s at least. However, I will argue that this particular
period was even more pervasively progressivist and unilinealist than late nineteenth
century French socio-cultural archaeology.
The passion for the comparative method was banished, for the most part, from a
more sober and far less speculative archaeology in the twentieth century. It was also
exiled from socio-cultural anthropology with the rise of the anti-evolutionary Boasian
anthropology in America and the equally anti-evolutionary British Functionalism
(Stocking,

1968; 1987). However, it resurfaced as the single most important

methodological device, after comparative anatomy, in the palaeoanthropology of the
191 Os through 40s. The comparative method, while popularly associated with Tylor's
name in the latter half of the nineteenth century, has been used by diffusionists and
evolutionists alike for hundreds of years (Hodgen, 1964). The importance of this
intellectual device is its directionality. The momentum gained in the hands of nineteenth
century progressivists propelled it well into this century. Before a successful resurrection
of the comparative method as a device in twentieth century bio-evolutionary studies
could be performed more actual human foss ils were needed. Moreover, these foss ils
needed to conform to the developing idea of what a fossil missing link would be like.

CHAPTER FOUR
A Prophesy Fulfilled: Fossil Missing Links

Pithecanthropus ala/us, the missing link predicted by Haeckel,
painted by Max and discovered by Dubois. (Reproduced from
Wendt, 1972 :83).
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Having examined the subtle but pervasive roles of progress, man, time and the influence
of

archaeological

progressJvtsm

m

Victorian

evolutionism

generally

and

palaeoanthropology specifically I will now examine the development of phylogenetic
thinking in human evolutionary studies. The Dutch anatomist Eugene Dubois (18581940) was an important late nineteenth century figure in his appropriation of the
phylogenetic method from what was heretofore solely the domain of palaeontology.
Theunissen ( 1989) in his extensive review of the literature of the period does not
thoroughly explore the evidence for Dubois' theoretical subscriptions. As such a number
of Dubois' views and his historical role are in need of further examination. Much of this
chapter is concerned with this reappraisal and is in line with the principle subsidiary aim
of this thesis: re-interpretation of the historical role and intellectual context of a number
of major players in formative palaeoanthropology in relation to the themes of progress
and evolution.
Rather than present a complete overview of the immediate polemic surrounding
Dubois' fossils and his interpretations (see Theunissen for this) I will focus on developing
a picture of Dubois' thoughts on the tempo of evolutionary change; the importance and
nature of his phylogenetic views in dealing with human natural history; and the
development and hardening of his progressivist and saltationist ideology. These three
themes have been encountered in previous chapters. I will be examining in detail the
ideological implications of the Java man name changes; the academic community's
response to Dubois' interpretation of the Javan fossils ; followed by the early development
of an appreciation of the phylogenetic significance of the fossils and the particular nature
of the term missing link for Dubois; and finally the implications of the re-discovery of
the phylogenetic method for the development of explicit unilineal models of human
evolution.

What's in a Name?

Java man shot to new heights of fame in early 1895 following the publication and
distribution

of Dubois' monograph on the Trinil fossils toward the close of 1894.

Trinkaus and Shipman ( 1993) note that at least eighty papers and books were published
on Pithecanthropus by the turn of the century. Within fifteen years however, the
Pithecanthropine was put aside as a focus of intense interest.
While the Javan ensemble was discovered between 189112 Dubois published
through a local mining journal. Because of this the finds were for the most part unknown
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until the publication of hi s monograph two years later, although Dubois (1896a; see also
Theunissen, 1989) indicates that his work was generating discussion in Europe before the
1894 monograph. Theunissen ( 1989) in reviewing these pre-monograph papers notes that
Dubois initially associated the Javan skull cap, discovered in October 1891 . with Richard
Lydekker's Siwalik Chimpanzee, Anthropopithecus and referred to it as A. javanensis in
his notes. Even at this early stage he noted in a letter "the skull cap ... was truly a new and
closer link in the largely buried chain connecting us to the lower mammals" (Dubois.
1891 cited in Theunissen, 1989:55). The discovery of the thigh bone in August 1892. and
his belief in the association of this with the skull cap, led him to publish the complete
ensemble as Anthropopithecus erectus to stress the bipedal nature of this missing link
Already Dubois' phylogenetic and progressivist ideology was developing with the
importance of the phylogenetic position of Pithecanthropus and his allusion to
progressive evolution in his reference to the buried chain, or in other words the symbolic
representation of the scala natura.
With his official description of the finds in the 1894 monograph Dubois now
referred to them as Pithecanthropus erectus. The change in name had far reaching
phylogenetic implications. Theunissen (1989) has argued that the generic change can be
attributed to an error Dubois originally made in estimating the size of Java man's brain.
His revised estimate, Theunissen maintains, gave a larger brain that placed the find closer
to humankind than the anthropoids and hence the change from a term meaning man-ape
to one implying ape-man. Notwithstanding this however, Theunissen himself notes, and
Trinkaus & Shipman (1993) highlight this view, that the principal reason behind Dubois'
work in Java was to fmd the hypothetical missing link between humankind and the
anthropoids. Furthermore, there was not only a generic change but Dubois created a new
family, Pithecanthropidae, intermediate between that of the human and great ape families
in which to situate this new genus. As I will argue later in this chapter Dubois had a
particular view of transitional form or missing link that was at this time peculiar to
himself, he was a sort of punctuationist. Anthropopithecus suggested something that was
too anthropoid for Dubois' scheme. Dubois would have realised that to sell his find as a
transitional form between humans and apes it would appear somewhat incongruous to
present this link with the appellation of ape.
It was perhaps the discovery of the human-like femur that on later reflection
convinced Dubois of the incongruity of an essentially modem biped (in regard to
locomotor anatomy at least) being an ape as the nomen anthropoid suggested. A biped,
even if not a perfect one, sat more comfortably with the view of a transitional form
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between human and ape. Dubois was at pains to point out what he perceived as simian
features of an otherwise human femur as he was faced with the problem of his
transitional form's leg being a bit too human. He was sti ll maintaining this view forty
years later with the discovery of additional femoral fragments in his Javan collection
(Dubois, 1932, 1934). Theunissen dismisses the importance of the femur in Dubois'
change of the generic designation of the finds as the name change did not occur until
several months after the discovery and subsequent description of the femur.
Returning to the argument that the revised error in cranial capacity was the
principal reason for the name change, Theunissen notes that this re-estimate occurred
only weeks before the first time Pithecanthropus was used as a taxonomic designation
for the fossils at the close of 1892 in an unpublished report. Pithecanthropus was
however, not used in an official or published form until a year later in the last report for
1893 (Theunissen, 1989). Theunissen neither highlights this delay in publication of the
new designation nor attempts to explain it. Without access to these pre-1894 unpublished
and published reports it is rather difficult to substantiate any conjecture. Nevertheless it is
worth considering the phylogenetic implications of the find for Dubois given that he was
specifically looking for a missing link and was thus harbouring some preconceptions as
to what it would be or how such fossi l material might be interpreted if found. Indeed,
Moore (1955: 220) quotes Grafton Elliot Smith as saying "the amazing thing had
happened, Dubois had actually found the fossil his scientific imagination had visualised".
It is worth noting that in Haeckel's phylogenetic tree published in The History of

Creation (Naturliche Schopfungsgeschichte) in 1876 (see Kennedy, 1960: 17) the
Pithecanthropi were situated above the point of great ape divarication but below man.
While Haeckel did not employ the term Anthropopithecus, his man-like apes appear on
the same diagram below the point of divarication of the great apes. Theunissen points out
a letter to Haeckel from Dubois in 1895 where he thanks Haeckel for the influence

Schopfungsgeschichte had on his life course. In this same work Haeckel noted "...not one
of the still living apes and consequently not one of the so-called man-like apes, can be
progenitors of the Human race ...The ape-like progenitors of the Human race are long
since extinct. We may still find their fossil bones in the Tertiary rocks of southern Asia or
Africa" (cited in Kennedy, 1960: 11 ). If you read Anthropopithecus for man-like apes and

Pithecanthropus for ape-like progenitors a fairly cogent reason presents itself for Dubois'
change of mind.
The original designation of Anthropopithecus was applied to the molar which was
the fust hominid fossil to be found at Trinil. Anthropopithecus was a new term coined by
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Lydekker into which he sunk the generic Troglodytes or chimpanzee in 1891. The skullcap that was discovered soon after and close to the molar was assigned to

Anthropopithecus essentially by default. However, as Theunissen points out Dubois was
stressing the advances in the human direction evidenced in the skull-cap. In a way the
femur was startling confirmation of this. The evolutionary picture represented by an
advanced form of anthropoid that was ancestral to later anthropoids. perhaps even
humans, while still reta ining a generic label shared with extant Chimpanzees suggests a
gradualist approach to evolutionary descent: the gradual modification of a lineage over
time. Dubois' change in generic designation and in fact the creation of a new family
intermediate between anthropoids and humans suggests either a major ideological shift or
else a realisation that his work would be perceived as evidence for gradualism. The
answer is likely to be a combination of both. Theunissen's observation of the error in
cranial capacity and the realisation that Dubois was now dealing with an organism much
nearer to humans, in regard to brain size at least, was an important factor in Dubois'
redesignation of the finds as Pithecanthropus. Notwithstanding this however, it was the
total ensemble of large brain, bipedalism and unique mixture of simian and human
morphology that would have made Dubois very uncomfortable with a label the
connotations of which indicated what was essentially an anthropoid ape. Furthermore,
Dubois did not at first accept as close a phylogenetic position to modem humans as
Theunissen suggests the revised brain size estimate forced Dubois to acknowledge as
early as 1892.
The somewhat acrimonious mini debate between Dubois ( 1896c) and the
anatomist Daniel Cunningham (Anonymous, 1895; Cunningham, 1896) after the fossils
were publicly exhibited clearly shows that Dubois was vacillating. He subscribed to the
view that Pithecanthropus was situated below the extant ape point of divarication and as
such was phylogenetically ancestral to both great apes and humankind . Nevertheless,
Dubois must have realised the contradiction apparent in subscribing to thi s view and his
advocacy of a new family between the anthropoids and man represented by the genus

Pithecanthropus (ape-like man). It is highly likely that the primary motive behind the
change from Anthropopithecus to Pithecanthropus was ideological. Theunissen himsel f
notes, but fails to pursue the broader implications, that Dubois was a punctuationist: "the
results of anthropology point quite definitely to this development of Man per saltum"
(Dubois' 1894 monograph, cited in Theunissen 1989:66). This punctuational ideology
would have been completely at odds with a late Pliocene (as it was initially dated by
Dubois) intermediate form only slightly different to its Miocene Siwalik ancestor as the
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generic Anthropopithecus, or chimpanzee, would have suggested. The change to
Pithecanthropus in late 1892 would then indicate Dubois was realising the evolutionary
implications of his finds in a saltational universe. The delay of a year before
Pithecanthropus was used in a publication would suggest he was exploring the
implications and evidence at hand for the saltational scenario. He was at pains to point
out in later work (Dubois, 1899b for example) the almost perfect half way point
Pithecanthropus represented in terms of brain size between apes and humankind, a
hypothesis that sat very well with a punctuational view of evolution. Theunissen noted
almost as an aside that Dubois favoured a saltational model for human evolution as it
provided a convenient escape route for Dubois if the temporal span between late Pliocene
and modem times proved too short. However, this is very unlikely. Dubois was to spend
the rest of his life on his encephalization law (articles of relevance in English include:
Dubois,

1914,192 1,1922,1923, 1924,1928)

that

was

an

essential

proof of the

punctuational and importantly the progressive nature of evolutionary history. This
progressivism developed into evolutionary orthogenesis for Dubois, although he was not
alone in subscribing to such a view during the 191Os through 1940s. The punctuated
tempo of evolutionary change was a primary ideological stance of his and this view is
manifest in his seemingly abrupt change in the taxonomic designation of the Trinil fossils
in 1892.
In addition to Dubois' expectations of finding a missing link and the nature and
implications, especially phylogenetic, is a political motivation behind the change from
Anthropopithecus to Pithecanthropus. Despite Theunissen's relegation of political
considerations to a minor role it is unlikely that this was entirely so. Pithecanthropus was
a term coined by Ernst Haeckel over twenty five years previously and popularised by
Haeckel in several publications since that time. Haeckel was a well known, influential
and respected populariser and defender of Darwinism, and Max Furbringer, Dubois'
adviser, was a former student of Haeckel (Theunissen, 1989; Trinkaus & Shipman,
1994). It would hardly have been imprudent to cultivate some favour with such an
individual in the hope of future support for his claims. Haeckel did in fact come to the
party and perhaps helped counterbalance what was otherwise a negative German
response to Dubois' thesis. Moreover, Dubois not only used Haeckel's nomen
Pithecanthropus but at the close of 1895 was using Haeckel's entire primate genealogical
tree, with only slight modification, as his own. That this tree of Haeckel's was born of a
strong conviction in the progressive nature of evolutionary history would not have been
lost on Dubois either.
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The Response to Pithecanthropus

The publication of Dubois' monograph Pithecanthropus erect us. eine menschenaehnliche

Uebergangsform aus Java elicited an immediate response, principally European. Dubois
( 1899a) in responding to various criticisms cites nineteen reviews published in 1895
throughout Europe and America of the views principally conveyed in his 1894
monograph. Contrary to the suggestion of Trinka us and Shipman ( 1994 ), Dubois' ideas
were not on the whole unfavourably received, nor was there an essentially polarised
response as he (Dubois, 1899a) suggested at the time . Of nineteen prognoses on the Javan
skull-cap that Dubois ( 1899a) cites he refers to five, for the most part Germans who
considered it, based on the monograph, an ape; seven, principally English, considered it
human although Lydekker ( 1895) saw it as pathological or in other words a
microcephalic idiot; and seven considered it as some sort of transitional form between
man and apes. However, this division of opinion was not so straightforward. The
influential French anatomist/anthropologist Leonce Manouvrier, one of the fi rst to
explicitly support Dubois' views (see Manouvrier, 1897 for excerpts from his 1895
publications) was also one of the first to note in 1897 that the appellation human did not
mitigate against the transitional nature of the fossils per se. Manouvrier and Topinard,
Broca's two greatest students, essentially formed modem French palaeoanthropology.
Trinkaus and Shipman (1994) argue that the enormous influence and prestige of
Manouvrier assured a good French reception of the Javan fossils. Manouvrier ( 1897)
noted that the important question to ask was what the label human meant or in other
words where did one draw the line, morphologically, between what was human and what
was an intermediate form between apes and humans. For the most part the British, French
and American camps had an institutionalised belief in Darwinian descent theory which
predicted some sort of transitional form or form s between man and apes. The German
camp on the other hand, greatly influenced by the anti-Darwinian Rudolf Virchow the
doyen of German biology, had no necessary theoretical evolutionary convictions. While
this may go toward an understanding of the essentially German rejection of the
evolutionary significance of the fossils it does not explain the insistence of many proevolutionists of the human nature of the fossils.
The simple answer is that this was not inconsistent with a transitionalist stance.
Paradoxically perhaps, one of Dubois' supporters for the missing link status of the
remains, the American dinosaur expert Othniel Marsh ( 1895: 14 7, italics added),
congratulated Dubois on proving " ... the existence of a new prehistoric anthropoid form ,
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not human indeed, but in size, brain power, and erect posture, much nearer to man than
any animal hitherto discovered, living or extinct". Marsh's explicit reference to it being
an anthropoid, or ape, albeit with hwnan traits perhaps is a good baseline difference
between what was meant by the terms missing link and the much less emotive term
transitional form.
The thirty year old Arthur Keith (1866-1955) who had only a year before received
his M.D. and been elected a Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons, in reviewing both
the evidence in Dubois' monograph and subsequent recent appraisals since its publication
(Keith, 1895) fi rst noted both the failure of embryology and the use of vestigial structures
in helping to reveal our ancestry in relation to the anthropoids. Further, he critici sed the
ability of the comparative anatomy of extant organisms, in the way Huxley fi rst
employed it and as it is employed now, to come to any clearer answers on this subject.
The only useful evidence for Keith was fossi l, or in other words tangible evidence for
transitional forms. This was in retrospect somewhat ironic given his impressive
anatomical credentials and glaring lack of experience with fossils (Trinkaus & Shipman,
1994).
Keith ( 1895) compared the then known more complete Neandertal fossil finds,
the Javan find and modern humans. The chief overall criticism Keith had of Dubois on

Pithecanthropus and of a nwnber of other scholars who had worked on the Neandertal
remains was that they failed to recognise the range of variation present in both anthropoid
and modern hwnan populations. Further, he noted the limited fossil sample to date could
hardly be perceived as representative of these past populations. Keith drew upon a large
sample of recent Australian Aboriginal material as well as recent European material to
use as a modern hwnan bench mark with which to compare the fossils. Although he did
refer to anthropoid characters he did not make a comprehensive comparison of the fossi l
material with the anthropoids in the same manner he compared the fossil material to
recent hwnan.
Overall Keith saw no great difference between the fossil material and the highly
variable modern form of hwnanity. While he saw the Javan fossi ls as evidence for the
theory of common descent he stated that in no manner could the fossil evidence be
construed as indicating the hwnan line of descent which must be sought in the deepest
Tertiary. Already Keith was prefiguring the pre-sapiens theory of the next few decades
and relegating Pithecanthropus to an epiphenomenal role as a relatively recent albeit
primitive form of human well on the way to becoming modern. For Keith the comparison
of the fossi l evidence with his modern sample simply showed the nature of human
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structural progress over time: increase in cranial capacity and concomitant decrease in
the size of the masticatory apparatus. Keith also cited Cunningham ( 1895a&b) where
Cunningham argued that the remains are clearly human. Cunningham's reasoning is
virtually identical to Keith's although he suggested that the Javan material falls beneath
the Neandertal in the gradual transition to modem human form, thus creating a three
stage progressive process. However, his views were consistent with Keith's in stating of
the Javan remains that
Most certainly they are not derived from a transition form between any of the existing
anthropoid apes and man; such a form does not and cannot exist, seeing that the
divarication of the ape and man has taken place low down in the genealogical tree, and
each has followed , for good or bad, its own path. The so-called Pithecanthropus is in the
direct human line, although it occupies a place on this considerably lower than human
form at present known.
(Cunningham, 1895a:429).

Keith's, as was Cunningham's, purpose in emphasising similarities rather than differences
between the modem sample and fossil is closely linked to his conception of what is
human. Keith emphasised the importance of large samples and the fact that modem
humanity is polytypic, both ideas which would be accepted today. But his view of
acceptable variation was vast. Further, Keith was a complete Darwinian in being a
gradualist. His insistence that the fossil evidence to date suggests little change between
Quaternary man, or Pithecanthropus, and recent humans and also between Miocene apes,
such as Dryopithecus, and recent apes is an extreme gradualist stance. Evolution
proceeded via small changes over vast tracts of time for Keith and this included the
progressive increase in cranial capacity. Java man already had a brain size at the lower
end of extant modem primitive races and as such could hardly be so low on the
evolutionary ladder as to be considered a true missing link. There is a sense here that
Keith (1895) was assuming the mantle of chief protector of Darwinian gradualism m
response to Dubois' heresy of rapid evolutionary development or saltationism.

The Importance of How Your Tree Looks

There were a number of conversions to Dubois' views, or at least a tacit acceptance of
data on the dating and geological circumstances of the finds after the first exhibition of
the fossils at Leiden in 1895. However, overall there was little change from the lines
drawn with the first readings of his monograph. One important development was the
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increasing appreciation of the phylogenetic significance of the fossils in the post-Leiden
climate.
It has been suggested (Theunissen, 1989) that Dubois did not consider the

phylogenetic position of

Pithecanthropus so important as long as it was seen as

belonging to our genealogical tree at some stage in the past. This however, is far from
true. I have discussed the role of Dubois' punctuational ideology. This can be seen as
evidence for the importance Dubois placed on the particular phylogenetic position of
Pithecanthropus. Moreover, there is an incident which highlights the importance of this
position for Dubois even more. Following the exhibition of the fossils in Leiden on the
21st of September 1895 he travelled to Brussels then onto Paris, Dublin, Edinburgh,
London, Berlin and then Jena. The minutes of the Dublin meeting (Anonymous, 1895)
held on the 20th of November record Cunningham disputing Dubois' positioning of
Pithecanthropus below the point of Anthropoid divarication. Cunningham, who had
formerly ( 1895a,b) seen the fossils as essentially human, changed his views at this
meeting after seeing the fossils for the first time. For the most part Cunningham now
agreed with Dubois that these fossils represented a transitional form between that of the
anthropoids and man. Cunningham however, argued that Pithecanthropus should be
placed just above the point of anthropoid divarication, thus placing it on the direct line to
man but at the same time emphasising what he now believed, along with Dubois, were its
simian characteristics. The minutes of this meeting record Dubois' reply to Cunningham
as simply "They knew very little about the laws of evolution, which in some cases
proceeded slowly and in others quickly" (Anonymous, 1895: 116). It is of interest then to
examine Dubois' own published version of this Dublin lecture (Dubois, 1896a) where
Cunningham's phylogenetic view is represented as Dubois' own hypothesis. Furthermore,
there is no reference to the view Dubois was arguing for at this meeting on the 20th of
November. Moreover, the phylogenetic tree now presented by Dubois ( 1896a) is virtually
a perfect derivation of Haeckel's hypothetical trees of primate natural history.

It would appear that these comments by Cunningham at the close of 1895 are the
first that focus on the phylogenetic position of Pithecanthropus. Further, a footnote to
Dubois' Dublin paper reads that " the chief substance of this paper was contained already
in a discourse which I [Dubois] delivered in Leiden ... on the 21st September, 1895"
(Dubois, 1896a). In other words, it is likely that he discussed this same view on the
phylogenetic position of Pithecanthropus at Leiden, and perhaps at Brussels and Paris as
well. All other commentators at this time are essentially interested in whether or not it is
human or ape or an intermediate form only. This is hardly surprising as these scholars
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wished to determine exactly what they were dealing with before they speculated on
anythjng else. However, for those who saw it as a real missing link the obvious and
pressing question became that of its phylogenetic position relative to other anthropoids
and man. Theunissen ( 1989) in outlining Dubois' views on its phylogenetic position in
the 1894 monograph notes Dubois sought Pithecanthropus' ancestor in the Siwalik form

Anthropopithecus sivalensis, in other words the genus to willch Dubois originally
assigned the Trinil fossils. Further, Theunissen notes that Dubois also saw tills form as
ancestral to the African Cillmpanzee. The gibbon-like ancestral form of Anthropopithecus
being Prothylobates. The complicated deductive scenario Theunissen attributes to Dubois
in establisillng tills urulineal procession of ancestors is perhaps exaggerated as tills was
simply a recycling ofHaeckel's original genealogical tree.
Dubois' iilltial monograph views on the phylogenetic position of Pithecanthropus
are essentially identical to the actual tree he publishes for the Dublin meeting ( l896a). So
why did he change ills mind on the lecture tour ? Moreover, why did he make such a
rapid about face to a position he appears to have formerly held, in the 1894 monograph at
least ? The minutes of the meeting held in Britain on the 25th of November (Dubois,
1896b), or five days after the Dublin Meeting, quote verbatim Dubois' concluding
remarks on the phylogenetic position of Pithecanthropus. These remarks are essentially
identical to those in the revised version of the Dublin meeting (Dubois' own publication
of the Dublin lecture). In other words Dubois engineered this about face and produced, or
borrowed at least, a complex genealogical tree for the whole primate order within five

.\

days.
Either Dubois' v1ews on the placement of Pithecanthropus are open to
interpretation in the 1894 monograph, willch I unfortunately did not have access to, or
else Dubois was confused or more likely still indecisive as to the implications of
particular positionings of Pithecanthropus phylogenetically. Whatever the case this was
clearly an extremely important question for Dubois. Theunissen (1989) has noted that
Dubois was at pains to emphasise the simian characteristics of the skull-cap in the
monograph and essentially only compared it with a comparative sample of apes and
neglected a human one. He did not originally even choose to use the Neandertal material
in ills comparisons, ostensibly because he believed them to be pathological. Tills
emphasis on the simian nature of the skull-cap continues in ills Dublin paper and in all
later papers referring to Pithecanthropus specifically. It is perhaps not implausible that
Dubois was voicing a view, or version thereof, that he held or developed when he
originally designated the fossils Anthropopithecus javanensis. At tills stage he believed
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he had some sort of fossil Chimpanzee. In continuing to emphasise the simian nature of
the skull-cap Dubois was perhaps still entertaining the idea that Pithecanthropus was
phylogenetically much nearer the apes than man, as later papers (see chapter five)
suggest. This would not have prevented it from still being a transitional form however.
The remarks by Cunningham that a position below the point of anthropoid divarication
would have meant a subscription to degenerationism would have sat uncomfortably with
Dubois and his strengthening punctuational views. In reply to Cunningham's
(Anonymous, 1895) remarks he (Dubois, 1896c) simply acknowledges Cunningham's
point but notes that this could be misleading of his real views on the phylogenetic
position of the Trinil fossi ls. He does not elaborate but simply offers the genealogical tree
published in the Dublin paper again. However, he does impute to Cunningham a
confusion as to the placement of Pithecanthropus and suggests Cunningham placed it
exactly mid-way between the point of anthropoid divarication and modern humans.
Naturally Cunningham ( 1896) immediately replied in a letter to Nature that he placed

Pithecanthropus just above this point of divarication. He went on to imply that Dubois
had been vague as to his own opinion of the correct placement of Pithecanthropus. The
least that can be said from the nature of this short exchange is that Dubois did not take
Cunningham's correction gracefully.
There is more evidence for the views forwarded here. Theunissen ( 1989) notes
that in late 1896 Dubois suggested restoring the original designation Palaeopithecus

sivalensis to Lydekker's maxilla Anthropopithecus sivalensis. Apparently an examination
of the Siwalik anthropoid in India by Dubois in 1895, before the lecture tour, and later
comparisons with extant and extinct anthropoid material led him to believe that there
were no particular resemblances between Anthropopithecus siva/ensis and any of these
apes let alone humans. If we credit Dubois with at least the beginnings of these
suspicions in India another reason fo r Dubois' vacillation, up until after the Dublin
lecture, over the position of Pithecanthropus above or below the point of anthropoid
divarication presents itself. In Dubois' monograph he suggests Anthropopithecus as
perhaps ancestral to both the African chimp and humankind. With his later doubts over
the suitability of Anthropopithecus in this dual ancestral role Dubois may have been
mulling over the implications of replacing Anthropopithecus with Pithecanthropus in this
particular position, which he appears to have done up until and including the Dublin
lecture.

Anthropopithecus sivalensis does not star in any of Dubois' post monograph
publications to my knowledge and certainly not in the Dublin (Dubois, 1896a) paper.
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Palaeopithecus appears to stand in its stead, but significantly above the point of
divarication leading to all extant apes including the extant version of Anrhropopirhecus

(Troglodytes). Dubois, post Dublin, seems to be stressing that Pithecanthropus is
phylogenetically exactly half way between the great apes and humankind and even places
another genus (family?) below Pithecanthropus but still above the point of anthropoid
divarication, Pa/aeopithecus. It is misleading to see the phylogenetic position of Trinil
man as only of secondary importance to Dubois (cf Theunissen, 1989). The transitional
nature of this fossil and its phylogenetic position relative to man and the great ape split
were one and the same issue for Dubois. It is worth quoting in full Dubois' published
views on this in 1899:
... 1 do not hesitate now, any more than I formerly did, to regard this Pithecanthropus
erectus as the immediate progenitor of the human race ... The exact position to be
assigned to the ape-man in a system is more a maner of taste. According to the
anatom ical characters ordinarily used to separate the groups of mammals, we must at any
rate exclude it from the genus Homo. Unless we considerably change and extend the
characters that have hitherto been conside red good for the family of the Hominidae, it
can not even be admitted there. Q uite the same may be said of the Simidae and its
species.
(Dubois, 1899a:458; italics added).

Dubois goes on to present the genealogical tree that first appeared in his published
version of the Dublin lecture. He was clearly emphasising the phylogenetic position of

Pithecanthropus: between the Hominidae and Simidae. When he mentions personal taste
in assigning its exact phylogenetic position he is referring to whether one wishes to see it
closer to the anthropoid or human ends of his scale. He is not suggesting that one may see
it as an ape or human or importantly as below the point of ape divarication. This is
perhaps the point on which Theunissen misinterpreted Dubois' apparent vacillation. In
quoting the concluding paragraph to Dubois' other 1899 publication as evidence for
Dubois' relegation of the phylogenetic position of Pithecanthropus to secondary
importance Theunissen omits the first sentences of this paragraph. The fu ll quote
(sentences omitted by Theunissen in italics) is:
From all these considerations it follows that Pithecanthropus erectus undoubtedly is an
intermediate form between Man and the Apes. If further there is truth in our present
conceptions of the continuity reigning in the organic world. I cannot look upon
Pithecanthropus but as upon a real member, the ft.rst known, in our genealogy. And even
if we should prefer not to regard him as a grandfather but as an uncle, still in every case
he is a most venerable ape-man, representing a stage in our phy logeny.
(Dubois, 1899b:95).
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Clearly Dubois saw the phylogenetic position of Pithecanthropus as of the utmost
importance as it was quite simply crucial to his position on the significance of the fossils.
Perhaps the greatest import of this last quote is the use of analogy when he refers to the
possibility of Pithecanthropus being on a collateral branch of hominid evolution but one
nonetheless representative of a real or historical stage in evolutionary progress. As such
he was prefiguring the phylogenetic fate of Pithecanthropus, and a host of other hominid
fossils, for the next four decades.
The 1899 (a&b) papers were the last on Pithecanthropus from Dubois for twenty
years. He became interested in the relationships between brain size and body size in
vertebrate organisms. In 1914 he expanded on his initial l899b paper and went on to
argue that encephalization was functionally related to the use of the senses and even
argued that humanity's degree of encephalization was due to the development of the
manipulative organs, the hand. His interest in brain size and cranjal shape led him to
examine the Neandertal material in detail.
Dubois gave new brain size estimates of the known Neandertal specimens based
on assessment of the complete morphology of these crania. He noted that the reduced
cranial vaulting, or platycephaly, which characterises the Neandertal form does not
indicate a low development of the brain. In platycephalic skulls like the Neandertal the
lower part of the skull is seen to develop more in some sort of compensation. His revised
estimates see average Neandertal brain size as equal to modern European. Further, when
calculating for relative encephalization, or brain size relative to weight or body size, he
sees the Neandertal as being more highly encephalized than modems.
The significance of this work relates to the relationship between the Neandertals
and

Pithecanthropus.

The

morphological

similarities

between

Neandertal

and

Pithecanthropus were at this period well recognised . Dubois ( 1921) noted the lack of
correlation between the degree of development of the brain and the size of the upper skull
and degree of platycephaly. These considerations can likely be construed as an oblique
argument for seeing the Pithecanthropine morphology as not so primitive after all.
Dubois' aim is clear in his paper published the following year (1922). Here be
divides humankind into two distinct types with at least a specific distinction. Dubois sees
one type as Homo neanderthalensis and the other as Homo sapiens. This view was first
suggested by Cunningham ( 1895a) and the geologist William Sallas ( 1895) and later
fully developed by the German anatomist Gustuv Schwalbe in the first decade on the
twentieth century. Dubois argued against the simple unilineal scheme of a Neandertal to
modem ancestral relationship. Although he used the Neandertal descriptions by Boule for
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his own interspecific compansons his reasoning prefigured current debate on the
phylogenetic place of the Neandertals. Dubois saw modem humans as more generalised
and primitive in morphology compared with the Neandertal form. The Neandert.als are
seen as highly specialised. The pithecoid nature of the Neandertal form is explained
through convergent evolution due to particular mechanical adaptational responses to
circumstance and environment. Most of the form, such as the characteristic supra-orbital
and occipital regions, of the Neandertal cranium is explained through mechanical forces
acting via the musculature on the bony structure of the skull.
Dubois uses the same arguments when explaining the form of Pithecanthropus.
He notes that the cranial form is essentially entirely ape-like, or more specifically like the
Gibbon. The only human characteristics are its larger relative encephalization and
configuration of cerebral convolutions. The essentially ape-like form of Pithecanthropus
is thus seen as again due to consequences of particular adaptational responses. Today one
might say that Pithecanthropus occupied an ape-like ecological niche and thus its form
became functionally adapted or modified to this end.
It is important to note that the morphological similarities between the Neandertals

and Pithecanthropus are not utilised for arguing any particular genealogical relationship
between the two . Their similarity in form (examined in the 192 1 paper) is seen as simply
particular and similar adaptational responses to given circumstances. This is in the same
typological sense as the Mivart/Owen understanding of homology as outlined in chapter
three. These developments in how Dubois was perceiving these fossils are crucial to
understanding the hardening of his punctuational ideology that was clearly developing in
the latter half of the 1890s. Dubois' working through of the implications and proofs for
his saltational ideology, first explored in his l 899b paper and developed further in his
1914 work, come to a head in 1923.
Brain size increases are argued to be due to rapid changes, caused by mutation
events, in evolution. Here Dubois is developing in more detail his law of the necessary
perfection of the psychoencephalon an orthogenetic philosophy generalised to the entire
vertebrate kingdom. He cites the doubling of the great anthropoid brain to the human
brain as one line of evidence for this theory. Pithecanthropus is seen as directly half way,
in brain size at least, between the great apes and man. In 1928 punctuational evolution
has become dogma for Dubois. He is explicitly critical of Darwin's gradualism and
argues the impossibility of finding missing links due to the discontinuous nature of
evolution. He continues his arguments for a natural law of phylogenetic perfection,
progressivism and rejects the environmental determinism of Darwin in favour of his own
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form of determinism, orthogenesis. Much of this work by Dubois .in the 1920s impacted
on his later views on Pithecanthropus including his apparent about face in the late 1930s
where he sees the Trinil remains as representing a giant Gibbon. Further. in the 1930s he
propounds an apparent reversal of his earlier position in seeing Pithecanthropus as some
sort of analogue for the real as yet unfound missing link. I will explore these apparent
inconsistencies in the next chapter as they are more appropriately seen in the context of
developments in palaeoanthropology on the world stage between the 191 Os and 1940s.

A Brief Romp With Explicit Unilinealism

While not advocated by Dubois other scholars such as So lias ( 1895), Cunningham
( 1895a) and Marsh ( l896a&b) were suggesting or at least intimating a unilineal
evolutionary sequence of Pithecanthropus - Neandertal - recent humans. However, none
of these scholars pursued this proposal. This was left to a Zurich born amateur in the last
years of the first decade of the twentieth century who set out to find as many missing
links between Pithecanthropus and recent humans as the Mortilletian archaeological
record suggested there were. In a sense it appears that Mortillet's lithic fossiles directeurs
should logically be associated with human fossiles directeurs in Ono Hauser's mind. At
the beginning of the twentieth century the unilineal view of human evolution could be
schematically presented as:

Pithecanthropus -a- Neandertal -b- Cro-Magnon -c- modem humans.

The lower case letters represent missing links in this chain that were to a degree predicted
in the archaeological record. In other words, early stone ages were associated with
particular cultural stages which were associated with human evolutionary phases or
particular races of progressively increasing modernity . The Chellean and Acheulian
cultures represented pre-Neandertal people or link a in the above schematic. Further, the
early Aurignacian (between the barbarism of the Mousterian and culture of the Solutrean)
was where link b was to be found. In 1908 Hauser discovered his a link at Le Moustier
and in 1909 unearthed his b link, both sites being excavated in collaboration with the
German anthropologist Hermann Klaatsch (Wendt, 1956). These foss ils were named

Homo mousteriensis hauseri and Homo aurignacensis hauseri respectively to stress their
material culture associations and hence chronological and phylogenetic positions. The
life span of this unilineal scheme was quite short, coming at a time when there was
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increasing unease with a position of the Neandertals as ancestral to later moderns.
Klaatsch was in fact perhaps the ftrst to reject the Neandertals as possible ancestors to
modems when he compared the Le Moustier and Combe-Capelle specimens. Moreover.
Trinkaus and Shipman (1994) note that Klaatsch as early as 190 1 was arguing for the
contemporaneity

of Cro-Magnons

and

Neandertals

and

thus

presumably

the

improbability of an ancestor-descendant relationship. Another anthropologist, a brilliant
comparative anatomist who by 1906 had produced a massive 250 page comparative study
ofthe Trinj l calone and studies on the Neandertal material (Trinkaus & Shipman, 1994),
however pursued the unilinear scheme much more rigorously.
By 1906 Schwalbe was espousing the Neandertals as a geographically wide
spread (Germany, discovered in 1859; Belgium 1886; Gibralter-recogrused as Neandertal
by Schwalbe in 1906; Croatia 1899) transitional species to recent humans, Homo
primigenius. Theurussen ( 1989) and Bowler ( 1986) point out that Schwalbe in earlier

German publications was suggesting the unilineal sequence of Java man- Neandertalrecent humans. Certainly this view is clear when Schwalbe notes in 1909 that:
Thus Homo primigenius must also be regarded as occupying a position in the gap
existing between the highest apes and the lowest human races, Pithecanthropus, standing
in the lower part of it, and Homo primigenius in the higher, near man. In order to prevent
misunderstanding, I should like here to emphasize that in arranging this structural seriesanthropoid apes, Pithecanthropus, Homo primigenius, Homo sapiens-) have no intention
of establishing it as a direct genealogical series.
(Schwalbe, 1909: 129).

The last sentence is important in both revealing Schwalbe's phylogenetic views and in its
prefiguration of the next several decades of ostensibly ancestorless palaeoanthropology.
Schwalbe realised that it was simply too diffi cult a position to defend in posing definite
or true genealogical links in the phylogenetic chain. To avoid defending such a position it
was simply a matter or exchanging the missing link status of the fossils for an analogical
status. Clearly the problem of dating could also be circumvented using this analogical
device. Already at tills time, the early nineteen hundreds, a Pleistocene date for the Trinil
fossils was being favoured (Keith, 1912). Bowler ( 1986) notes that at this time there were
thoughts of the contemporaneity of the Neandertal and Javan fossils. Morphology
became a surrogate for absolute, or relative dating at least. Moreover, in combination
with the peculiar form of the comparative method picked up from where it was dropped
by the anti-evolutionary revolutionaries in socio-cultural anthropology, Boas ( 19 11 ) in
America and Malinowski (1922) in Britain, it became the chief methodological defining
tool of palaeoanthropology in the period between the 191 Os through 1940s.

NORTHERN TERRITORY UNIVE SITY UR P IIIH
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Trinkaus & Shipman ( 1994) attribute the short life span of the PithecanthropusNeandertal - modems model exclusively to the work of the French anatomist Marcellin
Boule. Boule's monograph, published between 191 1- 1913 , being principally concerned
with banishing the Neandertals from our evolutionary line. However. as already noted
Klaatsch was rejecting the Neandertals perhaps at least a decade before this. as Trinkaus
and Shipman (1994) note, albeit in another context. Moreover, one of the ostensible chief
advocates of the missing link status of the Neandertals, Schwalbe, was distancing himself
(Schwalbe, 1909) from this stance before the close of the fi rst decade of the new century.
Further, the rejection of the Neandertals as unilineal ancestors by a French physical
anthropologist, Boule, is not particularly striking when considering the strong French
polygenist tradition in physical anthropology: Broca to Topinard to Boule.
Bowler ( 1986:73) has suggested that " an overwhelming interest in the expansion
of the brain was, in fact, the chief motivation that led many palaeoanthropologists to
reject Schwalbe's scheme of development through the Pithecanthropus and Neandertal
stages toward the modem form ... ". However, when mentioned in pre-1900 papers on

Pithecanthropus the argument is invariably for the priority of bipedalism over
encephalization in human evolution from the apes. In fact the main argument of those
who accepted the transitional status of Pithecanthropus was tills form's bipedal ism.
Moreover, the leading Engli sh exponent of the priority of bipedalism Keith, also very
early on advocated the removal of the Neandertals from our direct ancestry. These
arguments did not involve brain size per se. The rejection of the Neandertals as ancestors
was a step in the process of dismantling the explicit unilineal model. The replacement of
this model with one where notrung seems to be ancestral to anything else marks a new
era of apparent ancestorless humanity and serves as the principal topic of discussion in
the following chapter.

CHAPTER FIVE
Anagenesis and the Re-Birth of the
Comparative Method in the
Twentieth Century
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species or genus was perceived as an analogue for a stage in the advance of man.
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Bowler ( 1986) notes that much historical attention has been directed at opposing linear
and branching models of evolution in palaeoanthropology. He suggests recent scholars
such as C. Loring Brace and Michael Hammond are posing the wrong question when
they ask: "why did so many anthropologists eventually abandon the search for an
evolutionary li nk connecting the fossils, and adopt a model in which mankind ori ginated
form a totally hypothetical stock that was not represented in the foss il record?" (Bowler,
1986:77). Bowler notes that it is the linear view of evolution that should be perceived as
odd given the branching nature of evolution accepted for all other groups of organisms in
the post-Origin years. Bowler ( 1986) suggests that the reasons for the brief rendezvous
with unilinealism in the first decade or so of the twentieth century can be traced back to
nineteenth century ideas, principally associated with the cultural evolutionists. of
progressivism. Bowler goes on to suggest that the real question to be asked is: "why did
the grossly oversimplified image of a single line leading toward modem mankind become
so popular around 1900, despite the fact that it was inconsistent with all the known
evolution theories?" (Bowler, 1986:79). Bowler answers by linking nineteenth century
progressivism to unilinealism of which the best evidence was to be found in discovering
missing links in the biologically uniserial chain. He goes on to suggest that "the collapse
of the linear view in the early twentieth century was a necessary prerequisite fo r further
development in the fie ld, since it paved the way fo r a more sophisticated interpretation in
tune with the broader principals of evolutionary theory" (Bowler, 1986:81 ). However,
Bowler does not go on to discuss why the linear view collapsed and seems to accept
uncritically a return, in the next several decades, to Darwin's original idea of evolutionary
history as bush-like in aspect rather than unilineal or in other words as essentially nonprogressive and non-directional.
Scholars such as Bowler (1986) have highlighted and compartmentalised this
period into a number of distinct and at times diametrically opposed theories or models of
human evolutionary history. Labels such as the Pre-sapiens theory, Neandertal-phase
theory, Tarsioid theory and so forth appear as relatively self contained particularist
schools of thought describing the intellectual climate within palaeoanthropology during
this period of time. My own understanding of this literature leads me to suspect these
models more as variations on a common theme. This theme is the search for and
description of the humanising principal in human evolutionary history, a sort of neovitalism. This theme is in turn but another manifestation of progress. The scholars I
examine during this period reveal a number of intellectual or ideological similarities in
otherwise seemingly diametrically opposed models. The similarities are simply the
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common ideologies of progressivism and anagenesis; their mechanism neo-vitalism or
orthogenesis; and their methodology, the comparative method.
Given these considerations three principal aims are addressed in this chapter:
provide evidence for the hypothesis that anagenesis and progress survived within the
principal human evolutionary models of the time ; show that the comparative method was
the chief legitimating mechanism of these anagenetic models in providing the ancestors;
suggest that models of monogenetic and polygenetic human origins are not necessarily as
distinct or polar as is generally thought.
I have selected a number of prominent scholars of the time to present in the
manner of case studies evidence for these hypotheses. While representing world-wide
developments on the one hand they also represent local developments in America,
England and Germany. I begin with Keith where I examine both the development of his
ideas on the great antiquity of humanity and also parallel or convergent evo lution. Both
themes are manifestations of his progressivist philosophy. I particularly focus on his

Antiquity of Man in order to explore his utilisation of the fossil evidence of the time
within the ideological constructs of progress and orthogenesis. Further I explore the
apparent presence of a monogenetic verses polygenetic tension in his work. I then look at
the work of Smith who takes the comparative method to virtual paradigmatic status.
Osborn's work is then explored with respect to the same themes. I briefly examine the
development of the first modem monogenetic human origin theory in the context of it
being born of an extreme form of progressivism linked with an orthogenetic mechanism.
In the latter half is this case study I look at some reactions to Osborn's version of the presapiens model by way of Gregory In the second section of this chapter I tum to the
ostensibly extreme polygenetic model of Klaatsch. I argue that he has been
misrepresented on certain key points. Klaatsch also is shown to provide an intellectual
introduction to Weidenreich. Weidenreich is then argued to present an anagenetic
progressive model of human origins that essentially disregarded the comparative method
in his use of all the fossil evidence available as real ancestors. Finally, I briefly revisit
Dubois but this time within the context of developments during the 1920s through 40s
and in the process clear up one last misunderstanding.
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Monogenetic Unilinealism, or Analogues for Ancestors
Arthur Keith

Keith was an early advocate of a theory popularised as the pre-sapiens model. In essence
this was a theory with principally only local or in this case European signi ficance or
application. Keith in arguing that the Neandertals were not a part of our ancestry
proposed an as yet undiscovered modem human ancestor to upstage the Neandertals as
potential ancestors. Early on Keith ( 1895) was suggesting the Neandertal s were not on
modem humanity's direct line of descent. From the start of his publishing career Keith
argued for the consideration of large levels of variation in the representatives of the
human family. In fact his early paper was chiefly concerned with arguing this point.
However, Keith also espoused an extreme antiquity for human evolutionary history. So
while in 1895 he advocated large levels of variation within the human fami ly, the direct

line to modem humans was to be traced much further back in time. Much of the last
paragraph in Keith's (1895) review of fossil human remains shows this:
The millions of men that must have lived in these early times (early Pleistocene)are
known to us by only four specimens complete enough to permit o f their reconstruction.
By taking rhese as samples of their race, we can say with some assurance that man has
not changed much since the Tertiary period of the earth's history closed. T he majority of
men were distinctly and considerably smaller-brained than the great majority of the men
that now people the earth's surface. Their faces, jaws, teeth and muscular ridges were
more pronounced. Since Tertiary times the human structural progress has lain in an
increase of brain and a diminution in rhe masticatory and alimentary systems. In these
features we may suppose that early Quaternary [Pleistocene) man approached the
primitive ancestors of the race ; in these features he certainly comes nearer the present
simian rype. But, for the purpose of giving us a c lue to the human line of descent, the
fossil remains at present known assist us not one single jot. Their configuratio n is qu ite
conformable to the theory o f common descent; they bear out the trurh of that theory.
They also show us that man since the Tertiary period has changed very linle . There is
nothing remarkable in this, for allied primate forms (Paleopithecus sivalensis and
Dryopithecus) demonstrate to us that, since the Miocene period, the anthropoid ape has
changed but slightly . We need not then be surprised at being obliged to seek deep within
the Tertiary formations the evidences of human descent.
Keith ( 1895:368-9).

The importance of this passage is that it establ ishes Keith's advocacy of a pre-sapiens
model at the close of the nineteenth century; highl ights his advocacy of Darwinian
gradualism; reveals his progressivist ideology, albeit not exactly unusual at this time ;
indicates the first stirrings of the use of the comparative method in association with
implicit unilinealism and his opposition to explicit unilineal ism of the type proposed by
Schwalbe several years later. Each of these themes is developed over the remainder of
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Keith's career, although they are perhaps seen as culminating in the two editions of The

Antiquity of Man (Keith, 1915, 1925). Keith continued this crusade and cited Lyell
(1863) as not only extending human antiquity in the nineteenth century but also
unfortunately establishing a new dogmatic stance on our true temporal extent. He also
(Keith, 1912) cited the work of the Brussels archaeologist M. Rutot who argued for stone
tools or eoliths as far back as the Eocene, in his push for extending human antiquity.
Keith was not quite as radical as Rutot however.
A further part of his argument for extending the antiquity of human.kind involved
his advocacy of the slow rate of evolutionary advance. He develops an argument that
places a modern, but non-specialised form such as Australian Aborigines, at the
beginning of the Pleistocene. This idea of generalised form is a common factor in the
models of the majority of scholars of this period (its importance with respect to the idea
of progressivism in their models will be pursued with Smith below). Keith goes on to
argue that tracing the history of the other anthropoids will enable us to answer questions
as to the origins of humanity. He notes the recent work in Egypt, the Fayoum (Fayum)
depression, which revealed the catarrhine/platyrrhine (new/old world primates) split
occurred in the Oligocene. Further, he notes evidence of the di fferentiation of the great
anthropoids in the Miocene. By arguing that we must have differentiated at the same time
as the great anthropoids we have the earliest, albeit quite primitive, human in the late
Miocene or more probably early Pliocene. Keith in fact posits a number of human types
in the early Pleistocene, the so called pre-Neandertal (Heidelberg j aw, discovered in
1908) and Java man fossils being representative of two of these types . The type leading
to modem s had not yet been found (Keith, 1925). The Javan fossil had been pushed
aside, as an actual ancestor only, by Keith at least as early as 1912 but perhaps as early as
1895, for a number of reasons: ( 1) he saw so called pre-Neandertal man as contemporary
with Java man and having a much greater brain; (2) evo lutionary progress is very slow
and thus mitigates against the Javan skull having evolved in such a short period of time
as the Pleistocene allowed (it was only seen as some 400K years in duration in 191 2); (3)
human antiquity was much greater than hitherto imagined and with an Australian type
living at the start of the Pleistocene Java man has no place in our direct ancestry . Already
the schema of multiple types contemporary human in varying stages of evolutionary
advance is being advocated and is in fact more explicitly stated a few years later. As early
as 1912 Keith has set the scene for the deployment of the comparative method.
Keith (19 16) suggests that some sort of stem form of man.kind divaricated into
human types such as the Neandertal, Piltdown and our own stem AMH. In this paper
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Keith also suggests a mechanism for this separation of the types of humankind. An
intrinsic, if not vitalistic mechanism termed clannishness is forwarded . This clanning
principal is seen as some sort of instinctive factor that serves to isolate groups and thus
ensure their independent evolutionary histories. Although Keith revisits this somewhat
unsophisticated vitalistic mechanism late in his career (Keith, 1931) he does in fact
develop the idea along different lines more fully in the early 1920s.
Huxley served as some sort of guru for Keith in his aniculation of evolutionary
progress. Huxley held a predetermirust approach to the evolution of structure. The plan
was set out within the germ-plasm and essentially unfolded through the evolutionary
development of a species. The ontological analogy in embryology is obvious in tills
respect. Keith (1923) went on to argue for a modern interpretation of this predetermirust
argument. Keith as did Huxley, sees only a minor role for the adaptive mechanism in the
development of structure. Keith saw human evolutionary development as an internal
process, it was directional and to a large extent predetermined, a sort of orthogenesis.
However, he rejected the idea of an unfolding of some sort of blueprint that Huxley
suggested. Keith ( 1923 :268) makes his theoretical position quite clear: " In short, man
has come by his gifts-his brain, his upright posture, his strange foot and his nimble handnot by any effort of his own, but, like a favoured child of the present day, has fallen heir
to a fortune for which he has never laboured". Keith termed this evolutionary mechanism

collateral evolution or the law of uniform evolution (see Keith, 1925:725) after its
palaeontological roots. In this framework isolated species can essentially evolve in
tandem over vast periods of time.
Paradoxically perhaps, orthogenesis can thus be seen as a prerequisite for
polygenetic theories of human origins. Throughout Keith's work is apparent a subtle
tension between monogenetic origins of humankind and polygenetic origins. The
evolutionary mechanism orthogenesis was a double edged sword. It provided scholars
such as Keith with a way to push back the beginnings of humanity into the deep past and
to bring humankind out again on the orthogenetic wagon. However, the ideas of directed
evolution, in whatever context, easily lend themselves to the idea of parallel or
convergent evolution. The outcome can be as easily a polygenetic model of human
origins and natural history as a monogenetic one in the sense of unidirectional grades of
evolutionary change.
Three years after the Piltdown discovery Keith published perhaps his best known
work The Antiquity of Man. The year 191 5 saw a radical change in the perception of the
rate of evolutionary change, a greatly enlarged sample of early human fossil finds,
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changes in the perception of evolutionary progress and the beginnings of a period that left
us without ancestors. The flux of this period was still very much apparent in 1925 with
the second edition of this work with the afore mentioned themes present in both editions.
Both the title and layout, travelogue format, of Antiquity of Man betrays Keith's
debt to Huxley. It was a very popular volume. It served as one long argument for
gradualism and the extreme antiquity of the origins of the human line. It conveyed a clear
view of the idea of the consensus theme of progressive evolution and it is a clear example
of the use of the comparative method in presenting progressive unilineal evolution in the
aspect of apparent polylinearity. In addition it reveals Keith's advocacy , shared with the
majority of the main players at this time, of a type of nee-vitalistic evolutionary
mechanism.
While there are certainly differences between the first and second editions of

Antiquity they are not greatly important with regard to the aims of this chapter. As such I
will examine the larger and somewhat more sophisticated second edition. Within the two
volumes of this edition (Keith, 1925) the first is devoted to reviewing the various human
finds, comparing them with each other, dating and fitting them into their respective
places in the scheme of things. The majority of the second volume is devoted to
Piltdown. In fact much of the first volume serves to prepare the reader for this find, at
least in the context of Keith's perception of the date, morphology and phylogenetic place
of Piltdown. Piltdown was not an actual missing link for Keith but it was pivotal to his
broader model of human evolutionary history.
While morphology is very important on the one hand so is geological dating on
the other and in fact the two are conflated to produce his chief dating device. Keith in his
general argument for increasing human antiquity argues for gradual evolution that could
not take place in the acknowledged lengths of time of the Pleistocene and Holocene. The
Pleistocene is reduced to 200k years in his geological overview which eventually sees the
beginnings of the human stem splitting off in the Oligocene. This is an extreme version
of the pre-sapiens theory.
In his first task of reviewing all pre-Mousterian fossil remains he concludes by
noting that all share a modem aspect, although a number of racial varieties are
represented. This review is used by him to argue for what amounts to evolutionary stasis
over a period of the last 20k years (the Mousterian for Keith began 20kya and extended
to 40kya). This is an important factor in his later arguments on the gradual rate of
evolution. Forms such as Pithecanthropus and the Neandertals were removed as direct
ancestors due to the incompatible nature of their morphology with their recency in time.
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In focussing on the Mousterian itself, the ostensible age of the Neandenals. he
stresses that one needs to go further back in time to find the stem ancestor to moderns
and the Neandertals. He even at one stage uses the Combe rock skull , found in
association with Mousterian artefacts, to suggest modern humans were more responsible
for Mousterian culture, in Europe at least. This of course would suggest the Neandertals
were not even capable of any sort of material culture, thus distancing this type from true
humans even further. Keith's attitude toward the Neandertals is further clarified when he
notes that Boule's 1911 monograph on the La Chapelle-aux-Saints Neandertal was "... the
most thorough and exact investigation ever made of an ancient human skeleton" (Keith,
1925: 175). Boule's monograph was arguably singularly responsible for the popular
perception, then and now, of the brutish, stumbling, stooped and not too intelligent nature
of the Neandertals.
Continuing in this mode Keith strongly argues against the interpretation of the
Krapina (Yugoslavia) finds, discovered between 1899 and 1906, as transitional between
Neandertals and modems. He points out the sudden disappearance of the Neanderta ls at
the close of the Mousterian which can only be attributed to the view that " a more virile
form extinguished them" (Keith, 1925: 199). In his arguments for the difference of the
Neandertals he goes as far as to suggest a generic status for them with specific status for
the different Neandertal varieties. In disposing of the Neandertals as ancestral to modem
humans Keith then looks for an alternative precursor, that is an essentially modem form
existing before the Mousterian. Keith has cleverly set the scene for the discovery of such
a pre-sapiens form. However, this form is not to be dug up at some unforeseeable future
time but is to be found in the reinterpretation of the dating of one or two existing fossil
forms. The somewhat polemical interpretations of the dating of the relatively complete
Galley Hill skull was perfect for Keith's purposes.
This skull, not found to be definitely modern until the 1940s and found only a few
hundred yards from the Swanscombe pit, is dated to the Chellean period or 80-120k ya
(Keith, 1925). Keith is virtually on his own in arguing for this antiquity for the specimen,
but then no other modem specimens were available that would come anywhere near the
antiquity of this one, with the possible exception of the French Moulin Quignon
mandible. In Keith's chronological view the Galley Hill skull is basically midPleistocene. He was of the opinion that the Pleistocene was only around 200k years in
duration, although he does cite one scholar arguing for a 1.5 my duration. Keith does not
rely on archaeological/geological evidence for the antiquity of this skull alone. He notes
the combination of modem and primitive features in the skull that would be unlikely to
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occur in a recent skull. It can be seen here that dating or the way one chases to perceive
dates both in an absolute and also relative sense can have a major impact on one's
evolutionary view.
The only other possible evidence for a pre-Neandertal modem was the Moulin
Quignon mandible discovered by Boucher de Perthes in an Acheulian deposit at
Abbeville in 1863. Keith notes that this discovery, although lauded at first, increasingly
came under disrepute as it did not fit the consensus idea of Neandertal man as our
ancestor. In other words there could not be a modem looking pre-Neandertaloid form.
Grayson (1983) points out that there was a fa irly complete pro-French versus antiEnglish reception of the find at the time of discovery. By the time Keith was writing on
this fossil it had all but disappeared into obscurity.
In reviewing the evidence he has presented Keith concludes that modem people
lived in Europe for 1OOk years before Neandertals, disappeared for 20k years during the
Neandertal reign and then reappeared 20k ya to replace the Neandertals. Keith stresses
the complex nature of evolution, he sees numerous human types to which the competitive
process singled out only one survivor. He then introduces one more find in seeking to
establish the modem type as far back as the Pliocene. The Ipswich skeleton is interpreted
on its morphology as supporting the pre-Chellean (Pliocene) artefact association.
An important result of posing extreme human antiquity and the very gradual

nature of evolutionary change is that Keith can then place the divergence of the modem
races further back in time, the Pliocene to be exact. Although this is a monogenetic theme
the racist implications are as apparent as those of the polygenist Klaatsch who is
popularly depicted as seeing the various races as having been derived from different ape
species. In Keith's ( 1925:Fig.263) phylogenetic trees is the depiction of both a lateral and
vertical trend. The vertical represents the progressive human advance toward the most
evolved form: White European man. The lateral represents specialisation: straying from
the straight and narrow evolutionary path. The aforementioned polygenetic/monogenetic
tension characteristic of Keith's work clearly surfaces here.
Having established an early Pleistocene antiquity for the modem form Keith then
reviews the fossil sample in search of a Pliocene ancestor. However, it should be kept in
mind that Keith is still searching for analogues rather than actual ancestors. Rhodesia
man, discovered at Broken Hill, Zimbabwe in 1921, is Keith's candidate and again he
goes against consensus opinion in placing this form within the Pliocene. While this is
advocated as the ancestral form of the modem type it is not the actual ancestor. In fac t
Keith later notes that this form is the closest we have to the modem-Neandertal stem
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form, but places it this side of the split and closer to modems than Neandertals. In the
same manner is Pithecanthropus treated even though he notes that the di scovery of Java
man " ...throws more light on the earliest phases of man's evolution than any other yet
made" (Keith, 1925: 435). Nevertheless, it is not regarded as an actual ancestor. Even
though he accepts a late or terminal Pliocene date for the fmd it is far too primitive and
ape-like to be a direct ancestor at a time when the likes of Galley Hill were living.
It is worth noting here the method Keith uses throughout this enti re work. The
rarer forms, representative of particular isolated points in time, are implicitly seen as
representative of the populations from which they derive. Comparisons are generally one
on one. For example, a particular modem skull wi ll be compared to say the Rhodesian
skull using diagrams (normally line drawings in norma latera/is) either superimposing or
j uxtaposing the forms. Somewhat ironically, given his early plea (Keith, 1895) for an
acceptance of large levels of within species variability, the comparisons are merely
extensions of the anatomical descriptions and as such no allowance or even conception of
variability is factored in. In essence it is a strict type-mentality which allows for the
myriad races, species or types encountered. Moreover, and perhaps more importantly
particular key fossils are seen as not only representative of the populations from which
they derived but are seen as analogues of stages in human evolution of which the actual
ancestor is yet to be found. All of the find s Keith reviewed can be seen in a similar
manner, they are all analogues for particular stages. As individuals they represent races or
species that having reached a particular point of development then separated from the
main stem and continued essentially unchanged for millennia. This device is a biological
example of the comparative method popular in the latter half of the nineteenth century.
This device was used by essentially all students of human evolution to a greater or lesser
degree from the 1910s through to 1940s and perhaps beyond (see thesis frontisp iece).
The offshoot of Java man and the poetic licence of the comparative method
enabled Keith to push back the time of the ape-man bifurcation even further into the
Tertiary. However, Keith was to draw the line here and was not willing to go as far as to
posit

separate

ape

and

human

lines

ongmating

m

the

Eocene

as

the

palaeontologist/anatomist Frederic Wood Jones (1926) was to.
Finally Keith deals with Dawn man, Eoanthropus dawsonii. The Piltdown find is
singularly important to Keith as it is evidence for: the extreme antiquity of essentially
modem humanity ; the perfection of the brain before other parts of the body; and evidence
for a pivotal stage in human evolution. Keith's first task is to detail the stratigraphy and
material culture associations in the deposit to establish a Pliocene date for the fmd. On
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the basis of its morphology he places it before the Heidelberg jaw, the ostensible preNeandertal form. At first Keith notes the simian qualities of the specimen using the
original reconstruction by the anatomist Arthur Woodward. He then prepares his own
reconstruction of the Skull which transforms the skull into the modem type with an
increase, over Woodward's reconstruction, from 1070cc to 1400 cc in brain size. In all
essentials a modem form of humanity. Keith defended his reconstruction in several ways,
an important one of which was his rejection of the law of the correlation of the various

parts of the body. This enabled him to posit mosaic evolution and thus reconcile the
modem skull and ape-like jaw. At the same time in America Earnest Hooton ( 1925) was
pushing for the acceptance of this view which he termed asymmetrical evolution. Keith
notes that the failure to accept a large brained form in the Pliocene dates from the popular
idea of the recent origin of modem large brained people. No doubt the early views on the
Plio/Pleistocene Java man helped in the acceptance of the view of only small brained
ape-like forms being found in the Pliocene. Keith again falls back on the material culture
evidence for the presence of humans in the Pliocene, the work of both Sollas and the
archaeologist Reid Moir being his chief sources of evidence.
When dealing with the jaw Keith is obviously less certain of his convictions. He
notes the very ape-like nature of the jaw and even seems to admit, but not quite, that he is
perhaps stretching it a bit to reconcile the jaw and skull. However, he has shored up
lingering doubts with his advocacy of the reality of mosaic evolution. Again Piltdown is
not a direct ancestor but an analogue.

In examining his phylogenetic tree

(Keith,1925:Fig.266) the unilineal, progressivist nature of Keith's tree is preserved albeit
in a much more subtle, or complex, manner. The side branches are the analogues for the
unilineal progression, with the exception of the Neandertals which are "real" dead end
side branches. Although late in his career Keith (Keith & McCown, 1937) came to accept
a Neandertaloid stage in the evolution of modem humans . The classic Neandertals
became analogues for this stage. The main stem stripped of its dead wood presents a neat
unilineal stage by stage progression from the Miocene to the present. Moreover, this
model
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presented

Keith, 1915 :Fig.l89).

essentially

unchanged

from

its

earlier

versiOn
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Grafton Elliot Smith

The themes of progress and appropriation of the comparative method in developing an
anagenetic model of human natural history are perhaps even more clearly apparent in the
work of the expatriate Australian Grafton Elliot Smith ( 1871-193 7). While at odds with
Keith over interpretations of the meaning and significance of Eoanthropus and also the
evolutionary priority of bipedalism versus larger brain size there was much common
ground between Keith and fellow anatomist Smith. Moreover, Smith's brand of
progressivism was very much in the style of the American doyen of palaeontology Henry
Fairfield Osborn (1857-1935). Both Osborn and Smith were adept story-tellers in the
literary tradition of the heroic myth (Landau, 1984; Bowler, 1986). Clear in the writings
of Smith is the idea of the conscious participation of humans in their own evolutionary
progress usually manifested in some sort of decision as to which evolutionary path is to
be followed. For example Smith noted that...
Man's ancestors were able to wander from continent to continent ....the unprogressive
members remained in the ne ighbourhood of the home of their immediate ancestors,
whereas those that wandered into new surroundings had to struggle for their footing, and
by this striving attained a higher rank.
(Smith, 19 12: 33 italics added).

The scene has been set in this early paper of Smith's for the idea of vestigial races or
species representative of various vertical evolutionary stages. These are the ones that
made it so far but could not go on with the task at hand and thus took an early
evolutionary retirement. The guiding theme of progressive evolution is via an increase in
brain power as measured by size and morphology (see especially Smith, l924b).
However this theme is couched in neo-vitalistic language that could also be interpreted as
teleological:
... all the time .. .[man's early ancestors were] cultivating the equable development of the
more intellectually useful faculties of the mind that, in the long run, were to make them
the progenitors of the dominant Mammal-the Mammal destined to obtain the supremacy
over all others, while still retaining much of the primitive structure of limb that his
competitors had sacrificed. It is important, then, to keep in mind the fact that the
retention of primitive characters is often to be looked upon as a token that their possessor
has not been compelled to tum aside from the straight path and adopt protective
specializations, but has been able to preserve some of the plasticity associated with his
primitiveness, precisely because he has not succumbed or fallen away in the struggle for
supremacy.
(Smith, 191 2: 34-5 italics added).
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Adaptation by way of natural selection was the principal mechani sm advocated by Smith
and as such would appear at odds with the consensus implicit and/or explicit orthogenetic
models apparent during this period. However, Smith's evolutionism is still overtly
progressivist and his brand of adaptationism is not as it might seem in the modem sense
of the term. There are two types of adaptation for Smith, retrogressive and progressive.
Retrogressive adaptation is lateral and leads to the development of specialisations thus
removing a given group from further evolutionary significance. Progressive adaptation is
vertical and here a delicate balance is maintained between retaining as many primitive
characters as possible, so as to remain adaptively flexible for future changes, but at the
same time improving on the existing form. For Smith the most important form of
improvement, that incidentally had little effect on overall structure, was development of
the primate brain. There is also a clear link between vertical adaptation or evolutionary
change and choice. Smith develops the idea of a feedback loop between increasing
intellectual powers over time and an ability to stay on the straight and narrow path to
primate or mammalian supremacy (see Smith, 1924b).
Smith (1916) in a lengthy paper dismantled the explicit unilinealism of the
previous decade or so and replaced it with what can be interpreted as a collection of fossil
types with no issue (Gillette, 1943; Hammond, 1988). Latter day humankind is thus seen
as without ancestors and the evolutionary tree appears as all dead end twigs with no
connections. This appearance is deceiving however, as even a casual glance at Smith's
human evolutionary tree (see chapter frontispiece) reveals. Before proceeding it is
necessary to examine Smith's device in studying evolutionary history: the comparative
method.
In outlining the phylogenetic relationships of the various extant races the earliest
to leave the main human stem is the Australian who Smith ( 1924a) sees as representative
of the primitive type of the human species. Other races such as the Negro and Mongolian
respectively branched off somewhat later in time. These particular races are analogues for
the later stages in human evolution, stages that ultimately led to the White northern
European races. There is nothing original in this method as it is exactly the same as
popularised by Tylor (1871) last century. All Smith does, and he is certainly not alone, is
borrow the device for his story of biological evolution. Smith ( 1916; 1923a) shifts this to
the fossil record and feeds the various fossils types then known into his uniseria1 scheme
as representative of evolutionary stages. He (Smith, 1916; 1924a) commonly refers to
these extinct types as failed experiments that strayed off the path to primate supremacy as
they preferred to languish on the easy road to specialisation. Notwithstanding this
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however, these fossil types are each and all closely connected as part of the reconstructed
puzzle of our natural history:
But if we know nothing of the wonderful story of Man's joumeyings toward his ultimate
goal, beyond what we can infer from the flotsam and jetsam thrown upon the periphery
of his ancient domain, it is essential in anempting to interpret the meaning of these
fragments, not to forget the great events that were happening in the more vitally
important central area... and whether a new specimen is thrown up. to appraise its
significan ce from what we imagine to have been happening e lsewhere. and from the
evidence it affords of the wider history of Man's ceaseless struggle to achieve his destiny.
(Smith , 1916:79).

Pithecanthropus is thus representative of the earliest type that in this case went off to
languish in the jungles of South East Asia; Eoanthropus is the next stage and represents
the priority of encephalization on the road of progress; entertained is the view that
Rhodesia man is representative of the next stage before the appearance of modems and
NeandertaJs. Each of these forms has specialised lateraJly, given their particular
geographically defined habitats and it is in this manner that they are interpreted as deadend branches. Nonetheless, these forms are seen by Smith as representative of the sorts of
stages we went through on our vertical evolutionary journey. A journey that Smith
perceived as destined, a journey which could only be taken by keeping to a single narrow
albeit drama strewn road.

Henry Fairfield Osborn and William King Gregory
On the other side of the Atlantic in North America there was also support for the long
story of human evolution particularly by one of the most respected palaeontologists of
the times, Henry Fairfield Osborn. In a sense Osborn represents the American version of
Smith's style of progress1v1sm. Osborn

had

a

major

impact

on

American

palaeoanthropology and contributed to the popularity of the progressive evol utionary
story of humankind. He is also responsible for developing a very sophisticated version of
orthogenesis. Moreover, it was Osborn who developed the fi rst comprehensive twentieth
century model of human monogenetic origins. This Out ofAsia model, based on the ideas
of directed and progressive evolutionary trends, became very popular during the 1920s
through 1940s. Finally, Osborn was the American representative of the long view of
human evolution, the extended antiquity of humankind.
In speculating on the probable birth place of man Alfred R. Wallace had argued
against the tropical and arboreal cradle hitherto favoured and suggested elevated open
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areas for the development of terrestrial humans. Prefiguring the stance taken by Osborn
thirty odd years later Wallace suggested that "In such a region he would develop skill as a
hunter, trapper, or fisherman, and later as a herdsman and cultivator..."(Wallace. 1889:
459). Wallace in rejecting the African tropics further noted "there remains only the great
Euro-Asiatic continent; and its enormous plateaux ... which probably offered suitable
conditions, in late Miocene or early Pliocene times, for the development of ancestral
man" (Wallace, 1889: 460).
In 1895 Osborn invited William Mathew to take up a position as sc ientific
assistant at the American Museum of Natural History (Gregory, 1939). Mathew (19 15)
developed Wallace's speculations into a model that central Asia was the birth place of
humankind. Mathew, an extremely competent palaeontologist, also developed the first
comprehensive centre and edge model for mammalian evolution. Climate and Evolution
(Mathew, 1915) was responsible for both popularising and propagating the Out of Asia
hypothesis for the origins of humanity. This work fuelled the intense interest in Asia as
the cradle of mankind that set adventurers and scholars such as Roy Chapman Andrews
with his Gobi desert expeditions in the 1920s and Davidson Black who initiated the
extensive excavations of Zhou Kou Dien to Central Asia in search of proto-humans.
While Osborn (1918) was not committed to any particular model of human
evolution at the time Climate and Evolution was published he expressed strong
convictions for the Out of Asia model at an address in Beijing in 1923 (Osborn, 1926).
He confessed (Osborn, 1926) that this stance was developed whilst travelling with
Andrews in the Gobi region in the early 1920s. In a series of articles in the latter half of
the 1920s Osborn (1926; 1927; 1928; 1929) argued at length for the Asian Plateau region
as the cradle of Dawn man and against the short story of evolution, that is the so-called
monkey hypothesis. Both themes are intimately related.
The theory of evolutionary ingenuity in the face of environmental adversity,
speculated on by Wallace, was developed by Osborn into the catalyst for evo lutionary
progress. In describing the high plateau region of central Asia Osborn ( 1926:266) noted
that here
the struggle for existence was severe and evoked all the inventive and resourceful
faculties of man and encouraged him to the fashioning and use frrst of wooden and then
of stone weapons for the chase ...to develop strength of limb to make long journeys on
foot. ..
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However, the environment could not be too harsh:
It may be laid down as a fixed principal in the rise of intelligence of man that only when
the struggle for existence is fairly keen does any race progress: when the struggle for
existence is too severe the entire life is devoted to physical support, to the exclusion of
intellectual and social progress.
(Osborn, 1927: 387).

There is clear implicit reference to primitive extant races, a form of the comparative
method, in this quotation. This point is amplified in a later publication:
All recent ethnographic and physiographic evidence points the same way, namely, that
intelligent progressive and self adaptive types of mankind arise in elevated upland or
semi-arid environments where the struggle for food is intense ....On the contrary, there is
no premium on invention, intelligence, or self-adaptation in mammals of any kind living
in warm forests.
(Osborn, 1928: 571 italics added).

The impression is that Osborn was an environmental determinist. However, thi s was not
the case. There is a strong element of self-determination in Osborn's model, thus the
references in his work to self-adaptation. In essence this involves decision making at
critical periods of environmental change. Osborn's heavy reliance on Mathew's
evolutionary model meant he had to site the development of hi s Dawn man in the
Oligocene so as to be consistent with this major evolutionary break toward modernisation
in the mammalian fossil record. This is the time at which the majority of Oligocene
animals were forced to decide whether to go north or south. While this would have been
an unconscious decision for most Osborn ( 1928) implies the decision was conscious for
the Oligocene 'pro-man' stock. However, there are other reasons for his long view of
human evolutionary history.
Bowler ( 1986) has suggested religious convictions for removing the stigma of an
ape ancestry from human evolutionary history. Bowler also notes this was a political
move in order to bolster public support for evolutionism at a time of religious
fundamentalist revival in America. Moreover, he suggests an earlier ancestry for Dawn
man would provide a better platform from which to argue for the greater antiquity of the
extant human races (Bowler, 1986). In a phylogenetic tree depicting the Oligocene
Hominidae-Simiidae split Osborn (1927:383) depicts the origin of the extant races in the
early Pleistocene. Like Keith and Smith and most others for that matter he left the
Neandertals out of our evolutionary history and for essentially identical reasons. Osborn
was concerned with a unilineal progressive series of humans form extreme antiquity to
the pinnacle of progressive evolutionism: the White race. Graphically this is suggested in
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his phylogenetic trees. In these the hominid splits to the left and apes to the right. The
further to the left of the principal hominid stem are situated the more progressive races.
Likewise on the ape stem the more advanced apes appear closer to the mid-line of the
diagram and the more primitive appear on the far right. This convention is also followed
by Keith (1915 , 1925).
Bowler ( 1986) notes that Osborn is perhaps best known for his orthogenetic views
of evolutionary progress. However, his brand of orthogenesis was unique and linked to
external mechanisms or catalysts of change. In 1934 Osborn published a paper titled

Aristogenesis, the Creative Principal in the Origin of Species. While the title clearly
suggests an orthogenetic evolutionary mechanism, the paper is specifically concerned
with outlining the triggering processes involved in orthogenesis. Osborn is clearly
influenced by Grecian views of an internal perfecting principal (Dodds, 1973), or
entelechy, in evolution. He is convinced from the empirical evidence available that nature
never gambles or takes chances with adaptations. Although, as pointed out previously, he
is not a predeterminist in the normal sense of the term. Osborn ( I 934) notes how the
course of evolution can be traced by way of characters, their changes, addition or loss.
Two types of characters are contrasted by Osborn: alloiometrons are modifications in
form and proportion of older or more established characters, or what were originally
aristogenes; aristogenes are new or novel characters that originate or are created in the
gene-plasm. Aristogenes can be used to distinguish taxonomically at the ordinal, family,
generic and specific level. They can exist according to Osborn as potentialities not
realised in a particular taxonomic level until necessary. These aristogenic characters are
seen to be independent of natural selection and can thus cause rapid bursts of
evolutionary change.
Osborn stresses the potentiality of aristogene realisation contrasting this vtew
with that of predetermination. However, it is still apparent here that from the creation of a
particular aristogene or genes the overall evolutionary fate of a species, genus or
whatever is established or predetermined when these aristogenes kick in. In other words
when potentiality becomes reality the evolutionary history, given that chance plays no
part in evolution for Osborn, of a particular species is directed down a certain path. This
is in effect the mechanism of evolutionary progress that will be catalysed in certain given
environmental conditions. As environmental conditions change organisms will decide,
consciously in the case of pro-humans, on which road to take. For Osborn as with the
majority of scholars of human evolution at this time there was only one road to the
consummation of man's destiny.
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There was not a clean slate of support for the more popular and variably presented
long stories of human history. William King Gregory, also of the American Museum of
Natural history, was disturbed at public perceptions of Osborn's work. Gregory ( 1930)
went on to note that the Press had interpreted Osborn's work as an attack on Darwin's
theory of the evolution of humans from the apes with the impression that Osborn was
debunking Darwin's ape-man theory, the monkey hypothesis. Gregory argued that this
was not so and stressed that the chief difference was that Osborn saw the human-stem
split from the anthropoids further back in time and thus was simply arguing that
humankind did not pass through a specialised brachiating stage. Gregory ( 1934a.b&c)
went on to elaborate his rejection of the long story that by-passed the apes and a
brachiating stage in human evolution in a series of lectures delivered in Britain.
Interestingly he never made any direct attacks on Osborn's work but rather concentrated
on the more radical English exponent of the long view: Frederic Wood Jones, who had
developed quite a comprehensive model of human evolution that centred on a brachiating
stage (Jones, 1926). Gregory, accepting an invitation to England, gave three lectures later
collectively published as Man's Place Among the Anthropoids. These lectures were an
elaborate rejoinder to Jones' later radical development of the long story model that took
Gregory to task titled, Man's Place Among the Mammals (Bowler, 1986). Gregory's
(1934a, b&c) work here can be viewed as an updated version of Huxley's Man's Place in

Nature. The three lectures formed an elaborate argument or reaffirmation of the close
evolutionary relationship between humankind and the extant apes, or more specifically
the chimpanzee.
In an important sense Gregory was arguing for a reappraisal of the existing apelike fossil types of human as actual ancestors of modem people. One problem with the
long story model was that even if it did include an ape stage it was very remote from the
extant forms of ape. Gregory saw similarities between humans and these extant apes
specifically rather than in the vague sense of ape-like ancestors proposed by the presapienists. Gregory's analysis of the evidence is quite modem in pre-figuring the use of
shared primitive and shared derived characters.
Gregory's chief argument against Jones was the latter's use of shared primitive
characters in developing phylogenetic relationships. A consequence of Gregory's
approach was that it enabled him to reinstate previous analogical ancestors to actual
ancestor status. This he did by way of Pithecanthropus and the then recently discovered

Sinanthropus

taking the place of humankind's immediate ancestor. Moreover, the

Australian anatomist Raymond Dart's hitherto ignored (Wheelhouse, 1983) African,
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Australopithecus africanus, is promoted to the status of ape-human mi ssing link. Gregory
is in effect restoring a sort of explicit unilinealism with a method of analysis that can be
seen in hindsight as quite modem. What is more this method was not inconsistent with
established progressivist principles.

Polygenetic Unilinealism or Everyone for Ancestors
Hermann KJaatscb

I have argued that progress and its principal modern manifestation orthogenesis were
close companions of the monogenetic model of human origins. Now I wish to ask if this
model was in fact fundamentally different to the polygenetic approach? Are there
differences between these two schools of thought at all? Previously I suggested that in the
Victorian context there was not. Extending those arguments in this section I wi ll present
a case that they were not so fundamentally different in the first half of this century either.
In the first instance I will do this by highlighting some recent and past misrepresentations
or misunderstandings of the work of Hermann Klaatsch ( 1863-1916). I wi ll then examine
the work of that other apparent polygenist Weidenreich.
A former student of Gegenbaur and the author of

an important study in

comparative anatomy at twenty years of age Klaatsch presented a somewhat radical
theory of human evolution at an anthropological congress at Lindau in 1899. He outlined
a view that humans are not directly descendant of the apes but that the apes are rather a
collateral side branch.

He saw humans as descendant of a very early and primitive

primate form, perhaps lemur-like (Heilbom , 1923). In this sense he was prefiguring the
work of Jones ( 1926) some twenty years later. Klaatsch became interested in the
Neandertal fossils and this set him off on a search for examples of this early European
race. He spent three years in Australia examining various aspects of Australian ethnology
and physical anthropology to this end (Heilborn, 1923). At this time, and fo r some time
after in fact, Australians were seen as representative of the most primitive form of
humanity. Klaatsch went on to develop a polygenetic theory for the evolution of the
extant races.
Klaatsch

( 1923)

argued

that

the

hypothetical

ape/human

stem

form

Propithecanthropi, popularised by Haeckel and Dubois late last century, branched into
several subsequent sub-stems. These then provided ancestral forms for a subsequent
human and ape divergence. Propithecanthropi is seen to bifurcate into essentially two
main stem forms. This ancestral, albeit more human-like, form diverged into separate
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gorilla, Neandertal and Black African branches (Chimps and the rest of the Blacks
formed another diverging sub-stem) and the other diverged into separate Orang-outang
and Asiatic/ Aurignacian branches.
Klaatsch's Propithecanthropi, the basic stem form, is seen by him as highly
generalised. In other words, generalised or primitive dentition, hands and limb ratios
(equal in this sense). For the most part humankind, as it has progressed, has retained
these generalised characters. To a greater or lesser extent this theme is represented in the
work of Jones, Keith and Smith. Progress is essentially realised via brain size increases
and perhaps even more importantly cerebral organization. The Neandertals were
relegated to a lower evolutionary position because of their cerebral organization: brain
pushed to the back of the skull rather than over head as in modems.
Progress was an internal or intrinsic process for Klaatsch and natural selection,
although a mechanism for specialisation in speciation generally, was the antithesis of
evolutionary progress. For example Klaatsch states that "Man is not a triumph of natural
selection. On the contrary, he made progress because he was spared the sacrifices
required by natural selection (and made by the horse, bat, [and apes] etc)"(Klaatsch,
1923:69-70). In describing that bane of evolutionary progressivism, that is natural
selection, with regard to specialisations in the hands of various primates he notes "The
other Primates illustrate how this might have happened to primitive man, as none of the
apes or monkeys has quite escaped this destructive agency " (Klaatsch, 1923 :70; italics
added). Although he is not explicit natural selection is nonetheless presented as lateral
evolutionary change, or speciation in the Larnarckian/Darwinian sense (see discussion in
chapter two). Natural selection in this sense is a negative principal in regard to vertical
progressive evolutionary change as it sends organisms down cui-de-sacs of specialisation
from which they never return.
In turning to recent analyses of Klaatsch's work I would argue that Bowler ( 1986)
ts not entirely correct in presenting Klaatsch's scheme as simply a radical form of
polytypism. While I agree with much of Bowler's brief analysis of Klaatsch's
evolutionary model and its historical role or context there are a number of points which
need clarification. In concluding his examination of Klaatsch, Bowler (1986: 138) notes
that "Klaatsch had only limited interest in whether the two human branches had given
rise to distinct species...Nevertheless, his claim that the two human groups were as far
apart as the Asian and African apes made clear the extent to which he was prepared to
stand by a polytypic theory of human origins." In support of this argument Bowler quotes
a passage from The Evolution and Progress of Mankind where Klaatsch stresses that
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" ... the various types must be taken separately. The Australian aboriginals [sic]. the
Samoans, and the Cinghalese are actually more closely related to us. but a Zulu or a
Herero is not" (Klaatsch, 1923:107). Notwithstanding thi s however, a closer examination
ofthe implications ofKlaatsch's progressivist ideology, a stance ofKlaatsch's admitted to
by Bowler ( 1986), is necessary for a fuller understanding of Klaatsch's views.
There are two questions of importance regarding Klaatsch and his brand of
progressivism. The first is the contradiction in Klaatsch's work where he stresses the
phylogenetic gulf between say African blacks and White Europeans coupled with his
limited interest in whether the two principal bifurcations in his model gave rise to distinct
extant species (Bowler, 1986). Second, is his failure to defend charges by Keith that the
model was unrealistic due to the vast amounts of parallel or convergent evolution
required for the development of latter day humans from two ostensibly different
anthropoid stems.
In answering these questions another is raised: was Klaatsch in fact an extreme
polygenist as Bowler (1986) maintains? As already noted the popular view (see Wendt,
1953; Trinkaus & Shipman, 1994) of Klaatsch's model has it that the Neandertals and
some African Black races are actual descendants of a gorilla stem while the Aurignacs
and Asiatics are actual descendants of an Orang-outang stem . This misunderstanding has
an early origin. In a brief debate between Keith and a student of Klaatsch, Gerhardt
Bonin, Keith (1910; 1911) repeatedly and explicitly interprets this model as positing
Blacks as specific races descendant of extant anthropoid stems. Bonin (1911) in reply to
Keith (191 0) stressed that the various extant races were descendant of primitive man-like
anthropoid stems that gave rise to progressive lines, humans, and degenerative lines, the
extant anthropoids. While Bowler ( 1986) describes Klaatsch's model along the lines
Bonin (1911) stressed he does not highlight the importance of this interpretation,
especially in light of Klaatsch's progressivism. For Klaatsch African and Asian stems
descendant of Propithecanthropi are in fact simply geographic variants of their common
ancestor. Both stems, with intrinsic progressive potential, did in fact progress toward
their present day human manifestations. In both cases failed experiments, to use
Klaatsch's terminology, resulted in degenerative forms that were overtaken by
specialisations. That is, natural selective changes under the effects of which they moved
out laterally from the main vertical progressive stream.
If Klaatsch is to be portrayed as the extreme polygenist there is then apparent a
somewhat bizarre twist in his model. Klaatsch (1923) accepted the view that the
Neandertals existed for a period of time as the only race in Europe before the appearance
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of more modem looking people, the Aurignacians. He suggested that even though these
two races had such radically distinct origins they nevertheless interbred to produce a thirdll
race in Europe called Cro-Magnon, which later developed into the modem European. Hi s
model is on the one hand what could certainly be interpreted as an extremely racist
version of human evolution which suggests specific differences between extant fo rms of
human but theri sees these forms as not only capable of interbreeding but of forming
newer more advanced races. It would seem that while the Neandertals and some African
races are only related to the gorilla and Aurignacians are only related to the Orangoutang, modem Europeans on the other hand are related to Gorillas. Neandertals.
Aurignacians and Orang-outangs. The scheme thus appears quite at odds with a
perception of his views as being an extreme form of polygenesis.
Keith ( 191 0; 191 1) was quick to attack this model on the grounds of its reliance
on vast amounts of convergent or parallel evolution. Bonin ( 1911 ) also appeared to be at
a loss in dealing with this magnitude of convergent evolution and simply fell back on the

facts of the case, in this sense an itemised list of similarities between apes and humans
within the two identified taxonomic groupings. However, Klaatsch's model did not
simply disappear into obscurity and Bowler ( 1986) suggests it was received with favour
in some English and German (see Heilbom, 1923) quarters. Moreover, a particularly
racist version was espoused by the prominent American palaeoanthropologist Hooton
(1925; 1930) where he revived the interpretation of particular races being descendant of
particular anthropoid ancestors. It is arguable that the pervasiveness of the progressivist
ideology during this period accounted for a level of acceptance of this model. Klaatsch's
model suggests an evolutionary perspective embracing the evolution of grades through a
vertical scale. In this sense it is not unlike the model developed by the German anatomist
Franz Weidenreich ( 1873- 1948) in the 1930s and 40s. The evolutionary mechanism
involves a sort of implicit orthogenesis. The original more human-like anthropoid-human
stem form Propithecanthropi set off on its evolutionary road in various geographic
locales. Apes such as the Orang-outang, Chimp and Gorilla were simply the lateral
manifestations or cui de sacs of that nemesis of progressive evolution: natural selection.
As such this form of orthogenesis, only implicit in the case of Klaatsch, was no different
to Keith's or Osborn's.
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Franz Weidenreich

As noted, Bowler ( 1986) argued that progressivism and unilinealism disappeared in the
opening decades of the twentieth century with a more palaeontological approach to
human evolution. There was a return to Darwin's original view of the bush-like nature of
evolutionary history. For much of this chapter I have argued that this was not the case
and that in fact progressivism and anagenesis survived within the principal human
evolutionary models of this time. The second part of Bowler's argument was that with the
increasing discoveries of fossil types during this period, culminating in the Javan and
Chinese finds in the late 1920s and early 1930s, it became increasingly untenable to treat
all the actual fossils as dead end experiments and still maintain that the real , until now
hypothetical, ancestors were still out there to be found. The central argument of thjs
section has been to suggest that the real fossil finds were not strictly dead ends but rather
analogues for the real ancestors that were also not too unlike their hypothetical
representatives. As such, the dilemma Bowler suggests was not as serious or even actual
as it would seem at face value. While I have presented Gregory as an example of a
scholar who attempted to reintroduce a sort of explicit unilinealism using a number of
real fossils as missing links his model was not at all comprehensive or pursued with any
vigour let alone indicative of the consensus view. Weidenreich, on the other hand, dealt
with the majority of these fossils as actual ancestors of one type or another.
The steady increase in fossil types went into a new phase with the Javan, Chinese
and also African discoveries from the late 1920s on. Toward the close of 1926 the
Austrian palaeontologist Otto Zdansky reported on the discovery of two primitive human
molars discovered at Dragon Bone Hill or Zhou Kou Dien (Shapiro, 1974). On
examining these molars Davidson Black ( 1926a; 1926b) saw them as representative of

Homo species in Tertiary China. Black regarded this as evidence in vindication of the
Central Asian Plateau Human Origin theory (see Black, 1925). While Zdansky ( 1927)
distanced himself from attempts to see these molars as representative of some sort of
missing link, Black did not. Black (1927) went on to christen one of the finds, a single
lower permanent molar, Sinanthropus. This punt paid off when in late 1929 an adolescent
skull of Sinanthropus pekinensis (Peking Man) was uncovered at Zhou Kou Dien by the
Chinese palaeontologist Wen Chung Pei (Pei, 1930). A further damaged skull was
discovered embedded in breccia fragments brought back to the laboratory in Beijing.
Black ( 1930) described the skulls as generalised in form rather than specialised which
was an important move in placing them on the main human stem rather than as another
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over specialised failed experiment. In other words the Chinese type was more generalised
and progressive while the Javan type was more archaic and specialised. In fact he saw

Sinanthropus as a common stem of the later Neandertals, Rhodesian and modem forms.
Moreover, this former student of Keith saw Sinanthropus as closer to Piltdown than any
other individual type. The net result being that a real missing link between the apes and
later types of human had been discovered at last. In fact Smith ( 1931 c) placed the new
Chinese find phylogenetically between Trinil and Piltdown.
Smith (1931 a) was quick to seize on the potential of Sinanthropus and accepted
for the most part the views of Black (1930). By linking the Chinese specimens to
Piltdown and Java man he was attempting to provide a greater acceptance of the Javan
and much more intractable Piltdown fmds by linking them with a real fossil ancestor. His
trump card being the ape-like jaw of Sinanthropus which he placed near the beginning of
a seven step progressive sequence, including the Piltdown mandible, and thus making
Piltdown's more plausible (Smith, 1931 b). In the process he was following Black ( 1930)
and also creating a direct ancestor for modem humans.
At the same time the significance of the Chinese fossils were being debated a
Dutch geologist ter Harr discovered terraces containing a group of individuals now
popularly known as Ngangdong or Solo man. A Dutch engineer W.F.F.Oppenoorth
described these

fossils and named them Homo

"Javanthropus" soloensis.

A

palaeontologist for the Geological Survey (Holland) in Java G .H.R. von Koenigswald
immediately saw them as a Javanese Neandertaler, thus proving the world-wide
distribution of this form (Koenigswald, 1937; 1956). Oppenoorth (1937) rejected this
appellation and allied them with Pithecanthropus as they are generally accepted today
(Santa Luca, 1980). Another palaeontologist to advocate Koenigswald's view was
Weidenreich and he went on to posit a general unilineal sequence of Sinanthropus-

Pithecanthropus-Javanthropus (Solo man)-recent man (Weidenreich, 1937b). However,
the discoveries of other Pithecanthropine types in Java during the late 1930s and early
1940s in addition to the phylogenetically loose African and European fossil men led
Weidenreich to alter this ostensibly anagenetic scheme into one that was still anagenetic
but somewhat paradoxically polylineal in nature.
In the first section of this chapter I argued that this period of time saw the
continuity of the progressivist ideology in partnership with the extremely useful device of
the comparative method in sustaining the unilineal theme in human evolution. There is a
further intellectual legacy of the Victorian age that is plausibly also at work here in
sustaining the theme of unilinealism or anagenesis that is perhaps much clearer in the
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work of the ostensibly polylineal Weidenreich. This idea was developed in the fmal
section of chapter two and basically refers to the development and heuristic value of
evolutionary grades from a pre-Darwinian typology. I would suggest that the original
Mivartian conceptualisation of homology survived, albeit in adumbrated form , through to
the mid-twentieth century at least, in the particular understanding and use of the grade
concept by Klaatsch to an extent and Weidenreich particularly.
The vague mechanism of convergence or parallelism m Klaatsch's polylineal
scheme is in fact a modernised version of a particular archetype, humankind in this case,
realising its morphological destiny. In the case of Weidenreich the idea is still apparent
albeit in a much more sophisticated form. Multiple types all lead in stages in the one
progressive direction, in various geographic locales, toward the one morphological goal.
Each stage is defined as a particular grade of evolutionary development. While each
fossil type or each geographic expression of a given grade belongs to this stage by virtue
of its particular common morphological characters these characters do not in fact share a
common evolutionary origin. In modern parlance they are not shared derived characters
but homologous in Mivart's original sense of the term. They are shared by virtue of their
common archetype or blue print from which they became progressively specialised or
distinct in form.
With the death of Black in 1934, the post of director of the Cenozoic research
Laboratory in China was filled by Teilhard de Chardin for a year until Weidenreich took
up the position full time. In describing the first Sinanthropine skulls and situating them
with respect to human evolution Weidenreich (1936) detailed their relation to and the
significance of a number of existing finds. Four particular forms are of some interest to
Weidenreich ( 1936), these are Australopithecus. Piltdown, Heidelberg and the large
Neandertal sample. He agreed fully with the unpopular view, in Britain at least, of
Raymond Dart (1925), Gregory (1930;1934a, b & c) and Robert Broom (1937; see also
1950) that Australopithecus belongs somewhere within the hominid line as its dentition
and some aspects of its mandibular morphology are more derived in this direction. He
goes on to dismiss the Piltdown material as having any place within the human line of
evolution. He notes that the Piltdown jaw is completely anthropoid, an Orang's in fact
(which a couple of decades later it was indeed found to be) and the owner of this jaw
belonged with the other specialised members of the branch known as great apes. Further,
he noted the incongruity of the fact that if the jaw and modern skull belonged together
and this form was contemporary with Sinanthropus, as suggested, then we would have an
Asian form with a primitive but hominid brain but human-like jaws living at the same
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time as a European form with modem brain and anthropoid jaws. Ironically the chief
academic collaborator of Charles Dawson the discoverer of Piltdown, Arthur Smith
Woodward, did not write a comprehensive account of the discovery (Woodward. 1948)
until very late. By this time Piltdown was all but dismissed by everyone as having any
evolutionary importance. In 1953 it was found conclusively to be a hoax.
Weidenreich (1936) saw the Heidelberg form as belonging to a different broad
type than Sinanthropus. The Heidelberg form is placed with the highly variable
Neandertals which nevertheless have affinities with Sinanthropus. This group for him
includes the Ngangdong fossils with both forms representing particular phases in human
evolution. Weidenreich (1937b) saw Sinanthropus as a generali sed hominid form that
was a direct human ancestor. He suggested a continual unilineal progressive sequence of

Sinanthropus-Pithecanthropus-Javanthropus-recent. In suggesting this he was perhaps
following in the footsteps of his mentor Schwalbe. Whatever Schwalbe's former
influence Weidenreich was pretty much on his own in being one of the few
palaeoanthropologists at the time advocating a Neandertal stage in human evolution, let
alone such a strict unilineal view. Although as mentioned, Keith was moving that way
and Alex Hrdlicka in America had been advocating such a stage throughout the 1920s
and 30s (Bowler, 1986).
Weidenreich argued for mosaic evolution as the mechanism for the levels of
variation he perceived within each human type or stage. Weidenreich ( 1936) noted how
many scholars placed every new hominid into another dead end side branch and justified
this by citing particular specialisations which precluded these forms from direct human
ancestry. He asked where does one draw the line between irreversible specialisations and
variability within a polymorphic form and thus appears to have had a flexible
understanding of the nature of species. He accepted large levels of variation within
particular taxa (see Weidenreich, 1947b) and even suggested that particular morphs
within such a variable species may be singularly ancestral to later stages of evolution.
In developing the idea of mosaic evolution Weidenreich ( 1940) went on to
suggest that the high level of variation seen in modem populations was the same in fossil
populations. This allowed him to argue that evolution was marked by general stages in
development that were differentially represented both spatially and temporally
(Weidenreich, 1947a). He thus rejected the single origin and dispersal model for human
evolution and migration as articulated by Howells ( 1944, 1948) and argued for local
continuity scenarios. Further, Weidenreich (1940a, 1946) argued that Sinanthropus and

Pithecanthropus should be subsumed under the classification Homo erectus pekinensis
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and Homo erectus javanensis respectively. Moreover, he suggested Homo soloensis
become Homo neanderthalensis soloensis. These moves were in line with his stage or
grade concept of evolution. In such a view the Ngangdong remains represented an Asian
race of the Neandertal stage of human evolution.
A number of more robust fossils discovered by von Koerugswald in Java in the
late 1930s and early 1940s and the even more enormous Gigantipithecus remains from
China gave Weidenreich the means by which to both further develop the multi-regional
model and also to argue for giants as ancestors. In part he took up thi s position in his
rejection of the dwarf ancestry views of J. Kollman and L. Bolk who supported the idea
of ontogenetic recapitulation of phylogeny. Weidenreich ( 1940b, 1943) stressed the
failure of the Out of Asia model, a single origin model, in dealing with the current fossil
evidence as all fossil human forms appeared on the peripheries rather than at any given
central position.
Weidenreich ( 1943) noted contemporary views that morphology is not correlated
with specific identity, but rather ecological and genetic considerations, but pointed out
that palaeontologists only have morphological evidence to deal with. He stressed that the
use of specific and generic labels should not be treated in a strict zoological sense. He
saw such labels in palaeoanthropology as having a different use to that which the
palaeontologists use them. These are anthropological questions, in other words, and not
zoological questions. The distinction Weidenreich is drawing is important as he uses the
methods of the palaeontologists but obviously utilises a quite different interpretational
philosophy. This perhaps has a bearing on his reluctance to see all of the fossi l hominid
groups as separate species but rather as examples of a vast amount of variation in Homo

sapiens. There is something quite zoological, perhaps even offensive for Weidenreich, in
seeing so many actual or real species of hominid (read human).
In the late 1930s to mid 1940s Weidenreich ( 1939, 1940b, 1943, 1946) developed
an explicitly anagenetic sequence of ten stages or grades encompassing the four main
extant racial groups. These ten stages are represented within three main evo lutionary
phases (Weidenreich, 1946:30, fig.30) borrowed from Keith (1925) beginning with the
most primitive primary man, then ancient man fi nally ending with near man. As one
moved up form basal primary man to the extant human races there was an increase in
brain size and a concomitant decrease in size or robusticity. Within Weidenreich's
( 1946:30) diagrarnrnatic representation of human evolutionary history "the vertical lines
of the chart indicate, in all cases, ancestry; the horizontal lines, di stribution and
specialisation; and the diagonals interchange, as a graphic representation of the
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conception of the hominid group as one species". This last point about interchange is
never developed by Weidenreich and one is left with the feeling of some sort of gene
flow preserving the genetic or specific identity of the entire group. However.
Weidenreich was never very convincing and did not develop a comprehensive
interchange model even though it was crucial to the effective working of his model. This
is perhaps because of the Platonic nature of his conceptualisation of human types. His
types were born of phases or grades of evolutionary change that were in tum
manifestations of world-wide progressive trends. Identity was displayed through the
common denominator of each form, the original archetype. While evolutionary theory
accounted for the vertical continuity of each line it was really a subtle and likely
unconscious Mivartian homological process that ensured parity between the different
lateral manifestations of each vertical phase.

A Saltational Denouement

Dubois was examined in some detail in chapter three. But I need to return to him here as
he resurfaced as a scholar with some input in the debates over the significance of the later
Chinese and Javan discoveries which were generally accepted as some sort of transitional
form by most palaeoanthropologists. It is appropriate to briefly examine Dubois' last
years in this context. He will be seen as the odd one out in his advocacy of a saltational
model of human origins.
The explicit progressive gradualism advocated by the majority of human
evolutionary scholars at this time was rejected by Dubois in favour of his own model of
progressive punctuated evolutionary history or saltationism. As an evolutionary model
Dubois' progressive saltationism was essentially ignored. Nevertheless, in view of the
misunderstandings over his apparent about face concerning the nature and significance of
his original Javan find and the connection to his own brand of progressivism it is worth
examining Dubois' rejection of the later Pithecanthropines and Sinanthropines as
ancestors and Weidenreich's rallying to defend their transitional status.
In the early 1930s Dubois makes explicit the saltational philosophy only
intimated at in the late 1890s. The nature of the term missing link takes on a clearer
meaning perhaps unique to Dubois (1932 ,1934,1935) after the discovery of the Chinese
material. He appears at this time to be again defending the unique status and significance
of his own fossil. He is explicitly punctuational when he states that:
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I still believe, now more firml y than ever. that the Ptthecanthropus of Trinil is the real
"missing link". In a sense, for I have learned to see the evident continuity of the organic
world in another light than before, and to conceive that no continuity can be found in the
links, the distinct species, themselves. Continuity on ly existed in the invisible germ
thread running through them . Evolution , as evidenced in the central organ of animal life.
is phyloblastesis, by geometrical, not arithmetical progression.
(Dubois, 1933:722, italics added).

Later (Dubois, 1935) when again returning to his original views on the similarity between
Trinil man and the Gibbon his understanding of the idea of a missing link in a saltational
universe is clarified. As noted previously most of Dubois' work after he stopped
publishing on Pithecanthropus at the close of the 1890s was focused on finding
evolutionary laws, of encephalization in particular. Much of his research went toward
developing the validity of his geometrical series of progressive coefficients of
cephalization. In this progression man= 1, the anthropomorphae= 114, most large
marnmals=l/8, smaller mammals= l / 16 all the way down to the shrews which=l/64. The
only missing link in this discontinuous progression was an animal corresponding to 1/2
or that directly between the large anthropoid apes and humankind. That Pithecanthropus
fitted this gap admirably for Dubois is pointed out by Gould ( 1993b; Purcell &
Gould, 1993 ). In this way can Pithecanthropus be seen as a missing link, in this
progressive series of forms. Furthermore, Pithecanthropus can also be seen as not
necessarily transitional between apes and humans, it simply acts as a stage in Dubois'
scheme of necessary phylogenetic perfection. The term transitional implies a form on its
way to becoming something else in a gradualistic sense. Pithecanthropus is not
transitional, in this sense, but rather represents a fini shed product for Dubois. A
subsequent major saltational event resulted in another complete form, modem humans.
It is thus in this context that Dubois began to reject Black's views on

Sinanthropus being ancestral to Pithecanthropus (Dubois, 1933), Weidenreich and von
Koenigswald's views that there is an ancestral relationship between Ngangdong man and

Pithecanthropus (Dubois, 1937a), and von Koenigswald's views that the finds of more
Pithecanthropines in Java were in fact this species (Dubois, 1938a,l938b, l940a, l940b).
In this manner does Dubois reject every fossil find, other than his own, discovered after
the 1890s as either being attributable to Pithecanthropus or having some sort of missing
link status. Dubois ( l938b) even went as far as to imply that reconstructions of the later
discovered Javan material by von Koenigswald had been performed incorrectly. The style
of this paper leads to the implication that the reconstruction was deliberately made to
resemble Pithecanthropus. This implication was picked up on and Dubois made a hasty
( 1939) retraction but without changing his mind on the incorrect nature of the
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reconstruction . A year later Dubois (1940a) suggested that Weidenreich had now made a
poor reconstruction and thus incorrectly identified another fossil as a Pithecanthropine.
The only person to really take the time to reject aspects of Dubois' work was
Weidenreich. In a series of papers (1937a, l938a, 1938b) Weidenreich rejects Dubois'
apparent notion that Java man is actually a type of Gibbon and Dubois' arguments that

Pithecanthropus was still arboreal to a fair extent. However, Dubois was misunderstood
concerning his apparent change of mind concerning Pithecanthropus the Gibbon by both
Weidenreich and more recent scholars (Bowler, 1986, for example). Dubois seems to
revive his original views on the gibbon-like nature of Pithecanthropus in the 1930s
(Dubois, 1935). Shortly after (1937a, l937b) he seems to be arguing that Pithecanthropus
is simply a giant Gibbon. However he (l938a) clarifies, or changes, his position by
arguing that Pithecanthropus is a giant form descendant of a more generalised ancestral
form retaining gibbon-like features. While Dubois' writing is quite inconsistent at this
time the essential point he is maintaining is that whatever Pithecanthropus is it is a

missing link between an ape stock and the human stock. In his last paper, delivered a
fortnight before his death at age 82, he stressed that Pithecanthropus belonged neither to
the anthropoid or hominid fami lies, or in other words it was neither ape or human. This is
in fact a recapitulation of his position over forty years before when he first proposed a
separate family in which to situate Pithecanthropus. The idea of a separate fam ily
between the anthropoids and hominids was then in the 1890s as later in 1940 consistent
with his progressive punctuational model of the history of human evolution.

CHAPTER SIX
Conclusions

, - - ·---- - - - - - -

PopuJar current symbolic conception of human evolutionary history. Not shown
is a further competitor in front and to the right: us! (From Manemes, In Time, 1995).
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The historicaJ debt of the bio-evolutionary model has been traced to the intellectuaJ
milieu of the Renaissance. Moreover, fundamental assumptions of evo luti onary theory in
the period discussed, such as progress and the lateral-vertical manifestations of change.
have a clear provenience stretching back into Medieval times at least. The monogenetic
model of human origins has its origins firmly within the biblical tradition. In the
Renaissance the question or problem of human diversity become linked to a general and
pervasive view of the world on a uni-directional downward curve of decay. Reaction
against this degenerationist philosophy

resulted amongst other things in a plural or

polygenetic model of human origins. The closing quarter of the Renaissance saw human
variety categorised into a hierarchy of life: each race with in own particular rank. Such
models lent themselves easily to the idea of links in a chain of development. The search
for other (missing) links became a popular focus of study during the later years of the
Renaissance.
Closely following developments on speciation and transmutation m the
materialism of the Enlightenment was the first comprehensive theory of evolution.
Progress was sanctioned as a legitimate ideological concept with its coupling to the
naturaJ sciences. Scholars such as Lamarck were instrumental in confirming this
relationship between natural history and progress. Lamarck was also a pioneer in his
advocacy of the package of micromutationaJ change that was environmentally induced,
vast periods of time in which gradual transmutation could occur and the idea of descent.
Most of these developments are traditionally either directly attributed to Darwin or else
Darwin is seen as synthesising these ideas into a comprehensive theory of evolution. In
building an argument for Lamarck as developing the first modem theory of evolution it
was necessary to address a number of misrepresentations of Lamarck's work and views.
There are three particularly critical misunderstandings to note in thi s respect. It was
Lamarck that was in fact the first bio-evolutionist to employ the historically ancient
mechanism for the dichotomisation of change: the lateral-vertical device. Lamarck's
lateraJ change equated with speciation just as Darwin was to argue half a century later.
Both men, although this was examined more fully in chapter three with respect to
Darwin, had a broad view of verticaJ change as a sort of progressive tendency. Further,
Lamarck's evolutionism was not simply a biological or more naturalistic version of the
Medieval scala natura. Finally, Lamarck's evolutionary scheme cannot be seen as a
series of independent evolutionary lines. Lamarck did not advocate a separate lineage for
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every extant spectes. His vtews on spontaneous generation have been cons istently
misunderstood in this regard.
The role of humankind in Lamarck's theory was not as pivotal, if at all. to either
the development or dissemination of his theory of evolution. Thi s is in contrast to the role
of humanity in Darwin's theory, a view developed later on. There are a number of reasons
for Lamarck's lack of success in his own time. Perhaps the most damaging was C uvier's
misrepresentations originating from his anti-transmutationist views. Lamarck's views
were in direct contrast to Cuvier's catastrophist model. Linked to this is the suggestion
that Lamarck was unable to cultivate a group of champions. In contrast Darwin spent a
considerable period of time developing both an impeccable reputation and a close circle
of friends and supporters. This is perhaps a good example of what Feyerabend ( 1978)
argues is the importance of the development of a comprehensive propaganda machinery
in the development of acceptance of new explanatory paradigms.
At the same time Lamarck was developing his bio-evolutionary theory in France
there was a major ideological backlash against materialism in England. Prichard was
perhaps singularly responsible for engineering a biblical degenerationist revival in the
anti-materiali st climate of a post French Revolution Europe. This represents a
discontinuity in the ideology of progress developed in the closing quarter of the
Renaissance. Moreover, this formed an entrenchment of the monogenetic model of
human origins that was to continue up to the middle of the twentieth century as a major
assumption of human evolutionary scholars in England and America. In the second half
of the nineteenth century the polygenetic model became entrenched in French thinking
although it was through the efforts of two German scholars that this model went through
a major revival in the twentieth century.
While there may have been a hiatus in the pervasive influence of progress in the
early eighteen hundreds, evolutionism retained a foothold over these years even if one
that was both insecure and low profile. Chambers was arguably pivotally responsible for
popularising, at least, the progressivist revival in England. Chambers developed one long
argument for the progressive transmutation of species by way of observable natural laws.
This was both a highly controversial and widely read work that arguably paved much of
the way for the later popular acceptance of evolutionary transmutation. However. like
Darwin but in contrast to Lamarck, Chambers was reluctant to come to terms with the
implications of his theory for humankind.
Palaeontology is arguably the chief legitimizer of bio-evolutionary theory.
However, typological developments in pre-Origin palaeontology did not pre-fi gure the
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evolutionary model. Typologists were only interested in describing the natural world.
Although they developed typological relationships that appear in hindsight to denote
evolutionary relationships thi s was not the case. These were simpl y structural
relationships. There was a rapid ideological shift from classical typological to
evolutionary thinking with the publication of The Origin. Owen's types were conscripted
as Darwin's ancestors. Description was exchanged for explanation in Darwinian
palaeontology. However, typological thinking was not deposited in its entirety in the
wake of the nineteenth century. Typological developments led to the modem idea of
grades of organization. The Owenian concept of homology led to the view that unrelated
or at least distantly related species could share a common grade or evolutionary level of
organization. The concept of grades is still with palaeoanthropology and it is still not
clear if the uncomfortable typological and progressivist implications of the concept
outweigh its utility as a heuristic device in modem evolutionary studies.
The continuity and pervasiveness of the concept progress had a marked influence
on that ostensibly staunch materialist Darwin. Darwin clearly subscribed to the ideology
of progress. Furthermore, man as the ultimate icon of Victorian progress, played a greater
role in Darwin's personal acceptance of evolutionism than hitherto thought. Many of the
contradictions in Darwin's work can be marshalled as evidence for his progressivist
convictions. Although, the clearest evidence for Darwin's progressivism comes form the
language of The Origin and The Descent of Man themselves. Notwithstanding this, other
evidence relating to his reactions to sentiments of progress or anti-progress in hi s friends
and colleagues also suggest his philosophical convictions. Further, the way he presented
his mechanism for transmutation, natural selection, provides clear evidence for a
subscription to progressivism. Whether it was Darwin borrowing form Spencer and the
social sciences or vice versa the evolutionary paradigm became wedded to progress. Thi s
partnership has survived well into the current century and is especially evident in the
paradigmatic status of the explanatory construct adaptationism.
During the second half of the nineteenth century is found both a focus in interest
over the question of anthropogenesis and post-Origin developments concerning the
competing

monogenetic

and

polygenetic

models

of human

origins.

Further,

archaeological developments in the form of the establishment of unilineal material
culture sequences impacted on the development of such models in palaeoanthropology at
the turn of the century. Lyell played an important role in engendering popular and
academic support for the idea of a greater antiquity of humanity than previously
countenanced. Huxley followed closely on this work by highlighting the probability of
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anthropogenesis through the remarkable similarity between the great apes and
humankind. Moreover, Huxley's work with respect to his judgement of the modernity of
the Neandertals suggested that true missing links were perhaps to be found in the
Miocene. This idea was taken up by a number of influential scholars in the next century
and in some cases taken to bizarre extremes.
In examining the polygenetic and monogenetic models during this period it is
arguable that these two schools of thought were perhaps not so polarised after all. Both
schools were addressing the question of human origins in such a way that these
approaches were for the most part incommensurable. The essential difference was one of
genealogical timing. Each model started at a different position on the tree of human
natural history. The polygenists were not interested so much in the question of
anthropogenesis but rather with the variety of extant races which they saw as a relatively
recent phenomenon. The monogenists on the other hand were deeply concerned with
anthropogenesis and extricating humankind from the deep past where they saw its
origins.
It has been suggested that Boucher de Perthes to an extent and Mortillet

especially played an important role in popularising the idea of a progressive unilineal
sequence of humans over time. An early but explicit use of the comparative method
suggests particular hierarchically arranged cultural assemblages were associated with
different human evolutionary stages. This type of use of survivals was criticised by
Argyll in the context of the heavy reliance the Darwinian Lubbock made of this device.
Argyll turned the argument on its head and used the comparative method to argue for a
revival of degenerationism. Nonetheless, the comparative method as a tool of
'

progressivism rose to paradigmatic status in the last quarter on the nineteen century.
Moreover, it went through a renaissance in the following century in the context of human
natural history .
At the close of the nineteenth century the work, theorising and di scoveries of
Dubois can be seen as representing a watershed in palaeoanthropological developmental
history. Dubois had a major impact on the appropriation of phylogenetic thinking to
palaeoanthropology. The events and circumstances surrounding the early taxonomic
changes in designation of the Javan fossils highlight this. Dubois is to be credited with
emphasising phylogenetic concerns in his treatment of Pithecanthropus. He was not
simply the discoverer of the first human-ape missing link. Dubois' views were also
accepted more favourably than generally thought. Further, this level of acceptance
revealed differing conceptions of what transitional human-ape forms or missing links
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actually were. This in tum reflected differing opinions as to the tempo and nature of
evolutionary change. Dubois advocated a saltational model of human origins. Moreover.
his subscription to such a model can be traced back to his earliest published views on the
significance and meaning of the Javan fossils.
Dubois' understanding of the concept missing link must be examined in the
context of his evolutionary model: evolution is saltational in nature. The tenn transitional
fonn was not an acceptable category for Dubois as it implied evolutionary gradualism.
Missing links for Dubois represented the products on either side of discontinuous
evolutionary leaps in transmutation. As such, Dubois' insistence at various times over his
career on the gibbon-like appearance of the Javan fossils can be seen as being quite
consistent with his evolutionary model. This model can and was seen as a simplified
unilineal model of human evolution: Ape - Pithecanthropus - Human. However. other
scholars such as Sollas, Cunningham and Schwalbe in particular added the Neandertals as
another stage in the sequence. Others such as Hauser went as far as to plug in any number
of other fossil stages when they came to light in the ensuing years of the early twentieth
century. Consensus opinion has it that the popularity of such explicit anagenetic models
carne to an abrupt end by the second or third decade of this century. In its place was the
revival of Darwin's original idea of the non-directional, non-progressive bush-like model
of evolutionary history.
However, this was not the case. The explicit unilineal schemes developed in the
nineteenth century, popularised by palaeontologists such as Lyell, fonnulated into real
fossil schemes by those such as Dubois, Schwalbe and Hauser did not simply die a
natural death in the next decades of the twentieth century. Rather, unilinealism, still
tightly bound to its ideological parent progressivism, merely assumed an altered outer
aspect and continued within the so named ancestorless branching period between the
191 Os to 1940s and arguably onto recent times if Gould (1977c) is correct. Progressivism
cloaked in the more sophisticated aspect of evolutionary orthogenesis was the consensus
evolutionary mechanism of this period. The apparent ancestorless aspect of human
evolution noted by Gillette ( 1943:533) as "all branches and terminal twigs which have no
fibres running through the trunk specifically connecting with definite ancestral fonns",
masked an almost religious subscription to progressive uniserial human evolutionary
history. This was by far the most popular ideological position. The polar opposite to this
approach, in methodology at least, was the retention of the same progressive unilinealism
within the outwardly polylineal schema of Weidenreich. Devices. which have been traced
throughout previous chapters, of orthogenesis, the comparative method and vertical
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versus lateral evolution were transported in essentially unchanged form into the ftrSt half
of the twentieth century in a highly successful manner.
Whether the human line was seen to have an extremely ancient pedigree or
relatively more recent or whether the evolutionary model was polygenetic or
monogenetic, the two common factors in the palaeoanthropology of the period were
gradual evolutionary change and progressivism. Perhaps the only real rejection of
gradualism came from Dubois, albeit a stance that was for the most part simply ignored.
This period of time can also be described as one in which progress was re-grafted
to biological evolutionism, for the most part by one or another form of orthogenetic
model. Moreover, the models of the major players at this time can all be seen as
implicitly but nonetheless clearly uniserial. The intellectual device that makes this
ostensibly paradoxical unilinealism a fundamental component of the models of this
seemingly ancestorless period is the biological version of the comparative method.
Orthogenesis as the biological law of progressive evolutionary change was the more
scientific answer to the vague and undefined ideas of progress in the last century. While
Darwin's mechanism of evolutionary change, natural selection, was still not particularly
popular, when it was utilised it was as an instrument of progressive change (Walters,
1989). The comparative method was a fitting companion of evolutionary progressivism
or orthogenesis as it was for the cultural evolutionists of the last century. As the Victorian

uncivilised world was replete with savages in various stages of arrested cultural evolution
so was the first half of the next century with the remains of fossil humans in various
stages of evolutionary development. As savage cultures were judged and situated on an
evolutionary scale with respect to their level of civilisation so were the various stages of
fossils. Civilisation was replaced with morphology and then arranged in a relative
chronology of appearance. As with the Victorian savage cultures the fossil types were
regarded as analogues of real ancestors that were not available for study. Darwin's
lament on the vagaries of the fossil record was perhaps useful in this context as well.
While the English (especially Keith and Smith) developed the most sophisticated use of
the comparative method the Americans (Osborn, Gregory and Hooton for example) and
Germans (Klaatsch and Weidenreich to an extent) were not immune to its lure, even if it
is more unconscious in their work. An alternative to the comparative method that
preserves the uniserialism of human evolution is to accept most fossil types as actual
ancestors in a polygenetic arrangement that is convergent or parallel rather than divergent
in nature. Klaatsch in a limited and cumbersome way and Weidenreich in a much more
sophisticated manner were advocates of such a model.
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Whether the concept progress abruptly vanished with the age of modem
palaeoanthropological scholarship in the post synthesis years is a question for future
research. What is clear is that it is the central and integrating feature of human natural
historical scholarship from the Renaissance through to the middle of this century.
Through its analysis light has been thrown on study of the origins of humankind and its
history.
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